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CPA firm touts hospital expansion proposal
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Despite doubts surrounding the project,
accountants touted the feasibility of a
planned hospital expansion.
Mike Stigler, a certified public accountant with the firm Blue and Company,
addressed the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
Board
of Commissioners
Wednesday. He explained that through his
research, he believes the expansion is some-

Fort Heiman
grants total
near $750,000
NEW CONCORD, Ky.(AP) —
An economic development group
has obtained grants to acquire property that was the site of a Civil War
fort.
The site in Calloway County
near the Tennessee border is seen as
a potential tourist attraction, officials with the West Kentucky Corp.
saitL
Debby Spencer of Bowling
Green, vice president of the 45county corporation, said the group
has received two grants totaling
about $750,000 for the purchase of
property that was the site of Fort
Heiman.
Should the land-buy go through
as promoters envision, Fort Heiman
would be operated by the National
Park Service as an extension of Fort
Donelson National Battlefield
based in Dover, Tenn., park
Superintendent Richard Hanks said.
"The exciting thing about this
site is that it still has all of the earthworks in place," Spencer said."You
can't tell the story of Fort Donelson
without also talking about Fort

thing the hospital can afford. However, he
also said if the hospital does not expand it
will have trouble staying in business later
down the road.
"If we do nothing, we look at demise,"
Stigler said.
He noted that with hospitals in surrounding counties already expanding, competition
with Murray-Calloway County Hospital is
only going to increase, causing market share
costs to decrease. The only way the hospital

is going to be able to get market share to
increase is to attract new physicians, Stigler
added, and to attract new physicians, it is
going to have update its facility.
"You can't attract physicians and you
can't attract services if you do not have the
facility," he said.
Stigler also told the board that he was
positive the hospital could afford the expansion without banking on the promise that
new physicians will come.

"Can you afford the bonds? Yes," he said.
"Can you do it without these physicians?
Yes."
In other business, the board considered a
resolution concerning the nominating committee and the Calloway County Fiscal
Court, but the motion to accept the court's
resolution died for lack of a second.
At the last fiscal court meeting, the court
passed a resolution requesting a list of all
nominees considered by the nominating

committee for the Board of Commissioners'
seat. The nominating committee, normally,
only submits the top three candidates to the
court.
"We'd like to consider everyone wanting
to be a board member," Calloway County.
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins said.
Elkins, a member of the hospital board,
said he was not confident with the proce-

MI See Page 2

Controversy in the

Not-So-Happy Landings

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

A ROUGH WAY TO START HALLOWEEN ... Apparently, these witches either hit this building
located at the corner of Airport Road and Poor Farm Road in the fog or their broomsticks
ran out of fuel. Actually, these spooky decorations simply add a little humor to the holiday.

•See Page 2
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Governor won't pay
travel, trooper costs
for Conner meetings
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov.
Paul Patton said he does not believe
he should pay for the costs of his
executive security detail when he
secretly met with his former mistress, Tina Conner.
Patton said paying -such costs
would require future governors to
reimburse the state for every private, personal trip.
"And then it would be very difficult for the state police to provide
security for teh governor," Patton
said during an impromptu news
conference Wednesday. "So I don't
want to start any precedent that
would improperly limit the activities of the governor in the future."
Since acknowledging the affair
with Conner last month, Patton has
said he would pay the state for any
improper expenses incurred by taxpayers related to the affair.

But Patton
said Wednesday
that state law
requires a member
of
the
Kentucky State
Police
to
accompany the
governor
24
hours a day,
seven days a
Patton
week, whether
on personal or public business.
"I think it would be a very bad
precedent for any governor to start
reimbursing the state police for any
specific private, personal trip,"
Patton said.
Conner, a Hickman County nursing home operator, has said she met
secretly with Patton nine or 10 times

See Page 2

Date set for City Hall
move to Walnut Plaza
Nov. 18 day
new site will
be opened
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
After months of preparation
work, a date has been set for Murray
city employees to move into the new
City Hall building on North Fifth
Street.
According to City Administrator
Don Elias, business with be Conducted at the current City Hall
building on South Fifth Street
through Nov. 15, and the new building, the former Walnut Plaza, will
be open for business Nov. 18.
"The main thing is that any activity that deals with the public will
move to this location," he said.
"We're just about complete with all
the renovations there."
City officials reviewed a "punch
list" provided by contractors last
Thursday to determine what still
needed to be completed on the
building. With the exception of sealing and striping the parking lot,
which is expected to take place this
week, most of the remaining work
involves cleaning.
"The contractor hasn't completely turned it over to us. but we feel

like by the end of the week they'll
be doing that," Elias said. "They're
still doing final clean-up."
The city purchased the 18.000square-foot building for $690,000 in
August 2001. Elias said the city had
budgeted $490,000 for renovations
to the building, but the final cost to
get it ready for business will probably be closer to $500,000. Most of
those costs will be covered by
monies from the city's utility funds.
"The majority of cost involved us
changing out the entire heating and
cooling system," Elias said. "It's
about 20 years old, and we felt that
would be the proper way to go."
The city intends to move some
items over to the new building next
week. In the meantime, though,
notices are currently being sent out
with Murray Municipal Utility bills
notifying customers of the intended
opening date for the new building.
The first floor of the building
will house MMU bill collections, as
well as the city clerk's office, which
also collects various types of payments to the city. The first floor will
also house the offices of the mayor,
city administrator and city personnel officer.
The second floor of the building
will be home to the city's planning
and engineering departments, as
well as personnel from the city's

III See Page 2
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SEE WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU DON'T BRUSH?... A worker scrapes old paint from an upper portion of the Calloway County
Courthouse Wednesday afternoon. This is part of a substantial renovation project on the building.

Exterior
work on
courthouse
underway

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Downtown is seeing more construction, but on a smaller scale as
teams begin work on the exterior of
the courthouse.
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court was recently awarded grant
money totaling $200,000 from the
Kentucky
Department
of
Transportation and the Kentucky
Heritage Council for exterior work

www.murrayledger.com

to be approved by the Heritage
Council.
"We hoped to get it started last
spring," Elkins said. "Sometimes
that process takes more time than
we'd like."
The project calls for repainting
the building, placing copper roofing
on the clock tower, installing a new
roof for the courthouse, removing

•See Page 2
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of the courthouse, primarily to
replace the roof and restore the
clock tower.
Construction teams started work
Oct. 26 scraping the paint from the
building. Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins said the project should only
take, weather permitting, three to
four months.
He explained that the process for
getting the money took longer than
expected because all the plans had
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Trio arrested on meth charges
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Three Murray residents were
arrested early Wednesday morning
on drug-related charges.
Kenneth Robertson. 24. Michael
Murphy. 23, and lzzy McDaniel. 20,
were each charged with manufacturing methamphetamine after their
vehicle was stopped on 12th Street
just after midnight Wednesday. All
three are currently lodged in the
Calloway County Jail on $15,000
cash bond each.
The vehicle, which was driven by
Robertson. was traveling south
.
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brief interview with Robertson,
Murphy and McDaniel, a search
warrant was obtained for a residence
at 114 N. Seventh St. in Murray.
Several other items used to manufacture meth were found at the residence.
Other charges are pending as a
result of the search of the residence.
The Tr -County Drug Task Force
and Calloway County Sheriff's
Office also assisted with the investigation.

II Fort ...
From Front

MURRA 1

Publisher Emeritus
Managing Editor

when it was stopped near the intersection of 12th and Chestnut streets.
According to a press release from
the Murray Police Department, the
vehicle
was
searched
after
Robertson appeared to be "very
nervous."
Several items used in the manufacturing of methamphetamine were
found in the vehicle, including lithium batteries, Ephedrine pills and a
funnel.
Narcotics detectives were then
called to the scene, and, following a
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Spencer said the history of Fort
Heiman and other Confederate forts
Heiman, as well as Fort Henry. that guarded the Cumberland and
We'll have a trilogy of forts to show Tennessee rivers is a "story worth
the public, as a way of helping to telling" and had significant impact
enhance tourism in this entire as the scene of the turning point of
region.
the Civil War in 1862.
"And our organization has
The Confederacy built all three
learned that tourism is just as impor- forts to guard the Tennessee and
tant in the mission of economic Cumberland rivers. They were capdevelopment as industrial growth."
tured by a joint Union Army/Navy
In Clarksville, Tenn., city offi- operation led by then-Brig. Gen.
cials, as well as local preservation- Ulysses S. Grant in February 1862.
ists and historians have been workForts Heiman and Henry, both on
ing to obtain government funding to the Tennessee River, fell first to the
preserve and enhance the remains of Union forces, and Fort Donelson on
the New Providence site of Fort the Cumberland River fell 10 days
Defiance, another Confederate river later after the heaviest fighting of
defense in the region.
the early campaign by Grant.
The corporation ,said that about
A short time later, Clarksville fell
200 acres at Fort Heiman were into Union hands with virtually no
placed on the National Register of Confederate resistance.
Historic Places in 1978, and have
All three forts were occupied by
since been subdivided into lots the Union Army and became havens
owned by various people.
for refugee slaves seeking freedom.

Hospital ...
From Front
dures of the nominating committee
and asked for a review of those procedures.
"I'm asking, as a good will gesture. you hire a committee to review
over the nominating procedures," he
said.
Seven people, many of whom are
not on the hospital board, sit on the
nominating committee, and who fit
the criteria as established in the hospital board by-laws. Hospital
President/CEO Isaac Coe said the
beauty of the committee is it is very
difficult for one person to sway the
gtbup one way or another.
"No one person can control the
nominating process without getting
four other people to agree with
them,- he said.

•City Hall ...
From Front
gas, water and sewer departments, all of whom are currently located on Andrus Drive.
Elias said the city's sanitation department, as well as
field personnel from the street department and ware-

Also, the board approved the
capital budget for the upcoming
year. Chief Financial Officer Louis
Vetter reviewed the list of items and
equipment the hospital is considering for a total of $8 million.
Meanwhile, the hospital board
presented Dr. C.C. Lowry with a
resolution for 50 years of service at
the hospital.
"He and his wife have been so
instrumental in doing things for the
community and continue to do so."
Coe said.
Lowry was also recently recognized by the Kentucky Medical
Association for his 50 years of service.
In other business, the board
agreed to purchase a Lorad M-IV
Platinum Mammography System
for $73.000.
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housing employees, will remain on Andrus Drive.
The Murray Fire Department, which occupies the
second floor of the current City Hall, will stay where it
is, while some personnel from the Murray Police
Department will move across the street into the vacated
first floor offices.

•Courthouse ...
From Front

USED CAR LIQUIDATION

Financing on the spot

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

I DO DO WINDOWS ... Murray Public Works employee Russell Brooks takes a high-pressure
washer to an upper-floors section of the former Murray Plaza building on Fifth Street Tuesday
morning. The cleaning session is part of preparations for the building becoming Murray's new
city hall facility. Personnel are expected to move from the current site, approximately two blocks
south on Fifth Street, to their new dwelling place in mid-November.

the handicapped ramp and replacing it to ADA specifications, replacing doors on the clock tower, and
installing electrical work on the clock tower for lights.
"Given the nature of what they are doing, I don't
anticipate it will he a long project," Elkins said.
He also said measures will be taken to make the proj-

ect flow as quickly as possible. "Several of these projects, once they get going, will be going on at the same
time."
He also said trying to keep the courthouse accessible
will be one of the main goals during the project.
"It may not be quite as easy to get in and out during
construction, but hopefully that's something we can deal
with," he said.

Man running Tina Conner's nursing
home feuding with former bosses
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- A
member of Tina Conner's inner circle, the man trying to revive her
debt-ridden nursing home worked
until recently for the state regulators
whom he now accuses of waging a
vendetta.
Dan Dabney resigned from state
government this year as his boss,
Health Services Secretary Marcia
Morgan, was trying to fire him for
alleged misconduct. Charges included sexual harassment, intimidation
and using abusive language.
In interviews, Dabney's testimony and in his letters to cabinet officials. Dabney has consistently
denied doing anything wrong. But
the conflict between Dabney and his
colleagues was hardly unprecedented, according to state personnel
records obtained by The Associated
Press.
During his 16 years in state government, which included a stint as a
nursing home inspector. Dabney
was reprimanded three times for
poor work performance. He also
once sued the cabinet as a "whistleblower" — a government employee
who gets punished for exposing
wrongdoing — and won a retroactive promotion, records show. The
cabinet also paid $10,000 for his
legal fees.

His resignation did not end the
conflict. Instead, it is the latest
source of conflict.
Dabney is demanding to rescind
the resignation, alleging in an appeal
to the Kentucky Personnel Board
that he was pressured into it.
Dabney said the litigation — his
own, plus Conner's much-publicized sexual harassment lawsuit
against Gov. Paul Patton and state
government — has distracted him
from the one thing he wants to do —
put a bankrupt nursing home back
on its feet.
Dabney's
association
with
Conner began in April. She was
looking for an administrator.
Dabney was on paid leave from the
state while an investigation was
pending. Dabney signed on with
Birchtree and brought with him the
attorney who for years has represented him in state personnel actions
— Fred Radolovich of Louisville,
who now represents Conner in her
suit against Patton.
The Executive Branch Ethics
Commission said in a written opinion on Sept. 11 that it was potentially a conflict of interest for Dabney
to be running Conner's nursing
home, Birchtree Healthcare in
Clinton, before resigning.
Dabney said he was Birchtree's
consultant, not its administrator. He
said he has been paid only for

expenses and
has yet to collect a salary.
"The only conflict would be if
I had gainful,
paid employment," Dabney
said in a telephone interview.
The cabinet's
Conner
investigation of
Dabney involved allegations of verbal abuse of a retarded patient and
sexual harassment of women on his
staff at The Meadows, a group home
in Bullitt County for mentally
retarded adults. Another allegation
was that he falsified job applications
by failing to note bad-check charges
in Floyd County, Ind., and Jefferson
County.
Dabney, who was director of The
Meadows, said he was being undermined by a resentful staff.
He was emphatic about his innocence when questioned by a polygraph examiner during the investigation.
"I do know that I have never
harassed anyone in that facility in
any manner whatsoever," Dabney
said, quoted in a transcript of the
interview."I never verbally harassed
anyone. I never sexually harassed
anyone, and I never physically
threatened anyone."

the arrogance of Patton and the folks
around him.
"There's an investigation going
on," Williams said. "He should let
the investigation run its course."
The
governor
repeated
Wednesday he would reimburse the
state for any personal phone calls
related to the affair, but he said he
does not believe he would owe
money for any such calls.

"I've had a personal phone on my
desk until very recently. If I was
making what I thought was a personal phone call, I've always used a
personal credit card," Patton said.

Patton ...
From Front
from 1997 through 1999 at hotels in
Louisville and Lexington.
Ellen Williams. chairman of the
Kentucky Republican Party, said, "I
think these comments again show
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Clarification
In Wednesday's Ledger & Times, Calloway County sheriff candidate
Don Senf was identified as a retired Kentucky State Police trooper. Senf is
retired from KSP, but worked as an investigator and bomb technician for 20
years.
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"I've tried not to charge any personal calls of any nature to the state.
I may have made some mistakes. If
that comes out, certainly I would be
more than pleased to reimburse the
state for those calls."
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Two killed, one wounded in store shooting AARP says candidate
BY BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
gunman opened fire in an inner-city
market Wednesday, killing two
adults and critically wounding a
girl, police said.
Investigators had no suspects
and few apparent leads in pursuing
the shooter, said Louisville police
spokesman Bill Keeling.
"Robbery appears to be the
motive," he said.
Police don't know how many
people were involved in the shooting.
The owner of the Corner Market,
Abdel-Razzaq Allan, 31, and a customer in the store, Landers Douglas
Boyd, 41, were killed in the shooting, Jefferson County Deputy
Coroner Jo-Ann Farmer said.
A 10-year-old girl, Rachel Barr,
was critically wounded in the
shooting, Keeling said. He said the
girl was taken to Kosair Children's
Hospital, where a spokeswoman
deferred questions to police.
Farmer said the girl is expected
to recover.
The girl apparently was not
related to the two victims, Keeling
said.
Keeling said investigators had
not been able to find anyone else
who was inside the store when the
shootings occurred about 10:30
a.m. EST.
"Everyone that was inside was a
victim," he said.
Police also could not find any
witnesses outside the store.
Investigators did not have a
description of the gunman, Keeling

wrongly used its name

Pat McDonogh Louisville Courier Journal/AP Photo

SHOOTING ... The Corner Market, an inner-city market in Louisville, Ky., is shown Wednesday,
Oct. 30, 2002. Investigators had no suspects and few apparent leads Wednesday after a gunman
opened fire at the store killing two adults and critically wounding a girl.
said. He would not say what type of
weapon was used.
The gunman apparently fled on
foot, he said.
"We are appealing to the public,
to anyone who would have information to help with the case,"
Keeling said.
The market, a three-story wood

frame structure, had been robbed at
least twice in the past year, Keeling
said. The store is near Shelby Park,
which has been known as a gathering place for drug dealing, he said.
The store changed ownership a
couple of months ago, Keeling said.
Neighbors who frequented the
store stood outside in the cold to

Soldiers released
after lockdown
FORT KNOX, Ky. (AP) —
Nineteen soldiers and one Marine
have been released from lockdown
after being detained while Fort
Knox investigators searched for a
missing pistol.
However, the 9mm Beretta has
: not been found.
The 20 military personnel were
placed under guard after the pistol
was determined to be missing Oct.

SHELBYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —•
The AARP complained Wednesday
to a state Senate candidate about his
use of its name in a campaign mailing.
It said the flyer mailed to residents of Shelby, Bullitt and Spencer
counties implied that the nonpartisan
AARP had endorsed state Rep. Gary
Tapp.
Tapp, R-Shelbyville, is running
against a House colleague, Democrat
Larry Belcher of Shepherdsville, for
a vacant Senate seat.
State Republican officials said the
flyer was done by the Kentucky
Republican Party, not by Tapp's
campaign, and that an identical mailing was done for another
Republican. state Sen. Bob Leeper of
Paducah.
The flyer extols Tapp's support of
a telemarketing bill for which AARP
lobbied. It states: "Thanks to state
Representative Gary Tapp, Kentucky
now has '... the strongest telemarketing legislation in the nation." The
flyer attributes the partial quote to
"aarp.com"; the organization's Web
site actually is www.aarp.org.
"This statement is misleading as
AARP did not make that comment
about Gary Tapp." said Phil Peters,
the organization's state director. The
disputed quote was about the law, not
about Tapp, Peters said in a telephone interview.
Kentucky
Republican

7. They were released Saturday,
said base spokesman John Rickey.
"While
the
investigation
remains ongoing and prohibits discussion of the facts of the case, I
can share with you that the command determined that the phase of
the investigation requiring sequestering of the personnel had been
completed," Rickey said in a statement.

find out word about the victims.
"It easily could have been one of
us," said one man who declined to
give his full name. "We're in and
out of there every day."
The shootings raised the total
number of slayings in Louisville to
34 this year, which already exceeds
the 27 in 2001, Keeling said.

Chairwoman Ellen Williams said she
thought the flyer drew a clear distinction between the legislation and
the candidate. "We would never do
anything irresponsible by making the
leap" to an implied endorsement of a
candidate, she said.
But Peters said AARP did, in fact,
think the flyer was an implied
endorsement. "We're nonpartisan.
We don't endorse any candidates.
We're not endorsing either candidate, obviously, in this race," he said.
A letter to that effect was sent by
fax to Tapp. Peters said. Tapp, in a
telephone interview, seemed surprised by the objection. "I have not
implied that they endorsed me," he
said. "I don't know how they construed it."
Williams pointed out that Belcher,
too, has been warned by at least two
trade associations about campaign
material that implies their endorsement. She provided copies of letters
to that effect from the Kentucky
Automobile Dealers Association and
the Kentucky Manufactured Housing
Institute.
Thad Vann, executive director of
the manufactured-housing group,
verified his letter. His association
contributes to candidates through a
political action committee but does
not endorse candidates or campaigns, Vann said. "When we see
something, we want to have it corrected," he said.
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Line 3:

The more you use it, the
more you earn. Over a year,
it can add up to hundreds of
dollars. So start cashing in
every time you, pay the tab.
To sign up, stop by any
U.S. Bank branch, call
1-800-720-BANK or visit
us at usbank.com.

arbank.,„6,

Name:

Five Star ServIce Guanultred VFW

Address:

usbank.com

Phone: Daytime:
Brick forms can also be filled out or dOWnioacied from
www.murraymaInstreet.org

Murray Branch, 1111 Main St.• 759-9443

our

Questions: Call Main Street crt -759;.9474

website at
Checking Thal Pays ,s an option That can be added to any US Ban* personal cneciong account and is avaiaboe select markets cant)
,OntY WW1..
based transacadng those made ...thou: a PIN) quiNify for c-ash back rewards Cash advances and ATM transactions do not qualify Cheating /het Ploys
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Ever the
optimist
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Bush
optimistic
on terror
war
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer
(AP)
—
WASHINGTON
President Bush has been sounding
optimistic about how American will
and determination will prevail in the
war on terrorism, yet given the headlines over the past month, rosy predictions of victory seem to some
hard to justify.
His optimism was on display during political campaign stops in five
states over the past few days in the
run-up to next week's midterm elections.
"We're making progress at dismantling the terrorist organization.
We've hauled in a couple of thousand. One by one we're finding
them and bringing them to justice,"
Bush said Monday in Denver.
But the president's confidence is
difficult to square with alarmist predictions of the intelligence community and a decided uptick in the
number of terrorist incidents.
"They are coming after us," CIA
Director George Tenet told Congress
two weeks ago, contending that alQaida is now "reconstituted- despite
efforts by the United States and others to "root them out."
Last Thursday, the FBI warned
about possible terrorist attacks on
the U.S. transportation network,
especially railroads. The warning
was based on debriefings by alQaida prisoners.
Terrorists have been increasingly
active elsewhere. Between Oct. 6
and Oct. 23, a French oil tanker was
bombed in Yemen, two Americans
were shot in Kuwait, a suicide
bomber in Indonesia left almost 200
dead and Chechen rebels seized
hundreds in a Moscow theater. In all
cases, al-Qaida or affiliates of the
terror organization are believed to
have been responsible.
In between the events came word
that North Korea had started a uranium enrichment program to develop
nuclear weapons. Pyongyang may
already have a a bomb or two
stashed away from an earlier plutonium-based program, the CIA says.
All this is unrelated to what the
administration believes is the most
.imminent threat of terrorism with
-Nveapons of mass destruction threat,
'Iraq. Bush vows to disarm Iraq with
:or without U.N. Security Council
'support.
And if Bush's we're-going-to-beall-right optimism is contagious,
:Republicans should do well next
Tuesday.
He acknowledged to his Denver
audience on Monday that the struggle against terrorists "is not an easy

AP File Photo
lift. It's going to take a while. This
isn't one of these instant gratification deals.
"The best way to make sure we
defend our freedoms and fulfill our
obligations to our children is to hunt
these killers down one at a time and
bring them to justice, which is exactly what we're going to do.Bush recognizes that events have
conspired to make the world smaller, and in so doing, have made
America more vulnerable.
"We used to think two oceans
could protect us from harm," Bush
told a political rally last Thursday in
Alabama. "For a long time, our
country felt like oceans could keep
us immune from personal attack, We
learned a horrible lesson."
The lesson is not exactly new.
Since the advent of ICBMs and
long-range bombers during the Cold
War, neighboring oceans have been
less of a security buffer than before.
Now they eount for even less.
Indeed, terrorist groups pose a
greater threat to the American homeland than the German Luftwaffe did
in 1940, a time when oceans on
either side really did provide a
measure of security.
Not to worry. Bush says. "You
got to know the manhunt is on and it
doesn't matter how long it takes. I
like our chances better than theirs,"
he says of the terrorists.
"We got a fabulous military. And
we got a great resolve. I can't imagine what was going through their
minds. They must have thought our
religion was materialism. They must
have thought we were so self-centered, so absorbed with our ... shallow materialism that all we would
do after September the 11th was file
a lawsuit.
"They just didn't understand.
And they're going to pay a dear
price for doing what they did to
America."
George Gedda has covered foreign affairsfor The Associated Press
since 1968.

Attention Washington!
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
. web: www.house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

•^4.

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.jim bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.
361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

Adding muscle to economic development
As this community knows well,
Kentucky faces global competition
for good-paying jobs and strong
companies.
The stakes are high. If we succeed, our area will prosper and our
children will be able to work and
live here. If we don't, our future is
uncertain.
Kentucky and our local leaders
are working hard, and doing an
excellent job, in marketing the many
positives Kgritucky has to offer. But
in
,. sucliou.iialsen.se exoniataic couape:
11sqqs* is magnified.
ntion,ociy...tv§
One Of Kentucky's greatest
weaknesses in economic development is our outdated State
Constitution, which places burdensome restrictions on Kentucky corporations and discourages businesses from incorporating in our state.
Amendment #2 on the Nov. 5
ballot would eliminate this disadvantage and put us on a level playing field with other states in the
quest for good jobs and companies.
allow
The amendment
will
Kentucky to replace several anti-

Guest Column
By Greg Higdon
quated constitutional restrictions on
corporations with model laws used
by virtually every other state.
Amendment #2 was recommended more than 15 years ago by the
Commission
on
Special
Constitutional Review, a diverse
group of leaders across the state.
The commission included former
governors, judges, lawmakers, law
school deans, labor leaders, business
representatives, members of the
news media and other citizens. The
chairman of the commission was
Judge J. William Howerton of
Paducah, former chief judge of the
Kentucky Court of Appeals.
The commission ranked removal
of the constitutional restrictions on
businesses among the top five most
needed changes in Kentucky's century-old Constitution, because these
restrictions put our state at a competitive disadvantage without offering any meaningful p-rotections for

Our competitor states don't have
employees, shareholders or citizens.
Here are just a couple of exam- these kinds of outdated restrictions.
ples of the out-of-touch provisions They've updated and modernized
that Amendment #2 would elimi- their constitutions, as Kentucky
nate:
should have done years ago.
• Limits on real estate holdings
Amendment #2 does not take
away any of the safeguards and proand business diversification
The Constitution prevents corpo- tections against corporate wrongdorations from owning real estate for ing. In fact, the amendment actually
more than five years unless it's used reinforces the ability of Kentucky
expressly for its business purposes. lawmakers to respond quickly to
For example, if a company buys improve corporate regulation and
land for future expansion but does increase accountability to employnot make the investment within five ees and shareholders.
In today's fast-changing, competyears, the Constitution requires the
land to be forfeited to the state — itive business world, Kentucky
needs fair, modern laws to regulate
without compensation.
• Restrictions on how stocks business. Our community should not
be forced to compete for 21st
and bonds are distributed
The Constitution restricts how Century businesses with constitustocks and bonds can be distributed tional restrictions written before the
in ways that can hurt family and invention of the automobile.
For the future of our community
small businesses. For example, a
family member who might not have and our state, please vote YES for
a great deal of cash on hand can't Constitutional Amendment #2.
use a promissory note to purchase
EDITOR'S NOTE: Greg
stock in the family business. And
employers are prohibited from giv- Higdon is aformer State Senator
for the First District of Kentucky.
ing stock to employees.

OurReadersWrite
Gov. of Kentucky 1963-67
Dear Editor,
•••
I am supporting Klint Alexander for Congress
Dear Editor,
in the First Congressional District because I
When I first saw the sign "Christian
think we have a unique opportunity to elect an
Democrat," many thoughts came to mind. One
outstanding young man. In the 58 years that I
was Robert Bork's book, "Slouching Toward
have been voting, we have never had a better
Gomorrah.- Others were the Bible verses,"Woe
qualified candidate for Congress in our district
since Alben Barkley served as our Congressman, to those who call evil good and good evil" and
Senator and Vice President.
"You cannot serve God and mammon."
Klint's family has resided in our district for
Many Christians thought with the blatant
seven generations. His grandfather, Mr. Sam
immorality of the Clinton administration and the
Alexander, was the Deputy Superintendent of
horror of 9/11 that surely America would turn
Education for the State of Kentucky and was
back to God. But just as before, the pro-abortion,
known as "Mr. Public Education." Klint's father, anti-family, pro-homosexual agenda is alive and
Kern Alexander, was President of both Western
the cornerstone of the Democratic platform.
and Murray. He is now an Adjunct Professor and
We have to wonder how a person could
Consultant on education matters.
pledge allegiance to both Christ and a party
Klint's brother, King, is a very popular presiwhose morality is derived from a humanistic
dent of Murray State University and his brother.
type of political correctness that asserts there is
Kern, worked for Sen. Wendell Ford. All three
no right and wrong and everything is relative
of these brothers have their PhD's. Klint from
and to be tolerated.
Cambridge University in England and his brothDo Christians really want liberal federal
ers went to Oxford. They are outstanding prodjudges and perhaps a liberal Supreme Court
ucts of Western Kentucky.
Justice? Do they want more and more money
Klint was an all-state quarterback and played
going to Planned Parenthood and to support
at both Duke and Yale. I have hunted, camabortions around the world. Is any real or imagipaigned and practiced law with Klint and I know nary monetary gain more important than the
him very well. He was chosen to be a law clerk
morality of our nation?
Vote for those with a proven pro-life, profor Louisville Judge Boyce F. Martin, Jr. of the
family voting record. Vote for Rep. Ed Whitfield
U. S. Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals and his
wife, Melissa, was law clerk for Louisville
and Sen. Mitch McConnell from the Republican
Party whose platform respects all life, even that
Judge John Heyburn of the U. S. District Court.
of the "littlest" guy, the unborn baby.
Klint graduated with honors from the University
Mary Cowan
of Virginia Law School and was Editor of the
Murray, Ky.
"International Law Journal".
He worked for former Secretary of Defense,
Dear Editor,
Harold Brown, writing speeches and doing
The upcoming mid-term election is as imporresearch for the Center for Strategic Studies In
tant as any in recent history. Control of both
Washington. in addition, he worked for Mickey
houses of Congress, and ultimately of the judiciKantor, our U. S. Foreign Trade Representative.
ary, hangs in the balance. Our leaders may soon
He is uniquely qualified to help us keep jobs in
be making decisions of war and peace. The
Kentucky and not send them to other countries.
economy is in recession, and dramatic declines
Klint has the qualifications to be elected
on Wall Street have devastated many savings
President of the United States long after I am
plans and retirement dreams. Prescription drug
gone. Don't miss this opportunity to elect a fine
costs continue to climb beyond the reach of
young man with a bright future who shares the
many seniors and working families. Misdeeds of
views of the people of Kentucky and will reprecorporate executives shock and sicken us at the
sent us well.
Edward T. Breathitt very time that we are hearing proposals to
• • •
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replace Social Security with risky investments
accounts.
Are you better off than you were before
George W. Bush was elected? I'm not.
Lois Comb Weinberg is our Democratic candidate for U.S. Senate. Ms. Weinberg will be a
voice for the concerns of Kentucky families in
Washington, not for the special interests that
have poured so much money into McConnell's
coffers. Ms. Weinberg favors increased support
for education; expanded availability of prescription drugs to older Kentuckians; a multilateral
approach to dealing with Saddam Hussein; protection, not privatization, of Social Security; and
significant increase in the minimum wage.
I urge you to join in supporting a return to
government for the people. Vote for Lois Combs
Weinberg for U.S. Senate.
Marian M. Posey
New Concord, Ky.
• • •

Dear Editor:
I do not always respect the opinion of The
Courier-Journal but this time that newspaper hit
the nail on the head when it endorsed Klint
Alexander for Congress in the First
Congressional District of Western Kentucky.
Mr. Alexander is passionate. Mr. Whitfield is
just another cog in the political machine. Mr.
Alexander is determined to deal with the economic difficulties facing the First Congressional
District. His opponent favors irresponsible tax
breaks of the rich while Alexander has cited the
greed of corporations and tax cuts for working
and middle class families.
The two candidates are on opposite extremes
of prescription drug benefits under Medicare and
protecting Social Security from private accounts.
Alexander supports prescription drug benefits
and protecting all of each taxpayer's Social
Security accounts. Whitfield takes the opposite
view.
Enough said. The choice is clear. The First
District needs Alexander — not because he is a
Democrat but mainly because of how he stacks
up on the above issues.
Theodore H. Lavit
Lebanon, Ky.
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Eight more West Nile cases reported

Deaths
Ted D. Arant
Ted D. Arant, 76, Brewers Highway, Benton, died Wednesday. Oct.
30, 2002, at 3 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Born Feb. 1, 1926, in Marshall County, he was the son of the late
Elgie Arant and Dena Starks Arant.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Annis York Arant, to whom he was
married Oct. 15, 1950; two sons, Many Don Arant and wife, Becky, and
Michael Ervin Arant, and three sisters, Mrs. Jewell Copeland, Mrs. Esta
Shepeard and Mrs. Cora Mae Smith and husband, Lloyd, all of Benton;
one brother, Ervin Arant and wife, Anna Lee, Murray; two granddaughters, Brittany Arant and Brandi Arant, both of Benton; several nieces and
nephews.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Eight more people with "probable
cases" of West Nile virus were
reported Wednesday by state health
officials.
The latest cases brought to 67
the total number of Kentuckians
with confirmed or probable cases of
the mosquito-borne virus, according to the state Cabinet for Health
Services. Five people have died.
The eight latest cases include
five cases of West Nile fever, a
milder form of the disease, the cab
met said.

The latest victims range in age
from 31 to 87.
Those victims were identified as
an Adair County woman, age 71; a
Clinton County man, 87; a Graves
County man, 81; a Greenup County
woman, 46; a Jefferson County
man, 64; a Jefferson County
woman, 31; a Mercer County
woman, 63; and a Taylor County
man, 62. Their names were not
released.
Only the Adair County woman
remains hospitalized, the cabinet
said.

Harry K. Reams Sr.
Harry K. Reams Sr., 75, Greenhill Drive, Benton, died Tuesday, Oct.
29, 2002, at Sikeston Health Care, Sikeston, Mo.
Retired as assistant fire chief with 25 years of service with LexingtonFayette Urban County Government, he was elected Sixth District councilman for the same group. He was a member of First Missionary Baptist
Church, Benton, and former member and deacon of Grace Baptist
Church, Lexington. He was a member of Breakfast Lions Club, Lodges
No. I and No. 154 of Free and Accepted Masons, and Oleika Shrine
Temple, and 33rd degree member of The Supreme Council.
A World War II veteran of the United States Navy Medical Corps, he
was a 1947 graduate of Paducah Tilghman High School. He was the son
of the late Vess Reams and Nell Lukens Reams.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Violet Carlisle Reams, to whom he
had been married for 54 years; one daughter, Mrs. Susan Courtney and
husband, Glenn, Madison, Ala.; one son, Harry Kirby Reams Jr. and
wife, Jane, Manteo, N.C.; two sisters, Mrs. Ellabert Reams and Mrs.
Jeanette Taylor, both of Paducah; four grandchildren, Allyson and
Andrew Courtney, Nichole Midgett and Ruth Reams.
Graveside services will be today (Thursday) at 2 p.m. at Marshall
County Memory Gardens. The Rev. Alan Miller and the Rev. Glenn
Courtney will officiate.
Collier Funeral Home, Benton, is in charge of arrangements, but no
visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Missionary Baptist
Church Building Fund, 13th and Main Streets, Benton, KY 42025.

Hubert C. Pittman
The funeral for Hubert C. Pittman will be Friday at I p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate.
Pallbearers will be James A. Thomas, Cliff Pittman, Van Pittman,
Grant Pittman, Jason Pittman and Frank Turner, active; Benjie Bogard,
Dr. John R. Quertermous, Stacy Smith, Ken Kukowski, Jody Anderson,
Jeremy Smith, Troy Stovall, Bruce Turner, Clifford LeRoy Pittman and
Bob Dyrcon, honorary. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mr. Pittman, 82, Pittman Drive, New Concord, died Wednesday, Oct.
30, 2002, at 2:21 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired land developer, real estate and automobile dealer, he was a
member of New Concord Church of Christ.
One grandson, DeWayne Colson, four sisters and two brothers, all
preceded him in death. Born May 21, 1920, in Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Benjamin Pittman and Julie Hutchens Pittman.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Blanche Hendon Pittman, to whom
he was married March 10, 1943; two daughters, Mrs. Elsie Diane
Thomas and husband, James A., and Ms. Sharon Pittman, all of New
Concord; four sons, Clifton Pittman Jr. and wife, Sheri, Sammy Pittman
and wife, Dora, and Benny Pittman and wife. Cindy, all of New Concord,
and Danny Pittman and wife, Patsy. Murray; one brother, Charles
Pittman and wife, Louise, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Also surviving are 10 grandchildren, Cliff Pittman, Julie Bogard. Van
Pittman, Grant Pittman, Dena Anderson, Tammy Smith, Jason Pittman,
Renee Kukowski, Michelle Thomas and Lacey Smith; four great-grandchildren, Amy Anderson, Tyler and Abby Pittman and Sophia Bogard;
special friend, Peedy Pittman, New Concord; several nieces and
nephews.

Mrs. Norma Margarett (Nanny) Van Dyke
Graveside services for Mrs. Norma Margarett(Nanny) Van Dyke will
be Friday at 11 a.m. at Green Plain Cemetery. John Dale and Garry
Evans will officiate. Stephanie Roberts will give the music.
Pallbearers will be Alan Campbell, Kevin Van Dyke, David Freeman,
Ken Kelly, George Puckett and Michael Herndon.
Visitation will be from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight (Thursday) at BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home.
Mrs. Van Dyke, 84, Murray, formerly of the Green Plain community,
died Tuesday, Oct. 29, 2002, at 3:03 p.m. at Long Term Care Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was married Sept. 23, 1947. to Henry Van Dyke, who died March
10. 1991. Born Sept. 16, 1918, in Tennessee, she was the daughter of the
late Garrett Puckett and Dannie Huffstutter Puckett.
Mrs. Van Dyke was a member of Green Plain Church of Christ.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Shirley Freeman, Bark River,
Mich.; two sons, Dan Grimes and wife. Paula, Puryear, Tenn., and Ted
Van Dyke and wife, Ruby. Murray; one brother, Bill Puckett and wife,
Alice, Paris, Tenn.; five grandchildren, David Freeman, Chicago,
Norma Lake, Tampa, Fla., Scarlett Kelly, Long Beach, Miss., and Stacey
Campbell and Kevin Van Dyke, both of Murray; 10 great-grandchildren.

In all, 19 cases of West Nile
fever have been reported by the
state Public Health lab, the cabinet
said. All other cases involve the
more severe form of the disease
with meningitis or encephalitis, it
said.
Nineteen of the 67 Kentucky
cases have been confirmed by the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention lab.
The cabinet said that mosquito
activity has diminished and that
new cases of West Nile virus are
unlikely.

Nation's oldest person dies at 113
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP)
- Mary Parr, believed to be the
oldest person in the United States,
has died. She was 113.
Parr died Tuesday morning at
Suncoast Manor, a retirement community where she had lived since
1965, said Lisa Charles, a nurse at
the facility.
"Her condition had deteriorated
very slowly," Charles said. "She
was pretty much alert. She was able
to walk up until the last couple
weeks, when she got weak and
started falling."
Parr was determined to be the
oldest resident of the United States
by the Gerontology Research
Group, a non-profit organization
which studies aging. She succeeded
Adelina Domingues, a California
woman who died at 114 on Aug. 21,
Parr, born Feb. 1, 1889 in

Mishawaka, Ind., was the world's
second-oldest person at the time of
her death, the group said. Only
Kamato Hongo, a 115-year-old
Japanese woman, had an authenticated age older than Parr's.
Charles said Pan often told the
secret of her longevity: Never getting married.
"She never had to worry about
the headache of men," Suncoast
Manor activities director Janice
Lambe told the St. Petersburg
Times last month. "She loved her
life."
Parr spent many years working
for the American Red Cross in
Cape May, N.J., first as a volunteer
during World War I and then as a
paid employee. She also worked for
the South Carolina Tuberculosis
Organization, then moved to
Asheville, N.C., to care for her

then-retired parents.
"I enjoyed my work," Parr said
in 1993. "It was very rewarding.".
Her sister, Lillian Prine, died at
Suncoast Manor in 1991 at the age
of 100. Parr's parents both lived
into their 90s.
Parr had no known survivors.
"It was amazing that someone
her age could still know what she
wanted," Charles said. "And she
did. Usually she either wanted to go
back to bed or drink anything,
water, juice, anything. She even
kept her sense of humor."
Another Florida resident is now
apparently the holder of the oldestAmerican distinction, according to
the Gerontology group. John
McMorran, a former pack-a-day
smoker who now lives in a
Lakeland nursing home, is 113. He
was born June 19, 1889.
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Man kills
wife at Texas
daycare center
EL PASO, Texas(AP)-A man
shot his estranged wife to death
inside a daycare center Wednesday
morning, then turned the gun on
himself, police said.
The 32-year-old man underwent
surgery. Officials said his injuries did
not appear to be life-threatening.
Police Sgt. Al Velarde said 21
children were inside the Little Red
Apple Daycare at the time, but he did
not know how many saw or heard
the shooting. No children or staff
were injured.

Deleware city
honors Ky.
man as hero
WILMINGTON, Del.(AP)-A
Kentucky trucker told a crowd here
that he wasn't afraid to die when he
used his tractor-trailer last week to
block the escape route of the
Washington-area sniper suspects.
Wilmington Mayor James Baker
gave Ronald Lantz a key to the city
Tuesday and made him an honorary
Wilmingtonian for his efforts.
The 61-year-old trucker lives in
Ludlow. Ky., a suburb of Cincinnati,
and has driven from Ohio to
Wilmington once or twice a week for
the last four years. He was stopped at
an 1-70 rest stop in Maryland early
Thursday when he spotted the suspects 1990 Chevrolet Caprice.

Residents push for animal shelter after rabies scare
FRANKLIN, Ky.(AP)- After
a rabies-infected kitten bit a child
and exposed more than 50 other
children to the disease, residents
are pushing for the construction of
an animal shelter.
"If something good comes out
of this situation, maybe (realization
of the need for a shelter) will be it,"
said Vicki Sharer, who has organized Little Feet Rest and Rescue,
which places cats and kittens with
homes."We have been trying to get
this for some time."
A litter of rabies-infected kittens
was abandoned in Simpson County
last week. At least one of the kittens had rabies, potentially exposing more than 50 children and
adults to the disease. The residents
are taking a series of shots to build
up their antibodies as a precaution.
One of the kittens is still missing.
Rabies can be contracted
through saliva of an infected animal or through bites or scratches.
The county has a pound facility,
but it is only large enough for dogs
and has just three communal pens.
It only operates part-time.
A local group is planning a shelter - which includes a proposal to
the state for funding and lining up
donations.

Sharer said the recent incident
also points to the need for people to
vaccinate cats against rabies something that state law doesn't
require. Sharer said.
Inquiries about vaccinating cats
has picked up some, said Lloyd
Elliott, a veterinarian with Crocker
Animal Clinic in Franklin.

"But any healthy cat that comes $86,000 to Butler County for a new
in here is going to be vaccinated - shelter that's ready to open and
we require it," Elliott said.
$75,000 to Allen County where
The state recently awarded plans are being completed.
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1405 N. 16th Street
1-800-586-3740
Ext. 3475

Jones lnd. Ag
8480.18 + 53.47
Air Products
43.66 + 0.54
Anthem
66.61 + 0.73
AOL Time Warner
14.70 + 0.32
AT&T
13.32 + 0.12
Bell South
27.45 + 0.36
Briggs & Stratton
18.85 - 0.07
Bristol Myers Squibb ....24.95 + 0.45
Caterpillar
41.10 + 0.13
Chevron Texaco Corp
69.73- 1.67
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17.54 + 0.42
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Ford Motor
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General Electric
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HopFed Bank*
IBM
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Intel
Kroger
Mattel
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Merck
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J.C. Penney
Pepsico, Inc.
Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough
Sears
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged

Loretta Jobs Realtors
301 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-1492

4140.
HILLIARD
MINS

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

SINCE 1854

Our Best Investment Is You.
J J B Hilliard. W.L. Lyons. Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

Husqvarna

DON'T FORGET!
FIRST SUNDAY/
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TOUGH NAME.
TOUGH EQUIPMENT.
136 Chain Saw-16"
• 2.2 cu.in.- 2.1 hp
• Inertia chain brake
• Lifetime ignition warran
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19.37 + 0.33
17.38 + 0.39
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77.12 - 0.16
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10.57 + 0.14
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In Performance at the Governor's Mansion
A special presentation made possible by Ashland Inc.
FEATURING TAN ITA GAINES
AND JONELL MOSSER

I79

350 Chain Saw-18"
• 3.0 cu.in.- 3.1 hp
• Inertia chain brake
• Lifetime ignition
warranty

529995

www.husqvarna.C0M
IA"11FACT)°" GuARAm'rE

re"rooms Am and inancR
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571
murrayhomeandauto.com
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
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Community
Thursday, October 31, 2002

Life House fund-raising
dinner will be Nov. 16

Anniversary

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

LifeHouse Pregnancy Care Center will have its
fund-raising dinner on Saturday, Nov. 16, at 6:30
p.m. at the Murray State University Curris Center
ballroom.
"In the Potter's Hands" will be the theme of the
event with Danny Dalton, potter, as the featured
speaker.
All interested persons are urged to attend.
Reservations must be made by Wednesday, Nov. 6,
by contacting the LifeHouse at 753-0700 or Molly
Franklin at 489-2128.
LifeHouse is located at 1506 Chestnut St.,
Murray.

MHS Band Rock-A-Thou Friday

Murray High School Tiger Band will hold its second
annual Rock-A-Thon on Friday, Nov. 1, at First United
Methodist Church. Funds will go toward the band's participation in the
2003 Loyola University Convert Festival next spring in New Orleans, La.
For more information call Dee Bishop at MHS at 753-5202.

Soccer banquet scheduled
Calloway County High School Soccer banquet will be Sunday, Nov. 10,
from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Murray State University Curris Center. Tickets at
$12 each may be purchased Saturday. Nov. 2, from 11 a.m. to noon at the
soccer locker room; or may be purchased in the office of CCHS by calling
Kathy Wilson, 753-6042, or Jackie Kennedy, 753-8562. The meal is free for
players. The deadline to purchase tickets is Thursday. Nov. 7.

Ducks Unlimited plans banquet

Mr. and Mrs. Thompson in 1952
Mr. and Mrs. David Thompson of 3911
Murray Paris Rd.. Hazel, will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Friday, Nov. 1, 2002.
were married Nov. I, 1952, in Corinth,
Miss. Their attendants were Anna Louise and
Dewey Todd, aunt and uncle of the groom.

Mr. and Mrs. Thompson in 2002

Mrs. Thompson, the former Ann White, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elwood White of Hazel.
Mr. Thompson is the son of the late Peter
Thompson and the late Gladys Thompson Sadler
of Buchanan, Tenn.
Their children are Tony Thompson and wife,

ICrista, Kerry Thompson and wife, Rhonda, and
Trent Thompson and wife, Diana.
Their grandchildren are Drew, Chelsee,
Lauren, Lance, Ashton and Adam Thompson.
The couple will celebrate the occasion with a
dinner party for family and friends, hosted by
their children.

Eighty-eight MCCH employees receive chance at vacation
Eighty-eighty employees from
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
had the opportunity to win a vacation voucher at the annual Journey
to Excellence party held Mon.. Oct.
21 at 7 p.m. at the Westside Baptist
Church gymnasium.
Debby Branam, HomeCare
Assistant, was this 'year's lucky,
employee who won the $2,500 travel certificate from Far Lands Travel
Agency to use toward the vacation
of her choice.
"I would like to thank the
employees who nominated me for
an 'above and beyond' and God for
walking me through the contest to
win the.trip," said Branam.
A native of Tennessee, Branam
has lived in Murray for six years and
has worked at MCCH HomeCare

for almost six years. Branam is a
mother of four and grandmother of
seven. She is not sure where she
plans to go on vacation, but is considering a spa or a cruise.
The Journey to Excellence • program, which began in 1998, is
M urray-C41lowaY
. County
Hospital's way of recognizing its
employees for going "Above and
Beyond" their normal job duties and
living out the hospital's values:
"Moving forward with compassion,
confidentiality, and honesty built
upon respect and teamwork.
The employees who received the
opportunity to be a part of the special elimination drawing had to
accomplish one of the following
during the 2001-2002 fiscal year:

•
a Someone Noticed nomination
Received turned in for something special he or
an Above she did in the course of a routine
•
a n d workweek.
Beyond
"The people honored at our
Award at a Journey to Excellence party represpecial sent the best we have to offer to our
recogni- community," said Isaac Coe.
tion lunch- CEO/President of Murray-Calloway
eon held County Hospital. "They exemplify
monthly. the values of caring and community
Branam
The award service. We are proud of them."
is given to someone after a nominaMurray-Calloway County
tion is made, screened by a commit- Hospital is committed to honoring
tee and deemed to be a situation its employees for the outstanding
where an employee went "above job they do every day as well as
and beyond" routine job expecta- their dedication to go "above and
tions.
beyond" in their daily job routines.
• Received eight or more Those little extras are what make
Someone Noticed Awards. These Murray-Calloway County Hospital
are awarded when an employee has an exceptional healthcare provider.

Lochte will appear at Frankfort event
A Murray author will be signing
his book at the 2 I st annual
Kentucky Book Fan Saturday, Nov.
2, at the Civic Center in downtown
Frankton. Book Fair hours will be 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Bob Lochte's "Kentucky Farmer
Invents Wireless Telephone! But
Was it Radio'' Facts and Folklore

about Nathan Stubblefield" tells the
story of the most famous person
ever to come out of Murray, Ky.,
and his descent into obscurity, dying
of starvation in a dirt-floored shack.
More than 270 authors, illustrators, artists and photographers from
around the nation will attend the
Book Fair to autograph books and

—1 Re-Elect DORIS PARHAM
to the Murray City Council
#3 on the Ballot
November 5,2002
• Experienced • Hardworking
•Listens to citizens concerns
• Dedicated • Reliable
Paid for by Dons Parham

calendars sold at a discount.
Six costumed characters from
Some of the featured authors classic children's books will add to
include Dr. Thomas Clark, Nick the festivities throughout the day.
Clooney, Wendell Berry, Bobbie
After the Book Fair, the Capitol
Ann Mason, Phyllis George, Steps, a musical political satire
Bernard Goldberg, Ed McClanahan, group, will be performing at 8 p.m.
James Archambeault, Silas House, in the Civic Center. A new Capitol
Ann Ross, Jeanne Braselton, Denny Steps book, "Sixteen Scandals: 20
Trease, Crystal Wilkinson, John Years of Sex, Lies and Other Habits
Egerton, James Baker Hall, and Joe of Our Great Leaders," will be
Ashby Porter.
available at the Book Fair.

Birth
Macie Arlene Kelso
Jay and Heather Kelso of
Paducah are the parents of a daughter, Macie Arielle Kelso, born on

Rita's Neat Repeats
Consignment Clothes

KID'S EAT

FREE!
Kids 12 & Under in Costume
EAT FREE on Halloween

NEW FALL OUT 20% OFF
Bargain Room Now 50% Off
Wedding, Formals, Rental & Sales
Men's & Women's Plus Sizes
Riot Ow 40 Ink! Fetish Fir hi ?Win
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
(270)762-0207
M-S 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Friday, Oct. 25, 2002, at 7:08 p.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
The baby weighed nine pounds
13 ounces and measured 20 inches.
Grandparents are Bruce and
Connie Lennox of Lynn Grove and
Jimmy and Karen Kelso of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Margaret
Lennox of Danbury. Conn., Edith
MacKay of Peekskill, N.Y., and
Rosalee Kelso and Evelyn Burkeen,
both of Murray.

Let us help
announce it

We're,Moving

Compliments of

Y

ts moving to

)jaHl

,

A WHOLE LOT OF MEXICAN.
(Must Be Accompanied By Adult)

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER • MURRAY
We Now Accept Credit Cards

Special event at Martin's Chapel
Fall activities of hayride and bonfire will be Saturday, Nov. 2,at Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church, 1619 Martin Chapel Rd., Murray. The
hayrides will start at 3 p.m. and bonfire will be around 4:30 p.m. For more
information call Bro. Mike Blake at 753-5809.

Lutheran bazaar on Saturday
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 15th and Main Streets, Murray, will have its
Christmas Bazaar and Country Store on Saturday, Nov. 2, from 8 a.m. to 3
p.m. at the church. Featured will be many handmade crafts, gift baskets,
baked goods and free coffee. Lunch of soup and sandwiches will be served.
For information call 753-6712.

Art Guild plans Christmas Gallery
Murray Art Guild at 103 North Sixth St., Murray, will have its annual
"Christmas Gallery" on Friday and Saturday, Nov. I and 2. The gallery will
be open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on both days for the public to visit to see
and purchase special items. Featured will be a wide variety of local and
regional artists' and craftsmen's work.

Bazaar planned at Goshen
The annual Christmas bazaar, sponsored by Goshen United Methodist
Women, will be Saturday, Nov. 2, from 7 a.m. to noon at the church,
Highway 121 North at Stella, Featured will be baked goods, jams,jellies
and crafts. Country ham and biscuit breakfast will be available. Persons are
asked to enter at the back of the church into the basement.

Bazaar planned Saturday
The annual Christmas bazaar of Christian Women's Fellowship of First
Christian Church will be Saturday, Nov. 2, with Krista Crass as chairman.
The sweet shop, baked goods shop, and the craft shop will open at 8 a.m.
The "Soup and Corn Bread Luncheon" will be served beginning at 11 a.m.
An antique quilt and a new quilt will be given away in a special promotion.

California Connection plans event
California Connection, a group of Murray area residents with connections to California, will host an evening get-together on Saturday, Nov. 2,
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. For more information call Mary Thomsen at 4365022.

Pictorial history books here
The Calloway County Pictorial History Books have arrived, according to
members of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Books
may be picked up at the lower level of the club house on Friday, Nov. 1,
from 9 a.m. to noon. Persons are asked to use the back entrance. Also books
may be obtained on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, from 9 a.m. to 6
p.m. for the following week.

Items needed for fundraiser
The Student Ambassador Program will hw.e a fund-raising yard sale on
Saturday, Nov. 2. Any one having any items to donate for the sale call
Camme Cain, 753-8743, or Suzzie Theike, 753-2070.

Glory Bound Thursday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will feature Kailey Stone and
Friends tonight from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Glory Bound Coffee House,
Chestnut Street,just east of Ryan Milk Company. This is open to all interested persons. Admission is free, but donations will be accepted by this outreach ministry led by Goshen United Methodist Church with Joe Lawrence
as leader.

Special event Thursday
An awesome spiritual adventure, "The Giant Slide," will be today, Oct.
31, from 4 to 6 p.m. in the corner parking lot of First Baptist Church, 203
South 4th St., Murray.

Fall Festival at Westside
Fall Festival will be at Westside Baptist Church, Robertson Road South,
Murray today from 5 to 8 p.m. This is for all children from birth to sixth
grade. Free food, games, crafts, activities, puppets and candy will be featured.

clwropractm- ofpce ot

Teri A. Prince, D.C.
Tfiks,

Ducks Unlimited will have its annual banquet on Saturday, Nov. 2, at the
Murray Country Club. The doors will open at 6 p.m. This will be a dinner
and auction. A limited number of tickets are available by calling Charlie
McKenney at 753-8964.

-Jazz

&
Dazzle!"

108 N. 7th St. • 7594880

PAAVALI JUMPPANEN, PIANIST
Saturday NOV. 2, 2002

OPENING
MONDAY,OCTOBER 28th

Tilghman Auditorium
Rhapsody in Blue - Burleske - New World Symphony
For tickots: 444-0065 or 800 738-3727
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Special Programs at LBL
November 2-3, 2002
2020 to reserve your space. Meet at
Sat., Nov. 2
the Golden Pond Visitor Center.
A Walk Through Time: Form and
Sum, Nov. 3
Function
Tightening the House
The Homeplace, 1:30 p.m.
The Homeplace, 1-3 p.m.
Were people really shorter in the
Winter's cold winds will soon be
19th century'? Can a wooden roof hollering through the hollow at The
keep the rain out? Find out these Homeplace. Help us block out the
answers and more on a guided walk cold air with a fresh layer of daubat The Homeplace. Learn the secrets ing at the Single Pen House and tack
of our original log buildings and see down an insulating carpet at the
demonstrations of the tools and Double Pen House. Program free
techniques used in their construc- with admission.
tion. Program limited to the first 20
Bites, Stings, and Venomous
,••
:participants. Program free with Things
admission.
Woodlands Nature Station, 1:30
• Prairie Prowlers
p.?fl.
Woodlands Nature Station, 1:30
Venom, claws, poison, and
p.m.
strong jaws are a few tools in the
We'll prowl through the Elk & wildlife defense strategy. Such
,Bison Prairie at night but in the adaptations do help in catching
.tomforts of the Nature Station prey, but most are for self-defense.
Theater. We'll talk about the noctur- Enjoy a theater slide show highnal habits of elk, deer, bats, bobcats, lighting some ingenious defense
and more. This slide presentation is mechanisms. Program free with
a great prelude to the trip through admission.
the prairie later in the evening.
Mark your calendars: On Sat.,
Program free with admission.
Nov. 9. Fall Frolic will take place at
Moonlight Meadows
the Nature Station from 10 a.m. - 4
•
Elk & Bison Prairieaa, 6-7:30 p.m.
p.m.
General Information: Toll free
• Enjoy a nighttime guided excur- 800-LBL-7077 or 270-924-2000 or
sion through the Elk & Bison www.lbl.org
Admission: The
Prairie. This one-hour van tour will Homeplace & Nature Station-Ages
venture into the habitat of elk, 13 & up: $3.50/ 5-12: $2/ 4 &
bison, deer, bobcats, and more noc- under:
free.
Golden
Pond
turnal creatures. $2/$3. Evening Planetarium — Ages 13 & up: $3 / 5,.program only. Registration is limit- 12: $1.75/ 4 & under: free. Elk &
,ed. Minimum and maximum num- Bison Prairie — $3 per car. LBL is
bers apply. Reservations and full located off 1-24 in western KY and
deposits are required. Call 270-924- TN.

New books have arrived

Photo provided

PARTY HELD...Pictured at the birthday party at the home of
Phillip G. and Sally Rogers were, from left, Olivia Rogers, 3,
Christian Clere, 7, holding his baby brother, Austin Tucker, four
months, Henry Rogers. 9, and Canon Clere, 6.

Birthdays celebrated at party
A birthday celebration was held Oct. 24 at the home of Phillip G. and
Sally Rogers, Murray.
This was in celebration of the ninth birthday of their grandson, Henry
Rogers, and of the sixth birthday of their great-grandson. Canon Clere.
The celebration included a wiener roast and hayride.
Birthday cake in honor of the two children was also served.
Attending were Olivia Rogers, Christian Clere. Austin Tucker, Wade and
Molly Rogers, Marshall and April Tucker, Joe and Cindy Crass, the two
honorees, and the hosts, Phillip G. and Sally Rogers.

Taylor named by the YMCA
Malcon Taylor is the YMCA's
November Member of the Month,
His employment with Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet keeps his ties to
his hometown of Murray where he
has been a member of the Murray Y
for the past six years.

Photo provided

AMOR MEETING...Present at a meeting of the board of directors
of AMOR were, from left, seated, Vernon Nance, Judy Ingersoll,
Betty Sue Vinson, Mary Shipley, Dr. Richard Walker, standing,
Perry Cavitt, Dr. Mark Yelderman, Owen Billington and Annie
Nance. Not pictured is Bea Walker.

AMOR meetings held
this month in Murray
AMOR (Amazon
Mission
Organization) met Oct. 18 in the fellowship hall of Scotts Grove Baptist
Church.
Judy Ingersoll and Dr. Richard
Walker presented the program at
this annual meeting.
An appreciation dinner was
!;erved to the 43 guests present.
On Oct. 19, the board of AMOR
held its meeting in the fellowship
hall of First Baptist Church.
Officers are Curt Welwood,

Dallas. Texas, chairman, and Dr.
Richard Walker, president, Perry
Cavitt, vice president. Annie Nance.
secretary. and Judy Ingersoll. treasurer.
Also present were Dr. Mark
Yelderman, Dallas, Texas. and
Vernon Nance. Betty Sue Vinson,
Mary Shipley. Owen Billington and
Bea Walker. all from Murray.
AMOR ministers exclusively in
the Amazon Valley of Brazil.

41,

Taylor also has a business in
Nashville. Tenn., where he is currently a member of the Green Hills
YMCA.
He has been an active board

Angels Shop
lists clays
Angels Attic Thrift Shop at 1628
Main St., Murray, has announced a
change in operating hours. During
the winter months, the shop will be
open on Tuesdays from noon to 5
p.m. to receive donations; and the
shop will be open for sales on
Thursdays from noon to 5 p.m. and
on Saturdays from 9 a.m. to noon.
All proceeds from sales benefit the
Angels Community Clinic at 1005
Poplar St.. Murray. The shop was
initiated by St. John's Episcopal
church as a community-wide out
reach which involves volunteers
from many local churches. For
information call 761-0111.

AO

WE'VE KNOWN YOUR FAMILY FOR YEARS...
LET Us MAKE CHRISTMAS SHOPPING HASSLE FREE..
4
we'i/ help you flit(' the perfect gift.
lust call ahead anti well have it ready and wait*.
We know what vou want...irs all here at Corn-Austin.

CorrahLatin ;
Dowsion\ • Wits \\

'ft
Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
Deidra Holcomb & Greg Barlov,
Allison Brooks &
Patrick Adamson
Susan Orr & Scott Hopkins
Stacey Orr & Michael Mott
Jamie Saffer & Todd Graham

Need Help Stuffing Your
Stockings This Year?
Get $500.00 With A Payment
As Low As $36.50 Per Mo.

Ashlee Guin & Bryan Hopkin,
Melissa Leach & Dwain
Willoughby
Stacey Clark & Sean Stoneciph,
Virginia Watkins
Sr Jeffrey Nix

36.00% APR

Holiday Cash Needs • Establish Credit
• Medical Expenses • New Clothing
• Home/Auto Repairs Consolidate Bills

HEIGHTS FINANCE
CORPORATION

Ginger Veal & Andy Christie
Jackie Teasley &
Michael Robinson
Amanda Baker & Lee Course\

WE CAN HELP!!
Atf4ylv

Stefani McCuiston
& Robert Billington

8 Weeks -•hr

FORMER BANKRUPTS WELCOME *Subject to our normal credit policy,

www.murrayledger.com your news source

member
for the Big
Brothers
B
i
g
Sisters
program
for
the
past three
years and
continues
to be on
the School
Taylor
Based
Mentoring
Program in Murray.

Did you miss me while 1 was
gone? (You were gone?) Oh well,
it's good to understand your place in
the world.
I spent three days last week at the
Kentucky Library Association conference in Louisville, holed up in
,he Galt House
fiutel.
We
were
booked in on top
of
the
International
Bluegrass Music
Association and
were very much
the small dog in
the fight.
Library
I didn't know
News
there were that
By Ben Graves many
manCalloway County dolins,
much
Public Library less people to
Director
pick 'em. And
the
bluegrass
folks looked like they had a lot better time than we did.
It was non-stop music for the
whole three days. If you like bluegrass, you really need to try and
attend the IBMA meeting, just to
watch and listen.
•••
Gertrude Chandler Warner's
"The Boxcar Children" has been
reissued as a 60th anniversary special edition, with all the original silhouette illustrations. It's great literature that just happens to have been
written for young people.
•••
I once completely soaked a
kitchen towel in bacon grease (a
long, ugly story.) I finally got the
towel clean by boiling it for an hour
in a gallon of water and a box of
baking soda. It would have been
easier to get a new towel.
I could have used Don Aslett's
"Stain Buster's Bible." If it stains, it
is listed along with the fix (if there
is one.) For example, unless you

Bridal *- gist!,

gifts

111 S. 4th St. • Murray, KY
12701 759-2101)
Monday-Friday 10-5.
Saturday 10-2

proclaim your inner seek and wear a
pocket protector, you run the risk of
staining your pocket with ball point
pen ink. Never fear! There's an easy
process that will get rid of most ball
point stains. It's on page 96.
Mustard stains are on page Ill
(don't use heat or ammonia, both set
the stain permanently.) Catsup's on
70, mildew on 107, and greasy
foods (my personal favorite) is on
88.
This may be the most truly useful
books I've seen in a couple of
months.
•••

Some collections are more suited
to beautifying your environment
than others.
Depression glassware, for example, is quite impressive when displayed sensitively.
On the other hand, page 119 of
Better Homes and Garden's book,
"Collector's Style," has a picture of
a bird house from West Virginia that
bids fair to be the ugliest single
thing that I have ever laid eyes on.
(And to think that the guy who committed this atrocity got paid for it!
Sheesh!)
The rest of the book's great,
though. If you collect it, you'll find
out how to display it in such a way
as to make your world beautiful.
•••

And for the inquiring minds
among us, we have David
Feldman's "Do Penguins Have
Knees'?"
Why do lasagna noodles have
crimped edges? To better hold the
sauce.
How do they peel and clean baby
shrimp? With a shrimp peeling
machine (one two-ton shrimp peeler
can peel and clean between 500 and
900 pounds of shrimp an hour.)
When you wear a girdle, where
does the fat go? I hear your mother
calling.

ServiceNews
Jenkins stationed at school
Seaman Steven Jenkins of Murray has completed recruit training at the Great Lakes Naval
Training Center at Great Lakes, Ill.
Jenkins has now been transferred to Groton,
Conn., for submarine school.
A 2002 graduate of Murray High School,
Jenkins entered the Navy in August of 2002.
He is the son of James Jenkins of Murray and
Tina Jenkins of Kissimmee, Fla. His two brothers
are Jonathan Jenkins and Jay Jenkins of Murray.

To All Calloway County Residents

Jenkins

October 30, 2002

Since June 6, 2002, I have personally conducted a
door to door campaign in both the city and county
contacting over 8,000 households to ask for your
support and vote for Sheriff in the November 5th
general election. To those that I have been unable to
contact, I am using this letter to ask for your support
and vote. To those with whom I have spoken, I again
ask for your support and vote.
I am a graduate of Kentucky Wesleyan College with a BA degree. In my 30
years in law enforcement, I have acquired over 4,500 hours of training from
such agencies and schools as the Kentucky State Police, Special Agents
Course, FBI Bomb School, Administrative Officers Course from the University
of Louisville, National Fire Academy, ATE Advanced Explosive Investigations,
and Certified Executive 1 by the International Association Chief of Police
Assessment Center. Additionally, I am certified as a Hazardous Devices
Investigator and Bomb Technician. I have also guest lectured at the Kentucky
Sheriff Academy, three State Police Academies, and numerous colleges.
I have lived and owned property in this county for 22 years, and I am familiar
with all areas of the county. From 1978 to 1999 I conducted no less than 107
major crime investigations in Calloway County.
Since 9/11 and future threats of terrorism, law enforcement has changed.
Even though we live in a small rural county, we no longer feel the security that
we once had. The sheriff's department must be a progressive operation,
developing new and innovative tactics, techniques and procedures for
delivering services, and preparing for any emergency that might occur. '
With your help in my election to the office of Sheriff, we could bring about a
community based police oriented service program, creating a close working
relationship with all citizens and the department.
As Sheriff, my door will always be open to everyone to discuss their problems
and concerns.
Sincerely,

Lett Till
Christmas,'

Pamela Dial. Ntanager
Janeen Feagin • Mandy. Reeves • Kathleen Markle
1304 A Chestnut St.• NIurray. KY 42071
Located in Dixieland Center •(270)759-0310
www.heighqinance.com "Helping Fornilie.s Reach New Heights'
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ndidat for Sheriff
Paid for by friends of Don Serif
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Arts

am=
Newhart given Mark Twain
Prize for American Humor

Thursdq, October 31, 2002

By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — Bob Newhart found himself "a long way from being an accountant" Tuesday
night as he accepted the Kennedy Center's Mark Twain
Prize for American Humor.
Newhart — an ordinary-looking everyman who has
always regarded the lunacy around him with unflappable calm — was regaled by fellow comedians Tim
Conway, Richard Belzer, Steven Wright and The
Smothers Brothers, among others. The Kennedy Center
gala will be broadcast Nov. 13 on PBS.
David Hyde Pierce, who plays Niles Crane on the
sitcom "Frasier," referred to Newhart's deadpan style
when he said,"No one has done less for comedy."
Newhart, 73, who worked as an accountant in
Chicago in between a hitch in the Army and his comedy career, had no regrets about choosing show business.
"It's not easy being an accountant today," he said. "It's
taken a lot of heat off the lawyers."

Newhart is perhaps best known in his role as Bob
Hartley, a Chicago psychologist whose friends and colleagues were as neurotic as his patients, in "The Bob
Newhart Show." The comedy, costarring Suzanne
Pleshette as Bob's wife, Emily, aired on CBS from
1972-78 and has been in perpetual syndication since.
In 1982 he returned to CBS with "Newhart," in
which he played a Vermont innkeeper bedeviled by
wacky locals. "Newhart" ran through 1990.
Newhart began his career in comedy while working
as an advertising copywriter. He and a friend at the ad
agency, Ed Gallagher, made long, antic phone calls to
each other, which they recorded as audition tapes for a
syndicated radio show. When Gallagher dropped out,
Newhart continued, developing his trademark one-man,
two-way telephone conversations.
The Mark Twain Prize has been awarded annually
since 1998. Other recipients include Richard Pryor,
Jonathan Winters, Carl Reiner and Whoopi Goldberg.

Ledger & Times tile photo
WAS IT MRS. PEACOCK OR COL. MUSTARD? ... Who has a clue? Playhouse in the Park,
which is presenting "Clue: The Musical- based upon the popular Parker Brothers board
game. The show runs tonight at 7:30 p.m., Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. Pictured above are
Mrs. Peacock, played by Vickie Peyton, and Col. Mustard, done by Bill Harle. Tickets are $9
for adults and $7 for seniors and students. For more information, call 759-1752.

Jacob Heustis exhibits in Eagle Gallery
This season's BFA Senior Art Exhibits continue at
. Eagle Gallery with the paintings of Jacob Heustis.
Heustis' large scale paintings will be on view in the
gallery's upper level, with an artists reception on Fri.,
• Nov. 8 at 7 p.m.
Jake Heustis' oil. acrylic, and collage on canvas
paintings are often colorfully abstracted views of
humanity. These paintings, often sexually charged, tell
wonderful stories of the human condition while leaving
lots of content open for the viewer to decipher on her
own. When asked what his paintings are about. Jacob
Ileustis answered simply and without hesitation. "flesh,
exploitation, motives, spirit, desire, evolution, emotion,
mortality, time, the natural world, relationships, passion,
culture, morality, obsession, sexuality, necessity, sacri-

fice."
Heustis, of Louisville has been an act We participant
in the Radix Artist Collective in Louisville for the past
year. He has proved himself an award winning artist,
receiving second place in the OMAS student show in
2001, then Best of Show in the same exhibit in 2002.
"Jacob Heustis: Recent Paintings" will be on view at
Murray State University's Clara M. Eagle Gallery from
Nov. 6-15. A reception will be held in the gallery on
Nov. 8 at 7 p.m.
Eagle Gallery is located on the 6th floor of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center at the corner of 15th and Olive in
Murray, Kentucky. Gallery hours: Mon. - Fri. 8 a.m. - 6
p.m., Sat. and Sun. 1- 4 p.m. For additional Information
call (270)762-ARTS.

• Seven years Vice-Chief Regional Judge
• West KY Mental Health/Mental
Retardation Board
• Murray/Calloway Co. Transitional
Home Board
• Murray/Calloway Co. Spouse Abuse
Hotline Board
• Board of CASA (Court Appointed
Special Advocate for Children)
• Board of Calloway Co. KY-ASAP
(Agency for Substance Abuse Policy)
• KY Child Support Guideline
Commission
• Leadership Murray
• Murray Independent Schools Safety
Task Force
• Calloway Co. District Court Drug
Court Team
• United Methodist Women
• Murray Woman's Club
• Murray High Band Boosters

During the past several years I have been involved in
a number of different groups. My experience serving in
these organizations has provided valuable education
and insight which benefits me as District Judge. I
believe my community and professional service reflects
my continuing dedication to the Calloway District
Court.

I would appreciate your vote to
re-elect me as
District Judge on November 5.
Paid for by the committee to re-elect Furches, Thomas Walker Treasurer.

Art Guild photo
THREE CHOSEN ... Recipients of the Murray Art Guild Palette Award are pictured from
left to
right: Donna Christensen, Ginger Leavell, Corrine Foster with Clell Peterson presentin
g the
award.

Murray Art Guild annouvices winners of
2002 West Kentucky Palette Award
The West Kentucky Palette
Award is a $1.000 award given
annually by the Murray Art Guild to
a person with a sincere interest in art
who is not enrolled in any higher
education art program or have corn-

GIFTS ENJOYED LONG AFTER TODAY
"If you haven't sent someone a
Candy Bouquet, you really
haven't told them how special
they really are.
Free Delivery In Town
966 Chestnut St. (Next to Pagliai's)• 753-2159

miosymt Ail qua
Christmas Gallery
fri. & Sat. Nov. & z • to dM

4

4

pm

lo3 N. 6th Street • 7r3-40S9
o[ Fine

Arts and CtditS"

One of<i kind gifts, including fiber arts. wocxlvorking. painting.
herbs & plants, ceramics & jewelry

Congratulations
Earleene Woods
Two Million
Dollar
Producer
2002
From the management & staff of..

KCIPPERIIID REALTY

711 Main St.
•

pleted any art program above the
high school level.
The recipient is expected to use
the award to pursue the study of art.
The award was established in memory of Guild member Cynthia

753-1222

Peterson.
This year the committee is
delighted to present three awards.
The recipients are Ginger
Leavell, Corrine Foster and Donna
Christensen, all of Murray.

Campbellsville
invites Kentucky
band students for
Band Day, Nov.9
CAMPBELLSVILLE, Ky. —
High school marching band students
from throughout Kentucky and the
region are invited to participate in
the 2002 Campbellsville University
Band Day Saturday, Nov. 9,
announced Dr. David McCullough.
director of bands at Campbellsville.
The visiting band members will
rehearse with the CU band during
the morning, then perform on the
field with the band during pre-game
and join in on all the band's "in the
stands" fun throughout the CU
Fighting Tigers' game against
Pikeville College.
Registration for CU Band Day
begins at 9 am.(Eastern Time)in the
Gosser Fine Arts Center, located on
University Drive. A musical
rehearsal in the band room, located
inside the Gosser Fine Arts Center,
will then begin at 9:30 a.m. with a
marching rehearsal to follow at
10:15 a.m.
During the marching rehearsal
for students, an admissions and
financial aid information session
will be provided for families it the
band room, said McCullough.
Following rehearsals and the
information session, students and
their families are invited to be the
guests of the University for lunch at
the university's dining hall at 11:30
a.m. in the Student Union Building.
"It's quite a spectacle to see all
the participating high school band
members on the field with the Tiger
Marching
Band,
added
McCullough. Pre-game ceremonies
begin around 1:10 p.m. with kickoff for the Mid-South Conference
action at 1:30 p.m. at Tiger Stadium.
Band students should plan to
wear their own high school marching band uniforms for the game.
For more information, contact
McCullough or Jennifer Tinnell.
assistant director of bands, by calling 270-789-5058.
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Run-DMC's Jam Master Jay dies
in shooting at recording studio
NEW YORK (AP) — Jam and McDaniels started out rapping
Master Jay's sonic experiments at parties, and later invited Mizell
with spacious drum breaks and to form a group with them.
grinding guitar riffs helped make
Simmons' brother, Russell, had
Run-DMC the first hip-hop group formed a small label with producer
to break into mainstream music.
Rick Rubin and signed early hipHe joined 20 years ago with hop stars including Kurtis Blow.
Joseph "Run" Simmons and Daryl The new group Joseph Simmons
"DMC" McDaniels to form the had formed with McDaniels and
group that would be more respon- Mizell soon joined the roster.
sible than any other for spreading
While many early '80s hip-hop
the idea that one person — a disc artists rapped over clean dance
jockey — could provide the entire beats, Run-DMC and Rubin
musical backdrop for a song.
chopped up riffs from classic rock
"These are our Beatles," Public records for a grittier sound. The
Enemy frontman Chuck D told The risk paid off with several rockNew York Times on Wednesday, influenced hits, including "Rock
hours after the 37-year-old was Box" and "King of Rock."
shot to death at a recording studio
But the sound finally exploded
near the neighborhood where the with audiences when the group
group grew up. Chuck D had once remade the Aerosmith hit "Walk
rapped,"Run-DMC first said a DJ This Way," creating hip-hop's
could be a band."
biggest crossover success of the
DJs like Jay, whose real name time.
was Jason Mizell, became adept at
Many fans and artists cite the
scratching vinyl records forward song as the first rap record they
and backward in time with a beat, ever heard, and rap and rock
working one turntable with each groups alike continue trying to
hand, to create new sounds the recapture the song's mix of raw
original artists never imagined. hooks and big beats punctuated by
The rise of the technique enabled half-shouted lyrics.
thousands of people to express
Though rap videos were rare on
themselves musically even if they MTV at the time, "Walk This
lacked
instruments
the
or Way," with its elaborate story line
resources to put together a full of a comical grudge match
between rappers and rockers, was
band.
"We always knew rap was for a constant fixture on the station for
everyone," Jay said in a 2001 months. The members of the group
interview with MTV. "Anyone made an unforgettable impression
could rap over all kinds of music." with their black outfits and hats
The three members of the group and white Adidas sneakers.
grew up middle-class homes in the
"Raising Hell," the 1986 record
Hollis neighborhood of New that included "Walk This Way,"
York's Queens borough. Simmons "My Adidas," and "It's Tricky,"

sold more than 3 million copies,
becoming the first rap album to go
multiplatinum. The group's selftitled debut album in 1984 was the
first rap album to go gold.
Mizell wasn't the first to manipulate records by scratching them in
time under a needle. But he did
become one of hip-hop's best
known and most respected DJs
through his deft scratching and the
group's spirited promotion of his
skills.
A song called "Jam Master Jay"
announced, "We got the master of
a disco scratch/there's not a break
that he can't catch. ... Behind the
turntables is where he stands/Then
there is the movement of his
hands/So when asked who's the
best, y'all should say/Run-DMC
and Jam Master Jay."
The group's cheerfully competitive wordplay had always promoted education and clean-living, but
members were nonetheless linked
to gang violence when fighting
broke out on several stops of their
national tour in support of
"Raising Hell."
Critics blamed the group and
rap music for inciting fights
between members of the Crips and
Bloods gangs at California's Long
Beach Arena. The trio condemned
violence, and in 1986 called for a
day of peace between warring Los
Angeles street gangs.
"This is the first town where
you feel the gangs from the minute
you step into town to the time you
leave," Mizell said.
Mizell is survived by his wife
and three children.

Photo provided

ROCK THE NIGHT AWAY ... The Murray Tiger Band will be holding its Second Annual Rock-AThon Friday, Nov. 1, in the First United Methodist Church's gym. Funds raised will go towards
the band's participation in the 2003 Loyola University Concert Festival next spring in New
Orleans, La. Both pledges (per hour of rocking) and donations are accepted, and tax
deductible, and businesses who would like to pledge will have their name advertised at the
event. For more details on the Rock-A-Thon or to make a pledge or donation, contact a Tiger
Band member or Dee Bishop at Murray High School, 753-5202.

State employee indicted on fraud charges
WILLIAMSBURG, Ky. (AP) — A former fieldoffice supervisor for the Cabinet for Families and
Children has been indicted on fraud charges for allegedly taking $6,000 from a program for low-income families.
Janice Terrell resigned in August after she was shown
the evidence against her and was told she faced dismissal, according to a cabinet statement Wednesday. A
Whitley County grand jury indicted her on Oct. 14.

The indictment alleged that Terrell on four occasions
diverted to her own use $1,500 from a short-term cash
assistance program. Each count is a Class C felony, punishable by five to 10 years in prison in the event of conviction.
Mark Rosen, the cabinet's personnel director, said
Terrell might also have diverted money on 14 other
occasions and additional charges were possible.

'Choose Life' tag goes into production in Ala.
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) -Abortion opponents have ordered
enough "Choose Life" license
plates for Alabama to begin production of the $50 tags that will
benefit groups helping pregnant
women who plan to put their
babies up for adoption.
Alabama is one of seven states
that have approved the tags. A
legal challenge has been filed over
the tags in South Carolina, but
there has been little controversy
about them in Alabama.
Through September, at least

1,075 Alabama motorists had put
up $50 each to order the tags, and
orders are still coming in, the state
comptroller's office confirmed
Wednesday.
State law required 1,000 paid
orders before the state could begin
printing the yellow tags emblazoned with "Choose Life" across
the top. State Revenue Department
spokeswoman Carla Snellgrove
said production should begin
around February 2003.
John Giles, state president of
Christian Coalition, predicted

Alabama motorists will end up
buying 4,000 to 6,000 tags, and
they will provide more than
$200,000 annually for organizations that help pregnant women
with medical care, housing, food
and other necessities.
"This will have a tremendous
economic impact on unwed mothers who plan to put their unborn
children up for adoption," Giles
said.
Florida became the first state to
issue "Choose Life" tags in August
2000, and more than 34,000 have

been sold so far, said Russ
Amerling, spokesman for Choose
Life Inc., a Florida-based group
that promotes the tags.
Legislatures in five other states
have approved the tags. The tags
are already on cars in Hawaii and
Mississippi. They go on sale
Friday in Oklahoma and next week
in Louisiana. South Carolina's tag
has not gone into production
because of the court challenge.

How would you like to win a fabulous
vacation or an exciting prize?

FINLEY JEWELERS

Just listen to what these recent sweepstakes
winners have to say...

The Jewel of Downtown Murray
107 South 4th Street • 753-9959

winner)
Shirley Gustin
Weekend GetaWay
New York
AZ
Chino Valley,
Prescott Courier
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All Diamond and gold
jewelry in stock will be sold at
DEEP DISCOUNTS of
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SPECIAL
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Diamond Fashion
Earrings
e

DOOR-BUSTER

20-50%

14k Hoop Earring Set,-

The Best Stuff Always sells FIRST

WE'RE GIVING
AWAY DIAMONDS* DOOR-BUSTER
s.
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Cultured Pearl
Bracelet, 17"
Strand and
Pearl Stud Set

Diamond
anniversary bands

99e4144/
Quality Without Compromise
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(San Diego Vacation
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Don't Wait...
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Betty Ann Smith
(Alaskan cruise
winner)
Tahlequah, OK
Tahlequah Daily Press
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Don't miss your chance
to be the next Valassis
sweepstakes winner.
Look for money-saying
coupons and sweepstakes entry forms in the
Valassis inserts in your local paper during the weeks of
11/10/02
12/8/02
1/12/03

3/9/03
5/18/03
6/22/03

8/10/03
9/14/03
10/5/03

11/0/03
12/7/03
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Three students
Victory ship was christened with bourbon
accused in beating
Monday and charged with fourthdegree assault after the victim's
father obtained a warrant for his
arrest, police said. Smith has
pleaded innocent and was freed
from the Knox County Detention
Center on a $2,500 fully-secured
cash bond. A pre-trial conference
was set for Nov. 12.
The other two youths accused
are being held in the detention
center. They are also scheduled to
appear in court next month.
Gray would not comment on
any possible motive for the Oct.
24 attack. He said the investigation is continuing.
Knox Central Principal Alan
Story declined to comment on the
attack.

Fayette County schools sued by student, parent
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — A special-needs
child who prompted the temporary demotion of a
former elementary school principal has sued the
Fayette County school system.
The suit, filed Tuesday in Fayette County
Circuit Court, spells out publicly for the first time
the nature of the boy's alleged mistreatment.
The boy, now 11, and his mother, allege that
his teacher humiliated him by having tape affixed
to his nose. The suit also claims that former
Southern Elementary School Principal June
Overton-Hyndman restrained and scratched him

• Economic Dev.
Committee of The
West KY Corporation

• Big BrothersBig Sisters Board

"There was a contest," Hamlin remembered.
"Each of the clubs in Bardstown, like the
Woman's Club, put up a candidate, and they had
a public election. I think I was put up by the
Younger Woman's Club and maybe another club.
Anyway, I won."
Hamlin was from a local whiskey family; her
great-grandfather was the storied Bardstown distiller T.J. Samuels. But she didn't get to name her
poison.
"So that no one company would be upset over
the bottle of bourbon selected, each distilling
company in Bardstown sent a bottle of bourbon
and a blindfolded person picked a bottle out of a
box," explains the museum display, which
includes photos of Hamlin christening the ship.
Hamlin, who paid her way to Baltimore and
back, doesn't know which brand of bourbon she
used. According to legend, it was Heaven Hill.
Hamlin isn't sure what happened to the losing
liquor bottles, either. "They used the whiskey to
celebrate, I guess," she speculated.

GU.?
HOW ABOUT AN ANNUITY?
Woodmen's Flexible Premium
and Single Premium Deferred
Annuities are competitive alternatives to other savings plans.
The initial guaranteed rate' is.

4.50%
Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741

)

j

Q
s, ,,,,00
0
DMEN Ow
F THE m
4'
EONRID
1-10*0 OFFICE OMAHA, NEBRASKA

www.woodmen.com

on one occasion and locked him in a room on
another because "he had been laughing at another child."
The mother and son are identified only by initials in the suit.
The suit alleges the school counselor illegally
revealed confidential information while seeking
the advice of a psychiatrist about the boy.
The boy's allegations were among the reasons
the school •district demoted Overton-Hyndman
last year. Right before Christmas, however, the
school board settled its dispute with her by rein-

stating her as principal 10 days before she
resigned the job to take another at Eastern
Kentucky University.
School district spokesman Karen Acar said the
administration does not comment on pending litigation. Overton-Hyndman said she hopes for a
"quick resolution" to the matter.
According to the suit, the boy was born 2 1/2
months premature and was given overdoses of
medications when he was 2 months and 4 months
old. He was diagnosed with attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder.

UofL receives grant to research birth defects
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
University of Louisville Birth
Defects Center has received an $8.2
million federal grant for research
that could lead to developments to
prevent and treat birth defects.
The five-year grant from the
National Institutes of Health will
allow the center to bring together

researchers to develop methods to
prevent, diagnose and treat birth
defects.
"Birth defects are the singleleading cause of infant mortality,"
center director Robert M. Greene
said Wednesday in announcing the
grant.
"While we've made great strides

in recent years, the causes of over
70 percent of birth defects remain
unknown. That is what makes the
work of our center so critical."
The grant will create a mentoring
program that will fund research by
junior investigators. An established
research scientist will mentor each
investigator in the program.

Fraternity members plead guilty to pig abuse
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. (AP) — Members of a
Wake Forest University fraternity accused of mistreating a pig pleaded guilty Wednesday to charges of animal
neglect.
The 200-pound intoxicated pig was found in a ditch
the morning after an April party in a park. The fraternity members were charged under the state's animal cruelty statutes.
The plea deal with 21 members of Sigma Phi Epsilon
will allow the students to avoid criminal convictions.

The students will enter a supervised deferred prosecution program for six months, perform community
service, write an essay on animal cruelty. and meet with
community members to discuss the responsible care of
animals.
The school has suspended recognition of the fraternity for three years.
Cases against two fraternity members were dismissed after prosecutors determined they were not
involved in procuring the pig.

FINAL DAYS!
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Manufacturer
Sponsored Event
Twice a year we re
able to offer
outstanding
savings on
custom made,
quality crafted
furniture. Save on our finest
sofas, love-seats, chairs, sectionals and accent pieces.
from casual to formal, and
available in over 1,000 fabric
and leather choices. We'll
have your favorite choices
built to your specifications

anddehveted in just
days.
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"Come See What You've Been Missing!"
103 South 3rd St. • Downtown Murray • 753-3621
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BARBOURVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Three Knox Central High
School students are accused of
beating a classmate outside the
school.
Teachers and students who witnessed last week's attack told
authorities that the victim was
stomped and punched numerous
times by the three boys.
The victim is a student from
Lynn Camp High School who
attends vocational classes at Knox
Central, said Knox County sheriff's Deputy Tom Gray. The boy
was treated at Knox County
Hospital for a ruptured ear drum,
various abrasions, cuts and bruises, Gray said.
Josh R. Smith, IS, was arrested

IS, 1945. A combination troop-cargo carrier, the
BY BERRY CRAIG
ship evidently reached the U.S. merchant fleet too
For The Associated Press
BARDSTOWN, Ky. (AP) — The U.S. late for combat service.
After the war in Europe ended in May 1945,
Maritime Commission launched 534 Victory
Ships in World War II, apparently all but one the vessel shuttled back and forth across the
Atlantic Ocean, ferrying soldiers stateside and
christened with champagne.
Emily Carothers Hamlin broke a bottle of taking German prisoners of war back home.
Later, it was scrapped.
bourbon on the bow of the S.S. Bardstown
Maritime Commission named 218 Victory
The
Victory.
"That would have been appropriate," said Ships for American cities and towns. The
Bardstown author and historian Sam K. Cecil. Bardstown Victory, which displaced more than
15,000 tons fully loaded, was number 33.
"This has always been a big whiskey town."
Bardstown officials wanted a special send-off
Hamlin, 98, saved what was left of the shattered bottle, which was wrapped and "gaily deco- for the Bardstown Victory, choosing booze, not
rated with red, white and blue ribbons." She still the traditional bubbly, for the christening ceremohas the V-for-victory pin she earned for christen- ny.
The bottle-breaker was to be a "non-digniing the 455-foot merchant ship in Baltimore more
tary," too, according to a display at the Bardstown
than 57 years ago.
"It was unusual to use whiskey, I guess," said Historical Museum. It and the Oscar Getz
Hamlin, who lives in Danville."But I was thrilled Museum of Whiskey History are housed in historic 1826-vintage Spalding Hall, pan of old St.
that I got to do it."
She christened the Bardstown Victory on Feb. Joseph College.
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FOOTBALL
Lakers' Owen bell makes debut in loss
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
While Calloway County football fans could not shout from
every rooftop to spread the word
about an upset win over sixthranked Paducah Tilghman Friday,
the Lakers' final 2002 home game
at Jack D. Rose Stadium did have
a nice ring to it.
In the midst of its third straight
loss, a 32-8 decision at the hands
of the Blue Tornado, CCHS (5-4
overall, 2-3 Class 3A First District) did get to remember and
honor one of its fallen heroes during Senior Night.
Members of the 1999 and 2000
Calloway football squads commemorated and rang the first tones
of the Josh Owen Memorial Bell,
named for the former Laker fullback and linebacker, prior to the
game.
They then put the exclamation
point on Murray Bynum's 2-yard
touchdown run and two-point conversion dash by ringing the bell
to usher in each score as Calloway pulled within 19-8 with 6:20
left in the third quarter.
Owen,a 2001 graduate of CCHS,
also starred as a catcher on the
Laker baseball team while helping the football program win the
1999 district championship with a
perfect league record before taking runner-up honors behind Tilghman in 2000.
After completing his first year
as a student at Murray State University, Owen died this past summer in an automobile 'accident.
"The teammates in his graduating class and the team that beat
Tilghman for the district title —

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

UH-OH ... Calloway County junior quarterback Brandon Steele (12) finds his path to the
end zone blocked by Paducah Tilghman's Lamar Alston (21) during the Lakers' 32-8 Senior
Night loss to the sixth-ranked Blue Tornado Friday at Jack D. Rose Stadium. Steele completed 20-of-35 passes for 131 yards against Tilghman but was stopped a yard short on
this fourth-and-2 play from the Tornado 4 late in the first half.
spearheaded by Josh Burchett, Josh set up in Josh's name, and the rung after every score as a memoSmith, Scott Lowe and Tony Ryan Owen family had donated hand- rial to Josh."
— floated several ideas after his bells to the cheerleaders to sell
The Lakers had two excellent
death," said Calloway head coach as a fund-raiser for the last few chances to break in the new traJoe Stonecipher.
years. So the boys came up with dition in the first half against
"There was a memorial fund the idea that a bell ought to be Tilghman (7-2, 4-0).
Trailing 7-0 in the opening period, Calloway quarterback Brandon
Steele saw that halfback Mark
Farmer had a step on his !defender heading down the left seam.
However, Steele's 28-yard rainbow
fell through Farmer's hands in the
...4....„00z
end zone, and the Lakers eventually turned the ball over on downs.
f- ,
•
Late in the second quarter, CCHS
w 4
was
down 13-0 but was on the
0001.4
move,
marching 59 yards in 10
„
„ a
plays
to
the Tornado 4-yard line.
111
But Steele's third-and-2 pass was
)t*
knocked down at the line of scrimmage, and Steele's bootleg was
tracked down a yard short of the
first-down marker.

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo
IN THE CLEAR ... Calloway County senior halfback Mark Farmer (31) spies some running
room around the left edge thanks to a block from junior wide receiver Tyler Collins (20)
in the Lakers' Class 3A First District finale versus Tilghman Friday. Calloway lost 32-8 to
end up with the district's fourth and final playoff spot, but not before Farmer rushed for
42 yards on four carries in his final game at Jack D. Rose Stadium.

Despite being unable to cash
in on those opportunities versus
Tilghman, Stonecipher was still
pleased with his offense.
Using a ball-control passing
game which, while limiting Bynum,
the squad's leading ground-gainer
with 1,380 yards rushing, to just
nine touches on the evening, the
Lakers churned up 193 yards as
Steele completed 20-of-35 attempts
for 131 yards and Farmer ran for
42 yards on just four carries.
By moving Bynum out of the
backfield, Calloway used Tilgh-

man's designs on containing the
2002 LAKER SCHEDULE
senior tailback to create more opporData
Wm:02
Aug 24
L
at Tngg County
tunities elsewhere, with wide
Sept. 6
W
Murray
receivers Seth Barrow (nine catch
at Stewart Stadium, MSU
Cs
' 59 yards) and Tyler Collins
Sept. 13
W
at Fulton County
Sept. 20
W
Lone Oak •
(4-46) being the biggest beneficiSept. 27
W
Union County •
aries.
Oct. 4
W
at Marshatl Co
"We, and specifically I, felt like
Oct. 11
at Hopkinsville •
Oct. 18
Hopkins Central'
Bynum needed to be split out as
Oct. 25
Tilghman'
a receiver," Stonecipher said. "The
Nov. 1
at Madisonville
defense located Bynum and did
" — Class 3A First District game
not focus on Farmer, and he ended
2002 DISTRICT STANDINGS
up having some big runs. I don't
lawn
Overall District
think that would've happened if
Hopkinsville
7-2
4-0
Jimmy had been back there.
Paducah Tilghman
7-2
4-0
Hopkins Central
7-2
2-2
"Jimmy also drew a lot of douCalloway County
5-4
2-3
ble-coverage, and that opened up
Lone Oak
2-7
1-4
things for Tyler Collins and Seth
Union County
0-9
0-4
Barrow. We weren't going to get
This week's games
the upset by running the ball; we
Hopkinsville at Paducah Tilghman
opened up some running lanes,
Union County at Hopkins County Central
Lone Oak at Murray
but (Tilghman) closes on the ball
so quickly."
Class 3A Rankings
BluegrassPreps.com
Having rushed for almost 1,000
3. Hopkinsville 9 Tilghman
more yards than they have gained
Associated Press
with the pass, the Lakers are like6 Tilghman 7 Hopkinsville
ly to adopt a more balanced attack
2002 LAKER STATS
beginning with Friday's regular-seaCailoway
61 61 48 57 - 227
'son finale at Madisonville-North
Opponents
41 49 26 46 - 162
Hopkins before entering the postCCHS
Om.
).
season against No. 3 Warren Cen312
Rushes
257
tral.
1,718
Rushing Yards
1,061
Calloway will travel to Bowl63-132-4
Passing
64-134-8
788
Passing Yards
725
ing Green Nov. 8 for the first
2,506
Total Yards
1,786
round of playoff action against the
8-1 Dragons, winners of the Class
Rushing - Jimmy Bynum 190-1.380 22TD,
Mark Farmer 36-192 3TD. Jacob Young
3A Second District crown, fol10-60, Chris McGraw 16-54 2TD, David
lowing its meeting with the Class
Free 10-46 TD, Devon Winchester 7-20.
4A Maroons:
Bobby Potts 5-14, Anton Hammond 6-14,
Senior wideout Trent Travis will
Team 4-(-8), Brandon Steele 27-(-65).
Passing. Steele 61-130-4 755 4TD. Bynum
return to the fold this week after
1-1-0 21, Taylor Thieke 1-1-0 12.
his troubling knee injury mended
Receiving - Seth Barrow 26-375 TD, Josh
well enough for him to be actiYoung 9-151 2TD, Bynum 7-75, Farmer
7-42, Tyler Collins 4-46, Greg Ryan 3-45
vated for the Tilghman contest.
TD. Trent Travis 3-26, Potts 1-14. Jay
But the real key to decipherWyatt 1-10, Steele 1-3. Tyler Boggess 1ing the CCHS game plan could
be the use of 6-4, 245-pound jun3A First District ranks next seaior Greg Ryan.
The starting tight end through son, giving Stonecipher yet anoththe club's first eight games, Ryan er reason why his squad cannot
was moved into the mix at right afford to overlook the Maroons.
Winners in two of its last three
tackle and also at right guard to
improve the offensive line's pass outings behind converted wideout
blocking as Stonecipher and his staff Jon Messick at quarterback. Madisopted to give Steele quicker tar- onville's improvement since a 46gets to throw to against Tilghman. 0 Week 2 loss to Murray High
"We felt like we had enough and the combination of 6-4, 255offensive linemen to play Greg Ryan pound fullback Deyonte Adams
at tight end, and we did — for and tailback Kevin Sharp worries
seven games," said Stonecipher, the Laker skipper.
who may return him back to tight
"I don't think Madisonville is
end. "But we all know his natu- as bad as the Murray game showed.
ral position is offensive line, and
They look like they've gotten funwhen we went to throw the ball damentally better, and they've got
with four wides, we went with some players; that fullback is a
more speed.
horse," said Stonecipher, noting
"It would be dumb to have that a victory Friday, while restor(Ryan) on the sidelines — he ing confidence in his troops, would
knows the system and he's played also guarantee a winning season
alongside the tackles (Jeffrey Loftin for Calloway.
and Robert Brumley) all year. I
"This game can, without a doubt,
think we'll be less predictable and give us a great deal of momenhave more of a (run-pass) mix- tum and spirit going into the playture; we ran the ball so well early offs. It's a big difference between
this season, and we did do a great going 6-4 or 5-5 — we need to
job of passing the ball last week." treat this as a playoff game because
A likely playoff team this year if we don't take care of business,
at 1-3 in the 4A First District, we could end up 5-6 at Warren
Madisonville (2-7) will rejoin the Central."
OMNI
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FOO'TBA1616
Maturing Tigers pouncing on opponents
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Considered to be at least 25 points better than three of its last four foes in both
the (Louisville) Courier-Journal Litkenhous
Ratings and a similar ratings system devised
by Dave Cantrall of the (Lexington) Herald-Leader, the Murray High football team
has shown it has come of age.
With just eight seniors on the roster, the
Tigers — tabbed for sixth among Class A
teams in each computer ranking while garnering the eighth spot in the BluegrassPreps.com poll and the 15th position
according to The Associated Press — have
put their newly-developed killer instinct to
good use when playing the role of heavy
favorite lately.
Having outscored its opponents 126-35
in the opening quarter this year, MHS (63 overall, 3-1 Class A First District) rang
up 41 first-half points against Hancock
County Oct. 4 and 50 more by halftime
versus Fulton City Oct. 11 before scoring
all of its points before intermission in Friday's 35-8 road rout of Fulton County.
A 28-point first-period barrage removed
any suspense from last week's contest, as
Murray ran for almost 4.6 yards per carry
while holding the Pilots (2-7, 0-3) to a
1.8-yard rushing average and intercepting four
passes, returning one for a touchdown.
"How well we play early sets the tone
for the whole game, and that's something
we believe in," said Tiger head coach Rick
Fisher of his squad's fast starts. "You've
got to come out and play well early and
establish the tempo, and that's been a big
plus for us because we've done a good
job in that sense."
Tailback-linebacker Nathan Williams posted his fourth game this season with three
or more touchdowns versus Fulton County,
scoring on a 7-yard run, a 60-yard interception return and a 26-yard pass from
Alex Boles.

Junior Mark Browning has been moved
to defensive end in the Tigers' 5-3 scheme
while Stanfa was switched from end to
middle linebacker between Nixon and
Williams.
In the secondary, junior Brandon Wells
and freshman Hugh Rollins will share time
at free safety as senior Blake Rayburn been
called into action at one cornerback spot.
"We've moved a few people around
defensively to try to get better," Fisher
said. "Getting Nixon back last week helped
us out, and we're trying to tweak things a
bit and get the right combination that will
get us to the regional championship game."
Murray clinched the district's second seed
with the win over the Pilots, meaning that
the Tigers will host the Class A Second
District's third seed — likely 3-6 McLean
County — in the first round of the playoffs Nov. 8.
But before it can attend to that matter,
MHS must face Lone Oak on Senior Night
at Ty Holland Field.
Despite owning a 32.2-point edge over
the 2-7 Purple Flash in the Litkenhous Ratings, Fisher insists that former Paducah
Tilghman coach Allan Cox's club — led
by 6-0, 164-pound junior tailback James
Bowles
and 6-1, 172-pound junior quarterSCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
SACK TIME ... Murray High sophomore nose guard C.J. Ray (58) slips back Joseph Elliot — is no pushover.
"I think they're better than a lot of peothrough the line to wrap up Fulton County quarterback Jared Warner for
ple give them credit for," Fisher claimed.
a loss in the Tigers' 35-8 rout of the Pilots Friday in Hickman. Murray held
"They're doing a lot of things._ well right
its host to 1.8 yards per carry and 124 yards of total offense in clinching now; they trailed Hopkinsville 14-0 at
halfthe Class A First District's second seed.
time and they trailed Tilghman 12-0 at halfFullback Lorne Stanfa added TD scam- explained.
time. They've played a lot of good compers of 18 and 5 yards as the senior duo
"I think that helped us out and we mixed petition in Class 3A, and they're hanging
combined for 106 yards rushing on 10 car- in the pass along with that, and we got with them in some aspects.
ries while Williams also caught four pass- off to a quick start. I think it's real impor"Their tailback makes some good moves
es for 90 yards.
tant that we try to get the ball to the peo- and their quarterback throws it extremely
"We tried to get Stanfa more touches pie that can make plays, and right now, well. They're not going anywhere as far as
out of the tailback spot, so we put in a our seniors are making big plays for us." the playoffs go, so they're going to treat
formation called 'Swap' where we trade Lorne
Friday's return of sophomore linebacker this as a playoff game and they'll be fired
and Nate around and make sure they get Bryan Nixon from a knee injury caused up and ready to give us a good football
the same number of touches," Fisher some reshuffling in the Murray defense.
game."

2002 TIGER SCHEDULE
Opponent

1211120

W at Madisonville
L
Calloway County
at Stewart Stadium, MSU
Sept. 13
L
Massac Co_ (Ill I
W at Russellville
Sept. 20
Sept 27
W Ballard Memorial'
Oct. 4
W at Hancock Co.
W Fulton City •
OCt. 11
Oct. 18
L
at Mayfield •
W at Fulton Co. •
Oct. 25
Aug_ 30
Sept 6

Nov. 1
• — Class

Lon* Oak
A

First District game

2002 DISTRICT STANDINGS
District
Overall
loam
Mayfield
3-0
9-0
Murray
3-1
6-3
Ballard Memorial
7-2
2-1
Fulton County
2-7
0-3
1-7
Fulton City
0-3
This week's games
Mayfield at Ballard Memorial
Fulton City at Fulton County
Class A Rankings
BluegrassPreps.com
1

Mayfield 10. Murray

Associated Press
1. Mayfield B Ballard 12.

2002
Murray

Opponents

Murray

TIGER STATS
126

64

33

34 - 257
152

35 28 24 65 ••••

Opp.

MHS

298

1,215
60-128-5
671
1,886

Rushes

Rushing Yards
Passing
Passing Yards
Total Yards

286
771
47-120-9
807
1,578

*MD

Nathan Williams 64-438 10TD.
Lorne Stanfa 78-422 7T0, Steven Rutledge 35-105 TO, Mark Browning 12-69
TO, Seth Darnell 12-53, Brandon Wells
11-37, Hugh Rollins 18-35, Rashad Troup
9-33, Antonio Kendall 1-22 TO, Kenny
Ctuarms 5-20, Taylor Houston 3-14, John
Bellew 4-11, Yannick Jones 3-3, Soloman
Gayman 1-1, Alex Boles 28A-7), D.J Garland 2-(-12), Team 12-(-33).
Passing - Fioles 56-117-5 639 8TD, Rollins
4-9-0 32, Blake Aloover 0-2-0 0.
Receiving - Williams 34-444 5T0, Rutledge 12-127 TO. Brandon Thurmond 536 TO, Hoover 4-52 TD, Chris Neal 3-7,
Houston 1-4, Joe Benton 1-1.
Rushing -

The Murray High vs. Lone Oak
game will be replayed on
'NO\

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2 AT 10 A.M. AND 10 P.M.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3 AT 2 P.M.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4 AT 6 P.M.

Pdtai
I

r
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P.= odk-ifiva gembv/

a Charter
COMMUNICATIONS

A WIRED WORLD COMPANY

906 S. 12th St.•Murray•753-5005

We've Been Discovered!
If
ffiliTI .;;,.>,

The first Nissan
sports car debuted
in 1959...

Cooper Tire received the 2002 Award from J.D.
Power and Associates as the "Best Replacement
Tire for Light Truck Vehicles in Customer Satisfaction
in a Tie."

1960 Datsun Fairlady Sportster

Now it13 Burk!

-

The Study looked at the following measures:
'Long-Term Performance Reliability, Dependability,
Wearability
"raw.

•Design 'Product Quality 'Situational Performance

Warehouse Tire

Introducing the 2003
Nissan 350Z
COMING SOON
TO
NISSAN OF MURRAY!

808 Coldwater Rd.• 753-1111
Cooper
TIRFS

CONFIDENCE PERFORMANCE. MILEAGE.

DON'T GIVE UP A THING.

Cooper was the hphost.ranlued replacement ere tor Meht true +ph,cles el a se wr J
Power and Associates 2002 Reptectersere Ti. Guelphs'
, Sabstection Study" Study
based on a ispfeeentelive sample of feepeceve vehicle meters in the United Steels who
have recently percheeed repleosment at., tor Refs vehicles, with • pane total of 0,431
consumer responses ewe pcIpowisf com

NISSAN OF MURRAY
SOO Chettitit SI • \1 ti I lox •(270) 751-8850
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Thieke to end coaching tenure
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State baseball coach
Mike Thieke ap-ounced WednesJay that the 2003
season will be
his last as head
coach of the
Thoroughbreds.
Head coach of
the 'Breds since
1994. Thieke has
spent 14 years
coaching in the
MSU
baseball
Thieke
program, the last
10 as head coach.
"For 14 years, I have worked
as hard as I could to make the

Murray State baseball program a Thieke was as loyal and dedicatsuccess," Thieke said on Wednes- ed as any coach on our staff."
day. "The endless hours of fundRelinquishing his coaching
raising, working on the facilities, duties will allow Thieke to purrecruiting and coaching have taken sue his long-time goal of a career
their toll on me and my family." in athletic administration.
In nine seasons as head coach,
"Murray State has always been
Thieke has compiled a career record near and dear to my heart, and I
of 226-295-2. In 2002,Thieke's club will do everything I can to assist
went 20-33 and came within one the administration." said Thieke,
game of making the championship a 1975 graduate of MSU.
round of the Ohio Valley Confer"Most schools our size have
ence Tournament.
someone on their staff who attends
"Mike Thieke is a true profes- to internal operations, and we need
sional and a class act, and I think someone in that role," Dennison
his teams reflected that on and said.
off the field," said Racer athletic
"Mike would he ideal for that
director E.W. Dennison. "In my job. Mike is extremely efficient
six years as athletic director, Mike and professional in everything he

does, and I have no doubt that
he could make that transition
smoothly."
Thieke spent six seasons as assistant coach under former head coach
Johnny Reagan. While an assistant under Reagan, Thieke coached
1991 OVC Player of the Year Kirk
Rueter, now a member of the San
Francisco Giants.
Thieke took over the program
upon Reagan's retirement in 1994.
As a head coach, Thieke's teams
posted wins over Alabama, which
went on to be ranked No. 1 in
the nation, Georgia, Ole Miss, Kentucky and Vanderbilt.
Prior to coming back to his
alma mater, Thieke spent 11 sea-

sons as assistant baseball coach at
the University of Memphis.
As a player at Murray State,
Thieke was a standout pitcher for
Reagan's 'Breds. Compiling a 64 two-year record, Thieke tossed
a no-hitter against Purdue in his
senior year as MSU later went on
to win the OVC title.
Following his playing career,
Thieke spent one season as a graduate assistant coach under Reagan
before moving on to Century High
School in Ullin, Ill., where he served
as head coach for three seasons
before taking the job at Memphis.
Thieke, 50, is a native of Perks,
III., where was a standout athlete
at Century High School.

L.A. winless; Hornets fall in new home
NFL
doesn't
agree
with plan
NEW YORK (AP) — The
NFL hierarchy is re-emphasizing its commitment to hiring
more black executives and head
coaches.
It's just not necessarily committed to the outside plan to
provide extra draft choices to
teams that interview minority
candidates and take them from
teams that don't.
Cyrus Mehri, the attorney
heading the group that proposed the plan, disagrees. _
"Draft choices are the currency of the NFL," he said.
"That's the way to improve
the situation. Our plan will get
the job done. Their plan has
not gotten the job done. You
need a creative solution to
solve this problem."
The issue was discussed for
almost two hours at the league's
owners meeting Wednesday.
The meeting continues today.
The main dissenter was Gene
Upshaw, executive director of
the NFL Players Association and
one of the leaders in attempting to broaden the racial makeup of team leadership.
"It's ridiculous. It would be
a sham," Upshaw said.
The union must agree to
any plan that adds draft picks,
and Upshaw said it wouldn't.
"People would simply go
out and interview AfricanAmericans and hire a white
coach and get an extra draft
pick," said Upshaw.

By The Associated Press
The three-time defending champion Los Angeles Lakers have a
record of 0-2 — 29th best among
the 29 NBA teams.
Losing for the second time in
as many nights, the Lakers also
got a scare Wednesday when Kobe
Bryant took a hard fall in the first
half and sat out for several minutes. Bryant returned and had 25
points, but Los Angeles lost 10290 at Portland.
Of the five teams that have
already played two games, the
Lakers are the only one with an
0-2 record.
In other games, Chicago beat
Boston 99-96, Indiana beat Houston 91-82; Toronto defeated Washington 74-68; Philadelphia edged
Milwaukee 95-93; New Jersey beat
Atlanta 105-94; Orlando beat Miami
100-86; Detroit beat New York
86-77; Dallas beat Memphis 119108; Minnesota beat Denver 8377; New Orleans beat Utah 10075; Cleveland hold off the Los
Angeles Clippers 98-96; Golden
State beat San Antonio 106-98;
and Seattle beat Phoenix 86-73.
The Blazers took advantage of
Bryant's brief absence, turning a
3-point deficit into a 17-point lead.
The Trail Blazers built their lead
as high as 23 when Rasheed Wallace put the Blazers up 77-54 with
a 3-pointer late in the third quarter.
This is the first time since 1990
the Lakers have opened a season
with two losses. Only six teams
in NBA history have started the
season 0-2 or worse and still won
a title.
"It's good for us," Jackson said.
"We're going to have to look at
that situation (without O'Neal and
Rick Fox) for a while and deal
with it."
Bulls 99, Celtics 96
At Boston, Trenton Hassell
scored eight points in the final 3

scored 20 points, and Michael Jordan went scoreless in the second
half and even missed a dunk.
Jordan scored just eight points
in 25 minutes off the bench. After
missing two free throws with 4:06
left, he missed a breakaway dunk
as the ball clanged off the back
rim. The crowd laughed at Jordan, who turns 40 in February,
and the Wizards, down by 12,
never recovered.
76ers 95, Bucks 93
At Philadelphia, Allen Iverson
had 28 points, including a goahead jumper in the final minute.
Aaron McKie had 18 points,
Keith Van Horn added 16 and
Todd MacCulloch had 10 points
and a career-high 14 rebounds.
Magic 100, Heat 86
At Miami, Orlando improved
to 2-0 for the first time since
1993, taking advantage of Miami's
sputtering offense and defensive
breakdowns to spoil the Heat's
season opener.
Tracy McGrady scored 24 points
and Grant Hill added 17 for the
Magic, who shot 55 percent —•
including 8-for-12 from 3-point
range.

Mavericks 119, Grizzlies 108
At Memphis, Tenn., Steve Nash
scored 24 points, Michael Finley
added 21 and Dirk Nowitzki had
20 points and 11 rebounds.
Gordon Giricek finished with
29 points for Memphis. Pau Gasol
had 27 points and 10 rebounds
despite playing with his left hand
heavily wrapped to protect a
sprained wrist.
Hornets 100, Jazz 75
At New Orleans. Baron Davis
had 21 points and 10 assists in
front of a standing-room only crowd
of 17,668 as the Hornets played
their first game in their new home.
Jamal Mashburn added 16 points
and nine rebounds. Courtney
Alexander scored 19 off the bench
and David Wesley added 15.

ANDREW J COHOON/AP photo

NEW CITY, NEW SEASON ... New Orleans guard Baron
Davis (1) struggles for a rebound with Utah Jazz center
Greg Ostertag and guard John Stockton during second-half
NBA action in the New Orleans Arena on Wednesday night.
minutes, including a pair of 3pointers.
Hassell scored 14 and Jalen
Rose had 21 points and 12 assists
for the Bulls, who won despite
poor free-throw shooting from rookie Jay Williams down the stretch.
Pacers 91, Rockets 82
At Indianapolis, Yao Ming failed
to score, had two rebounds, was

whistled for three touls and made
little impact in his regular-season
debut for Houston.
lermaine O'Neal scored 24
points and Ron Artest added 20
for Indiana. which overcame a
career-high 39 points from Houston's Steve Francis
Raptors 74, Wizards 68
At Toronto. Morris Peterson

ECA
fighting
sickness,
injunes
•

•

•

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Eastwood Christian Academy head basketball coach Joey
Adair knows adversity will
come into somebody's life at
one time or another.
It is just part of living.
However, even Adair. who doubles as a pastor at ECA, would
like to see the adversity level
lowered just a tad for his Warriors. At the present time, they
are dealing with more than
their share.
"And I thought we were
going to have one of our deepest teams this time," said Adair
Thursday morning, one day
before ECA was to have opened
the 2002-03 season at Bowling Green against Anchored.
That game has now been moved
to March.
"We're just waiting to get
healthy. man. It's been like a
snow ball."
The snow ball started rolling
around two weeks ago. That
is when two players were
knocked out with injuries; that
was just the beginning.
This week, one player was
involved in an off-court accident that resulted in a large
gash in his head, requiring several stitches. The injury was
so severe that the player cannot play for two weeks.
Then, late in the week, the
highly contagious pink eye virus
hit the team, knocking three
players out of school, while a
fourth wound up with the flu.
And this does not even
include 6-3 center Jordan Harrell. who will be heading to
the Mayo Clinic in Minnesota next week to begin treatment for a genetic anurism in
his brain.
However. Adair is keeping
everything in its proper perspective.
"Sure, we'd like to have
all these kids able to play. and
I know they want to be playing. But this is just the hand
we've been dealt. We know
this will pass eventually," said
Adair. whose team will try to
open their season again Tuesday with a home contest against
Open Door Christian Academy
of Paducah. Game time is set
for 6 p.m.

Former champ closing in on another picks title
Time is running out!
With just this week remaining
in our picks contest, it appears
as though I will not be able to
defend my title.
As we enter the home
stretch, Ledger
& Times colleague Mike
Ohstrom is
waltzing to the
finish line with
a 73-17 overall
record while
I'm still within
striking distance at 70-20
Sidelines — although
By Scott
just barely.
Nanney
Meanwhile.
Calloway
Sports
County radio
Editor
play-by-play
man Nathan
Higdon is a distant third with a
69-21 mark. WNBS counterpart
Jeremy Bell, the voice of the
Murray High Tigers, is just
playing out the string at 64-26.
When all is said and done,
last week's erroneous pick of
Kentucky over unbeaten Georgia
will probably cost me the most.
knew I could find some way
to blame all this on'the Wildcats!
All kidding aside, it's been a
great race this year. Many
thanks to Nathan and Jeremy.
It's been a pleasure to have you
join us in this endeavor. Maybe
we can do it again next year?
Let's look at this week's

This Week's Picks ...
Game
Calloway at Madisonville

Scott Nanney
Calloway

Mike Ohstrom
Calloway

Nathan Higdon
Calloway

Jeremy Bell
Calloway

Murray vs. Lone Oak

Murray

Murray

Murray

Murray

Mayfield at Ballard Memorial

Mayfield

Mayfield

Mayfield

Mayfield

Hopkinsville at Tilghman

Tilghman

Hopkinsville

Hopkinsville

Hopkinsville

Fulton City at Fulton Co.

Fulton City

Fulton City

Fulton Co.

Fulton Co.

Marshall Co. at Graves Co.

Grave's

Graves

Graves

Graves

Union Co. at Hop. Central

Hop. Central

Hop. Central

Hop. Central

Hop. Central

Trigg Co. at South Fulton

Trigg Co.

Trigg Co.

Trigg Co.

Trigg Co.

Murray State at Samford

Murray

Murray

Murray

Murray

Kentucky at Miss. State

Kentucky

Kentucky

Kentucky

Kentucky

Last Week
8-2
Overall
70-20

Last Week
9-1
Overall
73-17

Last Week
9-1
Overall
69-21

Last Week
8-2
Overall
64-26

games.
Calloway at Madisonville
Joe Stonecipher's troops have
had a rough three weeks, dropping consecutive games to Hopkinsville, Hopkins County Central and Paducah Tilghman.
However, the season finale
against the Maroons — who
have had even worse luck (2-7)
— should give CCHS a good
boost for postseason play ...

Lakers.
Lone Oak at Murray High
The Purple Flash have
improved from a dreadful 2001
season, but not enough to defeat
Murray at Ty Holland Field ...
Tigers.
Mayfield at Ballard
Many feel that Mayfield is
gearing up for an extended run
in the Class A state playoffs. If
the Cardinals look too far ahead,

they may get ambushed by the
homestanding Bombers. But head
coach Joe Morris isn't about to
let that happen ... Cardinals.
Hopkinsville at Tilghman
The Class 3A First District
title will be on the line this
week as these two western Kentucky powerhouses clash at Paducah. This is a tough call, considering both sport identical 7-2
records and have a common loss

in Mayfield. But, in a close
one. I'm going for the upset
and another game in the picks
standings ... Tornado.
Fulton City at Fulton Co.
This too is a tough call after
seeing first-hand how bad both
of these teams are. Combined.
Fulton and Fulton County have
totaled a very unimpressive 3-15
record. However, this is for the
final playoff spot in the Class A

field. And considering the Pilots'
injury situation. I'll take the ...
Bulldogs.
Marshall at Graves
After a humiliating 72-0 —
that's right, 72-0 — loss at
Henderson County. there's no
doubt that the Marshals have
mailed it in for the season ...
Eagles.
Union Co. at Hop. Central
After securing third place in
the Class 3A First District with
last week's win at Calloway
County, Hopkins Central should
have no trouble in dispatching
the visiting Braves ... Storm.
Trigg Co. at
South Fulton (Tenn.)
With a 7-2 record, Trigg has
been one of western Kentucky's
better teams this fall. All that's
left is the season finale against
out-of-state foe South Fulton ...
Wildcats.
Samford at Murray State
Joe Pannunzio's third MSU
squad has been a hard one to
figure out. Are they good
enough to win an Ohio Valley
Conference championship. or are
they a few players away from
that elusive goal? Either way.
we won't likely know after this
week
Racers.
Kentucky at
Mississippi State
With all of Jackie Sherrill's
complaining about Southeastern
Conference officials, I'm just
wondering: Does he need a little
cheese with that whine? ...
Wildcats.
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Tide, Fla. picked MSU soccer
to win divisions falls to SEMO

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)
— Alabama was an overwhelming pick to repeat as
Southeastern Conference champions Wednesday, beating out
three Eastern Division teams.
The Western Division's Crini
son Tide received 20 first-place
votes while Florida was picked
to win the East. The Gators
tied with Georgia with four
first-place votes followed by
Kentucky with three.
Georgia and Mississippi State
were picked to finish second
in the East and West divisions,
respectively.
Alabama center Erwin Dudley was picked to repeat as the
Southeastern Conference player ROLL TIDE ... Alabama cenof the year, getting 16 votes ter Erwin Dudley was
to edge out Georgia's Jarvis picked to repeat as SEC
Player of the Year.
Hayes (12).
In balloting among reporters
EASTERN DIVISION
covering the SEC media days
I. Florida (26) 59
Wednesday, Mississippi State's
2. Georgia (9) 87
Mario Austin (5)and Kentucky's
3. Kentucky (5) 99
Keith Bogans (2) also got mul4. South Carolina 180
tiple votes.
5. Tennessee 190
Alabama point guard Mau6. Vanderbilt 225
rice Williams and Florida guard
WESTERN DIVISION
Brett Nelson rounded out the
1. Alabama (30) 54
preseason All-SEC team.
2. Mississippi State (8) 93
Predicted order of finish with
3. LSU 126
first-place votes in parentheses
4. Mississippi (1) 143
and total points, with the low5. Arkansas 211
est total being the best:
6. Auburn (1) 213

TCU defeats Eagles
for lead in C-USA
FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) — Freshman Lonta Hobbs ran for
123 yards and three touchdowns and Nick Browne kicked three
field goals to lead TCU to its seventh straight win, 37-7 over
Southern Mississippi on Wednesday night.
Hobbs had TD runs of 53 and 13 yards in a 24-point third
quarter for the Horned Frogs (7-1, 4-1 Conference USA) after
Southern Mississippi (5-3, 3-1) had scored its only touchdown.
TCU had expected to redshirt Hobbs, but the plan changed
because of injuries and a lack of production by other running
backs over the first four games. Hobbs has rushed for 383 yards
and seven TDs in four games.
Ricky Madison added 91 yards on 17 carries for the Homed
Frogs, who took over the lead in the C-USA standings, one-half
game ahead of Southern Miss, Louisville and Alabama-Birmingham. TCU beat two-time defending champion Louisville 45-31 in
its last game.
Southern Miss opened the second half with Dustin Almond's
48-yard TD pass to Marvin Young, who was wide open in the
flat and got a downfield block, to make it 13-7.
Browne's 48-yard field goal started a quick 17-point surge by
TCU.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State women's soccer team took a heart-wrenching
2-1 overtime loss to Ohio Valley
Conference champion Southeast
Missouri State Wednesday afternoon
that
knocked
the
Racers out of
OVC Championship Tournament contention.
The Racers
(7-7-2,
2-2-2
OVC) outshot the Otahkians (134-1, 6-0-0 OVC) 17-9.
In the 78th minute, the Racers
drew the first score, as Kristen
Robertson wrested the ball away
from a SEMO defender and kicked
the ball toward the Otahkian goal.
Emily Schaller came across the
box and booted the loose ball in
for the score.
The goal was the third of the
season for Schaller and marked
the fourth assist of the year for
Robertson.
But SEMO's Julie Wunderlich
found a way to break the shutout,
launching a ball from 35 yards
out over the head of MSU goal-

RACERS

keeper Sarah Walsh and into the
net in the 88th minute, knotting
the game at 1- I.
Midway through the first overtime, Wunderlich again took a ball
kicked out of a scramble near the
MSU goal and booted it in from
20 yards out for the game-winner
in the 96th minute.
The loss keeps the Racers out
of this season's OVC Championship
Tournament. MSU finished in fifth
place with a 2-2-2 league mark.
Southeast Missouri State will
host the tournament as the top
seed with a 6-0-0 league record,
followed by Eastern Illinois at 41-1, Tennessee-Martin at 3-2-1 and
Tennessee Tech at 3-3-0.
Men's Golf
WAYNESVILLE, N.C. — Murray State's Josh Vasilko placed
second in the 35-golfer Western
Carolina/Laurel Ridge Intercollegiate on Monday and Tuesday, finishing just three strokes behind
first with a 147 (75-72).
Vasilko golfed as an individual, however, and his achievement
did not count towards the MSU
score. MSU finished fourth with
a 630 (311-319) at the 6,849-yard,
par-72 Laurel Ridge Country Club.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Lindy Suffer

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
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Orlando
2
0
1 000
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1
0
1 000
Philadelphia
1
1
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Boston
0
1
000
Miami
0
1
000
New York
0
1
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Washington
0
1
000
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1
1
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Atlanta
0
1
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0
1
000
Wednesday's Games
Chicago 99. Boston 96
Indiana 91, Houston 82
Toronto 74, Washington 68
Philadelphia 95, Milwaukee 93
Orlando 100, Miami 86
New Jersey 105, Atlanta 94
Dallas 119, Memphis 108
Minnesota 83, Denver 77
Detroit 86, New York 77
New Orleans 100, Utah 75
Portland 102. LA Lakers 90
Seattle 86. Phoenix 73
Cleveland 98, L A Clippers 96
Golden State 106, San Antonio 98

GB
—
0.5
1
15

1.5
1.5
15
GB
—
—
—
—
0.5
1
1

BEREA, Ohio (AP) — If it
were an amusement park ride, Tim
Couch's fourth NFL season would
compare with the biggest, baddest
rollercoasters around.
With his year now cresting
another hill, Cleveland's quarterback is preparing himself for the
next stomach-dropping twist or turn.
In just eight weeks, Couch has
endured an elbow injury, the wrath
of critical Browns fans and questions about his leadership. He has
withstood it all and come back to
call the next play.
"In the NFL, there are going
to be a lot of ups and downs for
a quarterback," he said Wednesday. "Some weeks you're on top
of the world, and you feel like
this thing has finally turned the
corner.
"And then, this game will humble you, and you'll come out the
next week and throw three interceptions. It's happened to every
quarterback in this league."
After his earlier torments, Couch
is enjoying a high point to his
season. Last Sunday, he had one
of the best performances of his

for

Circuit Court Clerk
Calloway County
* Vietnam Veteran
* VA Field Representative
* Dairy Farmer

WHAT'S NEXT? ... Former Kentucky quarterback Tim Couch's
2002 season — his fourth in the NFL — has included an
elbow injury, the wrath of critical Browns fans and questions about his leadership skills.
career, rallying the Browns (4-4)
from an I8-point deficit by throwing two touchdown passes — and
a desperation two-point conversion
— in the second half as Cleveland beat the New York Jets 2421
Couch finished 33-of-49 for 307
yards and threw his two TDs on
improvised plays. In the second
half, he went 19-of-27 and had
several balls dropped.

Please vote for

*

On his first TD. Couch avoided pressure by rolling to his right
before leading tight end Mark
Campbell with a perfectly thrown
ball into the end zone.
His second scoring pass was
ever better. About to be sacked.
Couch spun out of trouble and
sprinted toward the left sideline.
He then zipped a sidearm pass
through traffic to wide receiver
Andre Davis.

IQ..."

Thomas Collins Circuit Clerk *
*
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1
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0
1
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1
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Today's Games
Utah at Atlanta. 6.30 p.m.
Boston at Washington, 630 p.m.
Portland at Sacramento, 9 p.m.
Friday's Games
Indiana at New Jersey, 6:30 p.m.
Orlando at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Memphis at Detroit. 7 p.m.
New York at Philadelphia, 7 p.m.
Toronto at San Antonio, 7:30 p.m.
New Orleans at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
Houston at Denver. 8 pm.
Cleveland at Phoenix, 8 p.m.
Seattle at Golden State, 930 pm
L A Lakers at L.A Clippers, 9 30 p m

Couch riding roller coaster season

Thomas Collins

Paid for by Thomas Collins

State Auto
Insunorioe

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

* *

* Native of Calloway County
* Calloway County High School grad. 1964
* Murray State University with a Master of
Science degree in agricultural economics

Representing

Just South of the Border
Puryear. TN • 731-247-5794
(=Th
--

BDQ, Burgers & Cold Beer

Mon.-Sat. 10:30 till Midnight
Wednesday is College Day - Pitchers $2.50
Sunday 1 - ? Nascar & Football
161110._
Shuffle Board Tourneys Saturday at 1:00
Pool Tourneys Sundays at 1:00

RACER VOLLEYBALL
MURRAY STATE

MURRAYSTATE

VS.

VS.

MOREHEAD STATE

EASTERN KENTUCKY

Friday, November 1"
7:00 p.m.
Racer Arena

Saturday, November rd
3:00 p.m.
Racer Arena

'
°`''44
- **•ftim
TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS

Who does he think he is, Brett
Favre?
"He (Favre) does do a lot of
stuff like that," Couch said. "He
gets outside the pocket, scramblds
and make plays.
"You never know where he's
going to throw it from. Once you
get out of the pocket, it's just
street ball," he continued.
"You're just looking for arty
guy that's open and you just want
to get them the ball."
His two-point conversion was
straight out of a sandlot game.
As Couch was being lifted and
planted into the Giants Stadium
turf by end Josh Evans, he somehow threw the ball in the direction of Dennis Northcutt, who
fought off two Jets defenders to
catch it.
Couch is still amazed it worked.
"I knew I was getting hit, Nit
I didn't know I was as parallel to
the ground as I was," he said. "I
don't even know how I got rid
of it."
The play typified Couch's topsyturvy season.
It began with him missing the
first two games with an elbow
injury, and was followed by his
emotional locker room breakdown
following a home loss to Baltimore on Oct. 6.
He tearfully criticized Browns
fans for first booing him and then
cheering after he sustained a concussion.

SportsBriefs
• Tickets for the Calloway County
High School soccer banquet, scheduled for Nov. 10 from 1-4 p.m. in the
Curris Center at Murray State University, are on sale for $12. The meal is
free for Laker and Lady Laker soccer
players.
Tickets may be purchased in the
CCHS office or Saturday from 11 a.m.
to noon at the CCHS soccer locker
room, or by calling Kathy Wilson at
753-6042 or Jackie Kennedy at 7538562 The deadline to purchase tickets is Nov. 7.
• The Calloway County High School
Little Dribblers will continue to hold
signups for all boys and girls in grades
K-2 in both the Calloway County and
Murray school districts Saturday from
9-11 a.m. at CCHS' Jeffrey Gymnasium. The entry fee is $40 per particlpant or $75 for siblings.
Additional signups are scheduled
for Nov. 9 from noon to 1 p.m., with
the first practice set for Nov. 9 at 1
p.m.

""DON SEW
SHERIFF
ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE CURRENT PERFORMANCE OF
THE SHERIFF'S OFFICE?
IS THE OFFICE PREPARED FOR POST 9-11 EMERGENCIES?
WHO IS THE CANDIDATE WITH OVER 30 YEARS OF PUBLIC
SAFETY EXPERIENCE AND 4,502 HOURS OF TECHNICAL LAW
ENFORCEMENT TRAINING?
*CHOOSE YOUR $HE91FF AS YOU WOULD YOUR DOCTOR; THE
MOST QUALIFIEP FOR THE JOB!
•PARTY POLITICS IS IRRELAVENT WHEN IT CONCERNS YOUR
SAFETY. SECURITY AND THE LAW
VOTE DON SENF FOR SHERIFF. THE CANDIDATE WITH THE
MOST EDUCATION TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE
Paid For By Don Sent Campaign Committee
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Classifieds
ADJUSTMENTS
toverusers are requester) to check tie Iva
newton of tow ads lot any error Murray
Ledger 1. Times wilt be responsible lor only one
neared newton Any error should be repon40 immediately so corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
Monday
Fri. 11 am.
Tuesday.
Mon. 11 a.m.
Wednesday
Mon 5 p.m.
Thursday
Wed. 11 a.m.
Friday
Wed. 5 p.m.
Saturday
Thur. 12 p.m.

Murray Ledger & Tunes lair Housing Act !satire
All real nate ethenised Screw 1, +unielt to the Federal Fair
Housing Aci which maim a illegal itt adseruse any preterence
limitation or &v.:mm.40e based on race. colt. FeLgioii. cs
handicap. lamiliat data ot national ongin, or intention to
any such prefetnices, bematiom ot ducrimisusicie.
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale. motel or advertaing
real Clalie based of factors an additton to those protected under fed
eral is
,fie will not know ins') accept any ads entsing tor real estate which
is in violation of the law All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are af ailable on an equal
opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair Housing Ads en ts tug
requirements. contact N AA Counsel Rene P Miiarn
(7031 648-1000

Ma. 01•11•11
0.1.414 Now,

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sine
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

100
195
200
110
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Saki
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rant
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Properly
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.25 Column Inch, BO% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
,A/1 3 Ads Must Run Within t Dip,
$2.60 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

LINE AI)ti
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
sr fill extra for shopper .Alon Clauifled. go into Shopping aide, aid extra for bland box oda
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 7534916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

L

MasferCard

010

060

010

Legal

Legal
Notice

Notice

LOCAL NOTICE
On October 8, 2002, an application was filed
with Federal Communications Commission in
Washington, D.C. to transfer control of
WRUS, Inc. from William K. McGinnis to the
Kerby E. Confer Grantor Retained Annuity
Trust and the Donald J. Alt Grantor Retained
Annuity Trust. Following consummation, the
officers, directors and more than 10% shareholders of WRUS, Inc. will be: Donald J. Alt,
Kerby E. Confer, William K. McGinnish and
the Kerby E. Confer Grantor Retained
Annuity Trust and the Donald J. Alt Grantor
Retained Annuity Trust. WRUS, Inc. is the
license of WBGN(AM)operating on 1340 kHz
and WBVR(FM) operating at 96.7 MHz both
in Bowling Green, Kentucky; WUHU(FM)
operating at 107.1 MHz in Smiths Grove,
Kentucky; WRKY(AM) operating at 1130
kHz; WNBS(AM)operating at 1340 kHz; and
WFGE(FM)operating at 103.7 all in Murray,
Kentucky; Radio Station WDXR(AM) operating at 1450 kHz in Paducah, Kentucky;
WYKL(FM) operating at 102.1 MHz in
Clinton, Kentucky; and WLIE(FM) operating
at 94.3 MHz in Golconda, Illinois. A copy of
the application, amendments and related
material are on file for public inspection daily
at 1500 Diuguid Drive. Murray, Kentucky.

L
060
Help Wanted

The Senior Community Service Employment
Program (Title V)contracted by West Kentucky
Allied Services, Inc. is seeking individuals who
are 55 years of age or older to work in Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
McCracken, and Marshall Counties. This program is considered part time with a maximum
of 20 hours per week. Vacation, sick and holiday pay is included. To apply, please contact
Janna Hall or Jodi Coleman at(272) 247-4046.
This Project is funded in part under a contract
with the Purchase Area Development District,
the Kentucky Department for Health Services
with funds from U.S. Department for Health
and Human Services.
VVKAS is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

CABLE TV Collectors &
Manager needed for
Murray, Mayfield. Benton
& Pans. Top dollar pay
Call Tim (270) 753-6706.
Ext. 218. Interviews held
at Days Inn. Murray.

CHILDREN'S
DIRECTOR

STEVE VIDMER

CHEROKEE Hills Steak
house now hiring Servers.
Must work Thursday-Sundays. Call Patty between
10-3 Tuesday-Saturday
436-5566.

Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray,Kentucky
(270)753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law

COMPUTER Programmer
Part-time, Write DB Code
Assist
hardware
Call
Steve Passmore 5198563

020
Notice

Notice

including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT
030

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Hunters Paradise Wildlife
Refuge 300 Acres. groups
welcome 270-489-2116 If
no answer leave message
SANDRA D's Diner
753-Food
Get your Gift Certificates
Now.
•Baked Potatoes available
for lunch.
*Spaghetti is back on
Wednesdays.
•Pint size mom made
House & Ranch Dressings, now available to take
home.
(While Supplies Last.)

NEW NOW
AVAILABLE
Individual major
medical use any
doctor or hospital
affordable rate
Policy good up to
3 years.

Boyer Insurance
Call 888-755-5634
STERLING Silver
Jewelry
Cherry's Jewelry
Great Selection
Great Prices
Open Wed-Sat
11 00-6 00
in Mayfield, KY
(270) 247-1997

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

Financial

Thinking of
buying a house,
mobile home, car
or you just want
to consolidate
your bills.
At ROSSTINE
FINANCIAL,
the sky is the
limit. We can get
you approved for
one of our great
loan programs
today.
Mortgages,
Personal Small
Business Loans

Call
(866)520-8925

150
Help Wanted

ESSENTIAL Day Spa is
now hiring for the position
of Office Manger. Send
Resumes to: 1311 Johnson Blvd Murray, KY or
Call 767-0760.
FULL time carpenter wanted. MIn. experience 10
year. Must be proficient in
all phases of carpentry,
Salary negotiable base on
experiences.
Excellent
benefits. Send resume to:
P.O. Box 328 Murray. Ky.
or apply in person @ 1302
N. 12th St. Murray, Ky.
NEED OTR driver w/ at
least 2 years exp No accidents. Home weekends +
some week days. Call
270-767-0191.

PICK
THE
BEST
Better People.
Better Opportunities.
Papa John's delivers the
perfect pizza and the
perfect opportunity for
dynamic individuals. We
are the fastest growing
pizza
company
in
America and currently
seek the following fulltime individuals'
SHIFT LEADER

Large United
Methodist Church
seeks full-time
director of
children's programming. Successful
candidate will
develop, organize
and conduct
activities for
children, birth
through sixth grade.
Please send resume
and references to
P.O. Box 1040-B
Murray, KY 42071
Domestic & Childcare
ABSOLUTELY
CLEAN
Evenings & Weekends
Your Business, Home or
Office Call Kim at 3152701 or 251-2684
FRICK-N-FRACK
Cleaning.
Thorough house cleaning
at affordable rates.
Call for appointment.
759-5267 or 489-6218.
KIDS Krew Daycare Ages
6 week to Pre-school
Open 5:30 a.m. to 6:00
p.m. 810 Whitnell
759-3333.
WILL do house cleaning
(270)354-5239
WILL do house cleaning
753-1016

Articles
For Sale

Check us out on the web!

Apartments For Rent

Houses For Rent

2BR
Duplex,
C/H/A. 3BR w/ central H/A, ceiling
1909B Westwood
Dr. fans, gas log fireplace,
Lease. No pets $360, plus stove, refrigerator. W/D
deposit. 753-8002
hookup, outside storage.
28R
duplex, stove and re- Covered carport ReferenGUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES
frigerator $300 month, ces & deposit No pets.
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL
$300
deposit 1517 1/2 $450 753-1059
WE WILL BEAT ANY PRICE ON SAME QUALIT
Henry St Call 435-4125
48R house. Lease and deEQUIPMENT & WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL.
2BR NEAR MSU
posit required. 753-4109
Coleman RE 759-4118
.605 Sycamore-Nice 3
2BR, Duplex C/H/A
bedroom, gas. $525.00.
TROPICS TOO! SALES & SERVICE
Coleman RE 759-4118
Washer & Dryer.
901 COLDWATER ROAD
3 BR. Apt. C/H/A, Newly •1609 Farmer_ Duplex,
redecorated Located on near MSU, 2 bedroom,
MURRAY,KY 42071
campus. $400.00 month (2 $385 00
ANEW
people) $435 00 month (3 Washer & Dryer
people) includes water, 753-0919 or 1-800-589270
150
sewage and trash. 435- 7956
Mobile Homes For Sale
Articles
4632 or 559-8510.
For Sale
CUTE- small country
4br, Diuguid Drive Cole- home 1 bedroom $290/
FALL Specials
GOOD USED
man RE 759-4118
month plus security 474Keith Baker Homes, Inc
BUILDING MATERIAL.
2520
Pans Location.
EXECUTIVE 2 Story,
•1/4 plate glass cut to size
Exclusive Fleetwood
3 BR, 2 full baths, All
SMALL House for rent, 7
•2"x4" up to 12' lengths
dealer.
appliances 753-8242 or miles east of Murray. Linzy
•1"x8" & 1"x10" Knotty
Falling prices.
Beane residence. 436752-0313.
Pine T&G •8' to 12' lengths *2003 14x50 2 bed, 1
bath FOR Rent Large 2 Bed- 2582
Prehung doors & windows
$12,900.00.
room. 2 full bath Brick Du- SMALL one bedroom
•King water bed •All types *2003 16x80
3bed, 2 bath. plex. All appliances fur- house,
quiet area, close to
of materials, Ect.
vinyl siding, shingle root.
nished plus lawn service . Aurora
$250 00 rent/
Low Prices
thermo pane windows
in quiet neighborhood $250.00 deposit +
utilities
436-6400 Anytime
$23,900.00
753-7903
no its.(270) 354-6040
•New- 24x48 3 bed, 2
FORREST View ApartL.P. Gas Refills
bath Double wide, open
New OPD Valves and
ments 1213 N 16th St
floor plan, $27.900.00.
now accepting applications
100 LB cyl. in stock
Fleetwood 2 year warranty for 2br townhouses, basic
B & B Broker's
20FT x 50 FT storage
on New Homes. Also
rent $325/ month Call
753-4389
building located off North
pre-owned & Bank Repo
753-1970 Leave MesRASCAL II Electric mobili4th Street behind Beasley
Homes.
sage
Equal
Housing
Opty, large deluxe 3 wheeler,
Antenna and Satellite Call
(731) 644-0012
portunity
1996 model used very lit759-0901
1-800-533-3568.
tle, like new, $1,200 00
GREAT 2br townhouse,
CREEKVIEW STORAGEelectric hoist $350.00, Call RELIANCE Homes Inc.
dead end street applian(270) 474-8878.
Halloween Special. 2003 ces furnished screened in $20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
Remington 742, 30/06 32x80 with 3/4" plywood Porch 2 level 519-0599
759-4081
floors,
Mohen
faucets,
2br
NICE
furnished
apt
w/4-12x Bushnell Scope
MURRAY
Store and Lock
Porcelain
sinks,
Fiberglass
C/H/A Close to MSU
$1,325
presently has units availaColeman RE 759-4118
Remington 742, 30/06 tubs. 4 BR, 3 Bath,
ble 753-2905 or 753RED OAKS APTS.
w/3-9x Leupold Scope, Delivered & Set up, with
7536
A/C $59,900 until Nov. 7th
Special
very nice gun $550
$100 Deposit
437-4015
14x80 3 BR,
1BR From $280
SOFT drink machine, 8
2BR From $325
2 Bath On
drink selection, coin operCall Today!
Special Sale
ated. Excellent condition.
I.I. SIZE I \ITS
753-8668.
A‘AILABLE
$500. 474.8272
This Weekend
SLEEPING
rooms
1
1/2
STRAW for sale.
7.--)3-3853
753-4545
miles from MSU. $150 a
$2.00 bale.
month. all utilities paid. No
759-4718 Night
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
VERY nice 91 Fleet wood pets. 767-9037
753-4582. Day
*Inside climate control
14x64 2 bedroom, 1 bath, SUB-LEASE available
@
storage
SUNTANA Wolff system split plan, cathedral ceil*Security alarmed
Tanning Bed $600 Call af- ings. C/H/A, under pend- Murray Place Apartments
ASAP, until Dec $250i00
.Safe & clean
ter 4pm 753-0736.
ing and decks included. month obo. 753-3814.
•We sell boxes,
WHISPER Vita Master $11,800.00. Call 753*We rent U-Hauls
2000 Treadmill. Like new. 2905.
Houses For Rent
*Heated Boat &
Has pulse meter, heart
WHY Not Buy A Better
RV Storage
rate, distance walked.
Home? 2003 Sunshine 2 Bedroom. 1
Bath.
753-9600
speed control, incline.
doubles 3 bedroom, 2 S195.00 month + deposit
753-6657
bath only $39,900 or 4 in Panorama Shores. 753160
bedroom, den, 2 bathonly 9826.
Call us we will be
Home Fumishings
$49.900.
2&3 Bedroom houses for
glad to help.
Arrowhead Homes
Murray Ledger & Times
rent. Coleman RE 759LIGHT oak Aspen enterSales, Inc
270-753-1916
4118.
tainment center for large
3124 Hwy. 79N .
screen television. ExcelPans, In
lent condition. $100. Call
811-754-6900
759-3622.
280

WOLFF TANNING BEDS

CALL 1-800-633-3459

1

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

Need to place a ad?

2 Bedroom, No pets 7539866
2BR, private lot Deposit
r uired. 753-1790

1981 743 Bobcat loade
$6,500 00 (270) 382-3915
84 Ford Diesel 1 ton steel
bed. Excellent condition.
$2 500. 382-2141.

POST Office Rental Prop
erty, $8,000 + annual
income.(270) 527-9894
375
commerical prop. for rent
COMMERCIAL Building
for rent, 406 South 12th
Street Call 753-3966
Pets & Supplies
2 AKC male Poodles,
white & apricot 731-5848152 after 5pm
PRETTY 4 month old
Sheltie, all shots, not
house trained, paid $250
Will sale for $200. All records plus various pieces
of equipment. Call 7679927
AKC Register Poodles,
Pomeranian, and Chihuahua 731-584-9422
AKC Yorkie puppies Females will be small $500
270-395-8027 after 5pm
BLACK Lab mix puppies
free to good home 7536619
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
FOR SALE Reg English
Setter puppies "Tricky
Dick Champion blood line"
$150 (270)247-5222
RAT Terrier Puppies.
9 weeks old. 2 females
753-4491 Leave Message
SHELTIE Puppies AKC
Sable & White
1-270-354-8211
Livestock & Supplies
BERMUDA Hay. horse.
Goat or cattle qualities
competitively priced, also
orchard grass. can deliver,
call Jerry at 731-669-7366
FOR Sale Registered Angus Bulls Traveler, Rito.
Blackbird
12-18 mo
$750 32 mo $1,250 You
u pick 270-436-2424 or
email bhodge@wk net
REGISTERED
Charlais
Bull
Born September
1999 weighs 1.400 los,
excellent
breeder.
$80000 (270) 436-2007
TWH, 15 hands, gelding ,
sharp, gentle, needs experienced rider. 7 years old
all shots 753-0324

HONOR A

Mobile Homes For Rent

1 Bedroom Duplex, very
clean and nice, furnished,
LATE NIGHT
C/H/A, W/D. 12 miles east
IN STORE PERSONAL
of Murray
050
no pets
(35 Per Week M-F)
ANTIQUES
$250.00 mo +deposit
Our employees enjoy: flexLost and Found
Old toys, advertising
ible schedules: hi-weekly
FENDER Princeton Amp, 474-8272
items, antique furniture
paychecks, a fun work
2 10's, 2 channels, like 1 OR 2br apts near downLOST Black & White
and primitives.
environment, the potential
new $280 00 Call 759- town Murray starting at
Beagle Puppy in Stella
for advancement, pizza
We buy 1 or all!
3394
$200/mo 753-4109
area Reward offered 759discounts, comprehensive
Call 753-3633 ask
270
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
1.593
training, 401(k).
for Larry.
Mobile Homes For Sale
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
Apply now at
902 Northwood Dr
CASH paid for
Papa John's
FOUND Two Yorkshire
good, used guns.
Monday.
656 N. 12th St.,
Clayton
1992
Mobile
Terriers 753-9415
Benson Sporting Goods,
Wednesday, Friday
Murray, KY.
Home 16x80 3br, 2 bath
No Phone Calls Please
519 S. 12th, Murray.
Phone 759-4984
Must be moved $17,500
Your pet has strayed
Equal Housing
can't find its way home
ELECTRIC
heaters, air 436-6109 Please leave
Opportunity
conditioners, used carpet- message
TDD
#1-800-648-6056
Just give us a call, we'll
ing,
refrigerators
and 1993 16x80 Buccaneer. 3
be glad to help,
stoves 753-4109
bedroom, 2 bath Newly 1-2, 3br apts furnished.
Your loved one we'll
remodeled & well main- near MSU 753-1252 or
150
' I( l'irr.t
try to find,
tained $15,000. 753-7901 753-0606
Articles
Cause we all have Furry
1BR apt available, all apor 759-4599.
http-//www papaiohns corn
For Sale
or Feathered Friends,
1997 14x70 Fleetwood, pliances furnished MurHere at the
DISH NETWORK
3br $10.500 Daytime 753- Cal Realty. 753-4444
EMT/FR or above with
Ledger & Times.
Free Satellite system, tree 5500 Nights 753-2948
1BR Apt $225
open availability required,
installation. 50 channels 95 16x65 2BR, 213A, like
Small pets okay
PT/FT 270-395-3102 or
plus 8 channels of HBO new in town w/front porch
Coleman RE
Call 753-1916
877-909-2558
only $36.98 per month and awning. $22,000 753759-4118
Before getting a satellite 9603
1BR furnished, low utilitsystem, check out our
ies, no pets $225 00
service department. Come TRAILER- 14x70 & wood
month 753-3949
10'3x16
bldgto
be
Has
by Beasley's at 400 N. 4th
moved
$4.250.
for
both
2BR
Duplex at 1304 ValStreet or call 759-0901 to
761-1953 or 753-8285 leywood Or. $375 per
schedule your installation
Both in good condition
month 759-4406
NO FEES TO APPLY

VISA 1
"-pm,

.

150
Articles
For Sale

WOMAN wanting to do
house cleaning. Reliable
hard working and courte- SOFA and Love Seat,
ous. Free estimates Call Excellent
condition
436-5015
$300.00. 759-1094
120
Computers
Farm Equipment
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

r

VETERAN
Today more than ever, we appreciate the courage and dedication
shown by our men and women in uniform This Veterans Day,
honor a veteran with a special message in our newspaper

In Honor of
Burkeen
TSCIT
Thank you for the time you
served our country. We love
you and are proud of you.
Your family

In Ilemor of
Paul Douglas Moore
1949 - 1990
Thank you for serving our
Country.
Sadly Missed
Your Family & Friends

$10.00 Per Veteran
Name, Picture & 20 Word Message

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES WILL
BE NOVEMBER 6 AT 5 P.M.

Murray Ledger & Times - Veterans
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
For more information contact
Tammy Stom or Jill Stephens at 753-1916.
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Public Auction

Public Auction

PUBLIC AUCTION

AUCTION

Fri., Nov. 1st•10:00 AM
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn. Lynn Grove, KY. From !Murray, KY take
Hwy. 94 West to Lynn Grose. From !Mayfield, KY take Hwy. 121 South
through Coldwaterturn south onto Hwy. 1836. Follow to auction. Watch for
auction signs.
3 piece bedroom suit twin bed - nice odd regular bed - nice recliner - odd chairs hce desk - knee hole desk - nice loveseat - hanging mirror - nice small table - lamps ...ker chair wicker bossinet - Audition print - black byelo doll - bowl & pitcher - punch
I & cup set - nice old piano old glass & china - good old porcelain items - nice elec. ireod mill - other exercise equipment - bicycles - washer & dryer - color t.v. • 2 large
lionic heaters - nice small chest home treezer - set of queen size bedding - microwave
ii & cart
old Pepsi Cola thermometer - old castiron items - small castiron wood cook
sc early times old style KY Whiskey keg - mole trap - Iron well pullys - drill motors kerosene lantern - cross cut saw - 2 nice old sleds - copper tea kettle - smoker - gas grill
ioctal shelves - Pet-tro metal sign - 0)6 gal. pickle jars by mason patent date Nos 30,
- ceiling fan - Golden Rod power spray washer - elect air compressor - gas air corn'sot - power pak portable generator 11 H.P Briggs engine - 2 small lime spreader - B&D
Hien shredder - nice MD 10'. table saw - 2 push mowers - old galvanized sprinkler &
Jets - old parking meter - heavy duty chain saw - ext. ladder - new battery operated
..iyer for 4 wheeler - truck tool boxes - large lot of marbles - kerosene heater - approx.
• of veymile coated chain link fence wipost Ile caps, gates and top rail - 21 upright tool
es - many wrenches - some old plan wrenches and much more.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accident. Lunch available.

For more information & your auction needs
Phone 435-4144

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Joseph W.Thomason - Appt. Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

PUBLIC AUCTION

Sat., Nov. 2nd•10:00 AM
At 1111 Poplar St. just off S. 12th St., Murray. KY.
Nice sofa - recliner - color tv. nice prints - table lamps - coffee table & lamp tables cypress stump clock - nice hand painted lamp - knee hole desk - Royal typewriter - odd
chairs - wall clock - radio - stereo - table & chairs -12t 3 piece bedroom suits - maple rocker - wicker fan back chair - vanity lamps - advertising items - 5 drawer chest - twin bed kerosene lamp - child's piano - high chair- folding chair - chalkboard - small table & chest
- nice regulation size pool table - Fisher wood heating stove and wood - electric cook stove
- frost free ref - vacuum cleaner - porcelain items - old costume jewelry - pots & pans - small
kitchen appliances - pink glass - Hull vase - tea set - books - electric heaters - bird bath - 3
wheel bicycle - sled - extension ladder - step ladder - wheel barrow - yard swing - car ramps
- bench grinder - luggage - battery charger - circle saw - old push mower - Toro T.C. 2010
line trimmer - gas cans - extension cords - air pig - bicycles - Craftsman tools - hand & yard
tools - other inisc tools - other items not listed.
.tioction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accident. 1.1inch available.

For more information & your auction needs
Phone 435-4144

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Joseph W.Thomason - Appt. Auctioneer

Saturday, November 2•10:00 AM
12920 Hwy.6NE ncar Jonathan Creek - Take Hwy. 58 from Benton or Hwy.
6X from Malkin
appro‘inialely 12 miles auction vile' on right
Selling the personal property of Mr. Lee Derington.
Household Items: cedar chest, Sears upright freezer, two orange & white print
chairs (for the Marshall Co. fan), bedroom suit, assorted furniture pieces, old
desk, swivel rocker/recliner. Zenith television, Kenmore dryer, Whirlpool washer, old covered wagon clock, large display of old jewelry, two old china girl
lamps with shades, old hair dresser's stand, assorted lamps, kitchen utensils and
cookware, numerous "tnnkets", selection of glassware and many more items too
numerous to mention.
Equipment & Tools: Lincoln 225 amp welder. I 1/2 hp air compressor, heavy
bench vise, 2 floor jacks, bench top drill press, assorted hand tools, jig saws,
portable power pack, 4' step ladder, 2' step ladder, bottle jacks, Realistic C.B.
base station, battery chargers. 20' extension ladder, old wooden tool box. I.H.
284 tractor with belly mower, grader blade. Yamaha gas powered golf cart,
Sylvan pontoon with 70 hp Mercury outboard & trailer, 6 gal. wet/dry vac., 12'
aluminum boat, riding lawn mower, metal fence posts and more....
••Sak Terms** complete settlement day uf sale with cash or "good" check Not responsible for SL
dents Announcements day of sale take precedence over printed matenal Lunch available

COMPLETE AUCTION SERVICE
Roger Slubbletield-tuetioneer • Mike Conley - Apprentice
Wayne ‘1 ilson - Real Estate Broker
540 Phelps Rd.• Benton. KY 42025
270-527-2931 Phone • 279-339-6865 Cell Photo.

=rdiiii
T,PErdelliT§S,?16111
- 1:--;
pia
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
SAT- MOW 1611e AT1000 A. M.
A leriulexiir id Ittlr.lii taxi. anstatt Jae Halo
"The Backaastnarg Communit y"
Near The Graves-Collowey Co Line
4.5 Miles West Of Kirksey, Kentucky
From Murray Take Hwy 121 North 9 Miles To County Line Hwy
1124-, Proceed Oct Hwy 1124 North 27 Miles To Samuel Drive
Proceed East 3/10 Mile To Property. From Kirksey Take Hwy
464 West 45 Miles To Mt Hebron Church And Samuel Drive
Proceed North On Samuel Drive 110 Mile From Mayfield
Take Hwy 121 South To The Graves-Calloway Co Line,"Hwy
1124', Proceed On Hwy 1124 North 2 7 Miles To Samuel Drive
Proceed East 3/10 Mile To Property Or From Mayfield Take
Backusburg Rd -Hwy 464' East To 8/10 Mile Past The County
Line To Samuel Drive Proceed North 3,10 Mile To The
Property Signs Posted"

15.60 ACRES
In 5 Tracts & Combinations

All Tracts

Have Great Building Sites!
Tract 1 - 2.686 Acres - Open And Clear
Tract 2 - 2.597 Acres - Front Wooded- Rear Open
Tract 3 - 2.548 Acres - Front Wooded - Rear Open
Tract 4 - 1.871- All Wooded - Corner Lot
Tract 5 - 5.895 Acres - All Wooded - Deep Tract
Between Murray i Mayfield in Calloway County!
15% Down, With A Minlmum Deposit Of
S3,000.00 Per Tract, Balance In 30 Days!

JAMES R. CASH

jpi
RI.01

-•;. s AZIONER i REAL ESTATE BROKER
,
FANCY FARM,KY.270-623-8466 J C
THE SELLING MACHINE'

n

Call For Brochure - www.jantesrcash.com

Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth"

REAL ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERTY
At 1011 Sharpe St., Murray. KY just off 641 North.

Lots For Sale
LARGE lot for sale
(160x190) located in exclusive area of town.
Ready to build on, all city
utilities. Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222
456
Acreage

is nice 2 bedroom house - I bath toilmil dining room large living room with.firepla,
lice den - nice kitchen - utility room - one car garage - central heat & air- fenced in ha..
Make your lead base paint inspection before auction date.
lerms: 15% down day of auction. Bat in 30 days with passing of deed.

For more information & your auction needs
Phone 435-4144

OPEN HOUSE - Fri., Nov. 1st•4 pm - 6 pm

Paschall Real Estate
Terry D. Paschall - Broker - 767-9223
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer - 435-4144
Darrell Beane - Associate & Auctioneer

10,900 ACRES
6,000 ACRES-ABSOLUTE!

AUCTION • Nov.16• 10am
Open House Dates:
Oct.26,27 and Nov.9,1O& 15

at The Executive Inn in Paducah

- 105 Tracts of Land (Tracts from 3 to 500 Acres)
- Hardwood and Pine Timber
- Excellent recreational hunting tracts
• Country building sites
- an island on the Mississippi River
- Frontage on Barkley Lake &Cumberland River
•Close to Ohio,Tennessee & Mississippi Rivers

FOR Sale By Owner:
Clean, nice, 2br brick secluded country home with
1.4 acres. New decor.
Lynn Grove are. 435-4216

2300 acres ± Tiptonville, TN on MS River
4 miles from Reelfoot Lake, one of a kind.
450 acres ± Newport, AR on White River.
300-1500 ± acres in state of Mississippi.
2500 acres ± non contiguous tracts in
Louisiana.
1-800-844-3092 daytime 8-5
662-453-7770 evening 6-9 p.m.

Homes For Sale

Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333

"My Service Doecit't Cost, It Pays"

COUNTRY living at its
best. 2 bedroom brick with
attached garage located
on 1.3 acres just .4.5 miles
west of Murray city limits.
Corner lot with lots of matures trees. House newly
redecorated throughout.
Must see to appreciate. By
appointment only. Call
753-5975.

Timber company liquidating land &
timber investment, excellent hunting
and fishing properties:

460

2 BR, 1 BA with Living
Room and Large Family
Room. Has attached
Garage and Large Backyard. 915 N. 18th Street.
759-1868
3 Bedroom Frame House
436-5064
3BR, 1 bath brick home
Large Family room, detached carport 1204 Mel
rose, shown by Appt 7535892

•93 Mitsubishi Eclipse auto
CD-cass sunroof. Runs
great $2,150 •88 Ford Escon 4-spd 4 dr Runs
jioat iow miles $950
767-0508

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

2 Sea-doos & trailer
89' VIP 19' boat & trailer
Call 753-8251 or 559-8225

Martin Heights 1542 Whippoorwill

Services Offered

3 or 4 bedrooms,
BLT 1989, new roof,
new stove, freshly

A
affordable
hauling,
cleaning out garages, attics, gutters, junk, tree
work. 436-5141.

1-800-451-2709
CHIM
ER
&
Auction Co , Int

WOL17.15A,SSOC1A1ES
•llf

If••41 Crf.'/WM. ""..

Rex Schrader. Principal Broker • Rex Schrader.Auctioneer

WW

lit Iaritiatictiorl.00111

NEW Duplex for sale, 3br,
2 bath. utility room, kitchen. den. Each side is
leased for year. Great investment. Call 753-3966.
ONE bedroom apartment
in
charming
Victorian
county setting. Newly remodeled. Large deck &
great view. Washer/Dryer,
refrigerator, stove. Very
quiet. Only $395. per
month with all utilities paid
including trash pick-up. 5
miles from Murray in Lynn
Grove area. Deposit and
references required. 270492-8175.

3BR. 2 bath 2100 sq ft on
1 acre lot, 5 miles West
near Golf Course Available Now $98,000
435-4426

REDUCE
2 or 3 bedroom in city, low
ifly 753-5114 or 759-8200

BY Owner 2 BR 1 Bath
vinyl siding, unfinished
upstairs Mid 50's Olive
St Murray Appointment
only, 436-6260

Need to sell vutir
house?
Call us we
will be glad to help
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

Our Offer to You is Great Rates with Maximum Flexibility
*Competitive fixed and adjustable interest rum's
•Multiple no money down programs
•No income/no asset verification
programs priced at conventional rates
MAKE THINGS EASIER ON YOURSELF CALL OR STOP IN AND0Ni
OF OL R FRIENDLY LOAN ORIGINATORS Wli I DO THE REST

Global Mortgage Link
f,frrv Puckett•Darren

FALL Lawn Care
Leaf Mulching or Raking
489-2989
FENCING
MIDWAY FENCE
COMPANY.
*Complete Line
'Free Estimates
'Insured
759-1519.

painted, 2050 sq. ft.,

530
Services Oftered
FIX It UP
We Do It Right
The First Time!
Home improvements,
General Maintenance.
Landscaping. Decks
752-0776 Cell
HAULING
Cleaning out garages,
sheds carport abcs.
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb
J&J REPAIRS
From floors to roofs
No job too small
436-2452 or 559-6903
Leave message if
before 5pm
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
'For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
*36 years experience
•Intenor & Exterior
-Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No job too small
-Free estimates
Please call 753-8858
L.L. Beane Painting.
Now scheduling Fall
work
30 years experience.
Residential/Commercial.
New & Remodeled
Homes,
PH.(270) 759-1785.
LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
-Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULTHERAPEUTIC
ING junk clean up, cleanMASSAGE
ing out sheds, gutters, tree
system, deck &
853-1172
work 436-2867
custom gazebo and
753-5827.
Murray.
A-1 Tree Service
walkways, nicely
Stump Removal.
landscaped,
492-8737,
2 car att. gar. w/lots
437-3044.
Free Estimates
of storage.
AAA Carpentry,
Electrical, Remodeling,
767-9036 /
994-0388
All types of building
Fast efficient. Good work470
custom homes, additions
manship, ceramic tile
Motorcycles & ATV's
remodeling • custom wood work
counter, floor, decks.
ceramic tile • skylights
35 years experiences.
2001 YZ Yamaha 125, real
custom bathrooms • pressure washing
436-6400
good bike, very fast, lots of
painting interior and exterior
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
parts. $3,400.00. 339Decks, Home Additions,
4867.
Many Quality References Available
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
95 Honda 4 trax 300
Garages, Pole Barns, Metgreen. $1,850 489-2917
al Buildings, Fencing
CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL• HARDWOOD•CARPET
485
Quality Workmanship.
Sport Utility Vehicles
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194
•
1991 Jimmy S-15 V.6. AFFORDABLE Mower rewheels & Tires. $3,500. pair, tillers, go carts, etc.
753-7728
Free pickup, delivery. 43633
Over 34 Years Experience!
OBO. 767-0864
2867
1996 Land Rover/Range
ALL Carpentry Service
0
Rover, 4.0, SE, Dark
0
From Foundation to
Green with saddle leather,
Finish.
•
102K
miles,
never
18Yrs experience
CARPET &R
COVERINGIZ
wrecked, always mainNew Construction.
33
641
hay.
-1.1/2
Mies
South
of
lirray
to Torri Taylor Float. Right 1503ortis.
tained, local car, must see
Remodeling* Repairs.
5
CEFIA'.IC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL •HARDWOOD • CARPET
to appreciate. Loan value
Concrete Work.
$13,000.00.
Asking
AGC Certified.
$12,500.00. Day: (270)
435-4272.
759-4700. Night: (270)
ALL Carpentry,
759-1204.
Electrical.
Starting at 512.500
New Const. Home & Mo490
Price includes water, septic &
bile Home repair, Termite
Used Cars
driveway. Also land home packages.
& Water Damage, Replacement Windows. Vinyl
1988 Olds Cutlass Ciera Siding, Painting, Decks.
one owner, 54xxx miles Call Larry Nimmo.
good condition, $2,500.00 753-9372, 753-0353
759-1882.
ALTERATIONS
Also top soil and gravel.
Machine Quilting
1997 Toyota Camry LE.
Window Treatment
437-4838 or
114,xxx road miles; one
Murray Sewing Center
270 559-4986
owner; CD changer power
759-8400
power, air $6,750. OBO
Asphalt SEALCOATING
759-3175; 519-8854.
& STRIPING
Call Ronnie Geunn
2001 Red Corvette,
"The Asphalt Doctor"
absolutely brand new,
*Compare our work
7,000 miles, Black sport
'Compare our prices
Granite - Nlarble - Fabrication
leather seats, smokeglass
'References furnished
removeable top, heads up *Workmanship & Material
• Kitchen Counters• Fireplaces
display, fully loaded
Guaranteed
•Tub Decks• Back Splashes • Showers.
l
$46,000 New 538,900.
•Fully Insured
435-4632
•Free Estimates
Message 753-8087
270-759-1953
Es ening 753-2041
'87 White Camaro 1-Roc
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Z28, PAN, Pit, T-tops, 350
Trimming, removal, stump
3301 St, Rt. 121 N.. Murray. KY
TPI. 5 speed $2,700.
grinding, firewood. InsurOBO. 753-1723.
ed. 489-2839.

1/2 ac. lot, sprinkler

TOM 4i/ANCE

1=11 CONTRACTING

489-2641

WE DO!

Visit Our Showroom Today

LOTS FOR SALE
270-437-4838

AHART 81 CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

HAMILTON

Your Home Improvemenf Headquarfers
David's Cleaning
Services
"We

A Jones •Jacquelyn %man •Pan Hurler
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

Roofing Metal
We

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile

Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in

Phone (270) 767-0313

(270)527-7176
7

Lamb Brothers Inc.
NA Lamb Bros Tree Service
Ono)753-255AIIMMIIIIIW
Free EstirnoteA
free (I Stump Remov,i,
24 Hr. Service
Tree Trimming
Hedge Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of Equipment
LICENSED & INSURED
President: Lake Lamb
I . ILff.

now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

Specialize in Cleaning"

DISCOVER THE ALTERNATIVE
Invest in Land!
Call for more details & color brochure!

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
while rock
436-2113

BARRY James'
Electronic Shop.
Most electronics Repaired
Vans
Stereos installed
759-2457.
1999 Dodge Grand Caravan Sport (red), loaded
BRANDON'S Outdoor
46,xxx miles
Services.
$15,000
Lawri•Mulch•Shrubs
OBO Call 753-7530
*Bush Hogging•Tilling
96 Dodge Caravan SE
(270)436-5277
Excellent condition
CARPORTS Starting at
519-1649 Daytime
$675. installed. Roy Hill
753-7388 after 5pm
(270)436-2113
Used Trucks
CH1M Chim
Chimney Sweep
Chimney Cleaning and
1982 GMC PU, 4WD,
chimney caps
good condition, $1,500.00
10% Senior Discount
OBO. 759-3278.
Tracy Manning
1990 Dodge 4x4
435-4006
Call 753-5626 ext 222
CONCRETE fininshing
2001 Ford F-150 super
Free estimates
crew 753-0472 or 752sidewalks, driveways
0472
510
patios
435-4619
Campers
O. G.
Landscaping & Nursery
MOTOR Home Tires, used
•Overseeding/ Fertilizer
only 15,000 miles,Michelin
-Trimming
225/70R19.5. 753-0114.
*Leaf Mulching
520
•Box blading/ Bushogging
Boats & Motors
(270)753-2210.

You Won't want to miss it!
• Buyer Broker fee Available -

illitmess Offered

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

"My Service Doesn't Cost, lt Pays"

Sat., Nov. 9, 2002•10:00 AM

Homes For Sale

(ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION)

Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

int •

Used Cars

most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection - A Better Price
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins. Furniture Since 1958
Whoa, Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

1

530
Services Offered
NEED Help Moving?
No job too small
Please call 354-6473
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
435-4645

WE SERVICE
All Ma'or Appliances
'• ".' i or
Brands

Ward-Elkins
Or.• quare • Murray
(270)753-1713
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
TOM'S Window Cleaning
Painting. Pressure Wash.
767-9013
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters. 753YARD Sale leftovers?
Will pick up.
Call Rob 753-8117
or Gary 767-0905
Free Column
FREE Pallets
270-759-1600 ext 111

Statewide
Classifieds

BUILDINGS
'STEEL
BUILDINGSE"Rock
Bottom Prices!" Go Direct
and Save. 20x24
$2,200.00. 25x30
$3,200.00. 30x40
$4,500.00. 32x44
$5,800.00. 35x50
$6,200.00. Many others
1-800-668-5422.
PioneerEsince 1980.
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
•WINDSH!FLD
REPAIR
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY National chain needs
operator for this area partime or fulltime. Complete
training. Equipment and
supplies included. $3K
start up package. 1-800655-8522.
FOR SALE
•CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
FREE VACATION GET-AAWAY While supplies last
w/purchase
Wolff
of
Tanning Bed. Payments
From $25/month. Free
Color Catalog 1-800-7815173 www.np.etstan.com
•SAWMILL $3895. NEW
SUPER
LUMBERMATE
2000. Larger capacities,
more
options.
Manufacturer of sawmills,
edger's and skidders.
Norwood Sawmills, 252
Sonwil Drive, Buffalo, NY
14225. 1-800-578-1363
ext. 300-N.
HELP WANTED
.LEADS, LEADS, LEADS
LIFE AGENTS, are you
tired of driving? Stay in
your area with Union Labor
Lite, the only Union-owned
Company
serving
Kentucky's workforce. Call
Don 1-800-736-0207.
.CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT and Site
Elevation Training •No
experience needed •4
week training available
'free training if qualified
Call Toll Free 1-877-2702902
HOME IMPROVEMENT
•WEATHER AND EMERGENCY repairs of barns.
houses and garages. Call
Woodford Bros. Inc for
straightening,
jacking,
cabling and weather related repairs. 1 -800-OldBarn.
www.1-800-OldBarn.com

....,
,,...
.,..„
r_tm1DI
GOODIES I

8 PARTY
YARD SALE
908 South 16th
St.
Saturday
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Table & chairs, TV,
dryer, exercise
equipment,
clothes, motor
home & misc.

Multi-Family
Yard Sale
1254 Backusburg
Rd., Kirksey
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ?
Furniture, home
decor, misc.
collectibles.
Rain or Shine

Auction
PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, Nov. 9, 2002• 10:00 a.m.
Paris, TN. - 317 Walnut St. - From downtown
Paris take Dunlap St. 3 blacks to Walnut,
turn left on Walnut. Auction is on the right.
Selling for Helener Kane Currier
and her family estate
REAL ESTATE - This lovely brick home has 1768
sq. ft heated area on the main floor with 3 bedrooms, living room, formal dining, bath, kitchen and
screened porch, beautiful hardwood floors and 10
ft. ceilings. Upstairs has big great room, 2 bedrooms and bath. Basement has 2 rooms, 1/2 bath,
w/washer & dryer hookup - detached 1 car garage
with a level 120x130 lot and lots of big shade trees.
REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT 12:00 NOON Must
see to appreciate!
Terms on Real Estate will be 10% down day of auction closing in 30 days with passing of deed.
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35 for 1-YEAH EXPERIENCE You deserve this
much PLUS HOMETIME!
More experience means
more pay' 12 months OTR
required
Heartland
Express 1-800-441-4953
www heartlandexpress corn
•TRUCK
DRIVING
SCHOOL 'No Money
Down 'Eam up to $35,000
your first year '100% Job
Placement
Assistance
'Company
Tuition
Reimbursement Call toll
tree 1-877-270-2902
•DRIVER:
CONTRACTORS and COMPANY
DRIVERS. Up to 52.000
Signing Bonus Plenty of
miles Great pay and benefits. One year OTR and
CDL-A
Required
www.robersondrivers com
800-473-5581.
*DRIVERS: Start up to 36
cents per mile, 2 years
experience required Drive
a late model Freightliner
with 500 horsepower.
Flatbed
only.
Home
Weekends, Call Deaton
800-255-5562.
'KEEP ON TRUCKIN-CFI
is now Hiring Company
'Owner Operators 'Singles
and Teams 'Loads with
miles available immediately! Ask about our spousetraining program Call 1800 -CFI -DRIVE
www cfidnve.com

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31, 2002

Statewide

•DRIVER-3
Immediate
Openings Owner opera
tors or company drivers
Airtreight Tractor purchase
available Class-A CDL 1
year OTR Call 800-7887357 or apply online
www landair corn
'DRIVER -COVENANT
TRANSPORT-Leader in
Miles 9 years in a row Now
hiring Experienced Teams
Solos and Trainers Owner
Operators-Solos/Teams
83e Call 1 -888-MOREPAY (1-888-667-3729)
'DRIVER-Up to $2500
Sign-On Bonus! Flatbed
Company, Lease Purchase
& Owner Operator Great
Pay, Bonus, Insurance
401K, Good Hometime &
Miles' Boyd Bros! 800-5438923
'DRIVERS-Join one of the
best trucking companies in
the country. Home weekends No NYC, 97% No
Touch! Company Drivers,
Owner Operators 2 years
OTR required 1-800-6339123.
1-800-948-6766.
www epestranspori.com.

*DRIVERS S35,000p/Year
Benefits/16 Day CDL
Training/Placement
Available
whop
Companies
in
The
Industry
Tuition
Reimbursement Available
If Qualified/Free. 1-866244-3644 (Louisville KY)
*DRIVERS!
Are
You
Looking For Stability?
'Respect & Integrity!"
'Friday paydays! 'Family
Voicemail
'Consistent
Miles! 'In-Cab e-maill
'401K
Plan!
2-hour
Processing! 800-727-4374
www.continentalx.com
'DRIVERS.
Company
DriversNans Home Most
Weekends; Late Model
Equipment,
Requires;
Class A COL/23 Yrs Old 2
Yrs. Exp. Regent Trucking,
Inc. 1-800-264-2442.
-DRIVERS, over the road,
35 States. Flat with sides,
late model conventionals. 3
years experience. 52.000
Sign On Bonus. Start .34c38c mile+ benefits. Call
(800) 444-6648

FREE PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray Ledger & Times

753-1916

Leas Warning Statement
Notthcatton is given that the property may present exposure to lead based paint
HIGHLIGHTS OF PARTIAL LISTING
Large round mahogany pedestal table w/6 claw feet
chairs + large mahogany buffet w/mirror + oak library
table + oak hall tree w/beveled full length mirror +
mahogany sofa table + oak lion head secretary + 3
door bookcase + claw foot rocker + goose neck rocker + 4 piece bedroom suite sleigh bed + 6 piece bedroom suite w/twin spool beds + wicker high chair +
crank Victrola by Victor Talking Machine Co. + lots of
old records + old trunks + several old tables + odd
painted chests + wood wheelchair + floor lamps +
marble top tables + lots of old books, some first editions + 1887 History of Tenn. book + dough bowl +
stone jugs + old golf clubs + small butter mold + doll
toy trunk + old pull tinker toy + small child's sewing
machine + Victor mascot + straight razors + old
scooter + old marbles + old toys + Tom Mix pin, shirt
& pants + pocket knives + (3) old Coke posters +
small metal bank + A.M. Germany doll (nice) + vintage clothes + felt doll + mantle clock + 1800s china
cabinet + old picture frames + wine decanters +
honey stand + old vases + depression glass + lots of
pressed and cut glass + Nippon + platters + tea pots
+ lots of assorted olcrigiass + pots & parts * S&P,
sugar jar + pocket watches - A. Richard, Elgin,
Hamilton + Remington 22 pump, Mdl. R-12, ser.
#686010 + Diamond ring, white 18 ct. gold antique
style mounting, European cut, 1-3/4 ct. + Diamond
lapel pin + Diamond bracelet + dinner ring w/3 stones
+ (3) silver dollars + (3) $20 gold pieces + (19) $10
gold pieces + (10)$5 gold pieces + 1984 OLDS CUTLASS CIERA, 4 DOOR, 40,XXX MILES, 1 OWNER
(EXCELLENT CONDITION) + MUCH MORE.
"'AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: This auction offers
antiques, uniques, collectibles and lots of surprises.
Something for everyone. Make plans to spend the
day.
Not Responsible For Accidents • Lunch Available
Complete settlement day of auction. Payable in Cash,
Cashier check or Personal Check with Current Bank Letter
of Credit guaranteeing payment, made to Doug Taylor
Auction Service required by all persons not personally
known by auction company.

The Murray
Ledger & Times
CLASSIFIEDS
OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
1614. $14.95

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY tor Friday, Nov I.
2002
At times this year. you find yourself quite
down about a partnership and its financial implications Sometimes you feel as
if an associate or associates in general
leave you out. You need to determine
how much is in your mind and how much
is reality Learning how to detach could
be the key to your happiness Empathize
with others more often, as well. Some of
you might do more traveling this year,
learning more about other cultures and
ways. Many might opt to take workshops
or classes. If you are single, you will
meet people easily if you move out of
yourself. In late summer, you will meet
someone quite special. Network and
expand your circle of fnends. If you're
attached, you will often get overly
uptight about your relationship Learn to
understand your partner rather than.making assumptions LIBRA reads you cold
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic:
4-Positive.
3-Average: 2-So-so: 1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 2I-April 19)
*** Don't let negativity or a sense of
fatigue mar your day. Continue to clear
out as much as possible. Focus on one
item at a time. Carefully review a matter
that involves a child or a loved one.
Defer to others when you're in a jam.
Tonight. Take a nap, then decide
TAURUS (April 20-May 201
**** Use your imagination, especially when dealing with a money matter.
You might need to pull back some in
order to gain the results you desire. Your
dnve pushes others aside. Your creativity
pulls you way ahead of the group.
Tonight: Out with a co-worker.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)

*** You could be hardest on yourself
without realizing it. Take your time making a decision or moving on a project. Do
know when to say you've had enough.
You might want to leave work early. You
need some downtime. Ask a family
member for some help. Tonight: Stay
close to home.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Understand what it takes to get
the job done. Do something that will
refresh and recharge your energy. You
might want to take a brisk walk or visit BORN TODAY
•
with an upbeat friend. Leave work early Jewish novelist and playwright Sholem
rather than making mistakes. Tonight: Asch (1880), publisher Larry Flynt
Happy to be at home.
(1942), musician Lyle Lovett (1957)
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Deal with your finances. Delay
what seems like an important purchase if
you feel you must make it. You might
feel a bit disappointed, but ultimately
you will understand. Later in the day.
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We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires )

COUNCILMAN
#17 on Ballot

HOLLAND TIRE CO.

/ will listen to the voice of the people.

96 East Main Street • 753-5606

Paid for by William Bailey

Call Tim, He Can Help!

Tim Thurmond

AUCTION SERVICE ------200 Adkins Lane
Puryear, TN 38251
(731)247-3784

Doug Taylor
Auctioneer & Realtor
'Fn. Lie. #2027
Firm #1782

Paris Realty Co.
503 Tyson Ave., Paris, TN 38242
1731)642-8165
Mark Johnson, Broker

The Essential- Day Spa

"Taylor Made Auctions Are Better"

4

An AVEDA_ Concept Salon
Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds

*Massage Therapy
"Body Wraps
'Aromatherapy
*Facials 'Sugaring
'Manicures & Pedicures

/3/1 Johnson Blvd.

Murray
HORSES/AUCTIONS
•AAAA NEW GATLINNOTICES
BURG PIGEON FORGE,
•TATTERSALLS AUCTION
270-767-0760
Mountains'
DOWNTOWN
LEXING- •HAVE YOU TAKEN BAY- Smoky
entitled
be
may
You
COL?
heartshaped
Romantic
TON Over 300 Head of
'Registered
Arabians to money. Call Attorney Ira Jacuzzi cabins. From
Gift Certificates Available
Half/Arabians. More Than Branham at 1-800-427- 559/night. Weddings from
hide5661 This is an advertise- $199! Secluded
200 to Sell Absolute
aways, grills, kitchens,
Horses To Fit Anyones ment
rockers,
fireplace.
Wants. For Catalog Call:
REAL ESTATE/REAL
TVNCR, stereo' 1-800405-330-5464,
ADDIS
ESTATE FOR SALE
453-0569.
EQUINE AUCTIONS.
.(2) LOG HOMES Lake
TRUCK DRIVERS
Only
Cumberland, KY
HELP WANTED
4LAKE BARGAIN $24,900. $79,900. 2 Authentic log
Free covered boat slip! home, 1 new, 1 old. .DRIVER-FLATBED DRIGently sloping lake view Gorgeous views on main VERS
NEEDED'
. parcel w/nice mix of low channel Secluded get- Competitive Pay, Incentive
010 Whitnell
' rolling meadows & trees. away. Paved roads, water, Programs, Full Benefits,
Abuts national forest on u/g utilities. Financing. Assigned
Licensed for ages 6 weeks thru Pre-K
Trucks,
35.000 acre recreational Won't last (866) 770-9311 Guaranteed Home Time,
lake in Tenn Paved roads, ext. 869.
Flatbed Training Available.
water,
sewer,
more
•427 ACRES OF TIMBER 3 months solo experience
Excellent financing Call LAND Edmonson County, required. 800-441-4271
Hours: 5:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
1110
now 1-800-704-3154. ext
KY. Hunters' paradise Log ext.-ET135
348
Will •DRIVERS-DEDICATED
IN1 1E1 MI IN. 1M = NI M. .11I .1. so m. ow ow ow ow ow wi In m so so in m on so wo m ow m so ow on
cabins available.
s
.
e
SI al I/ al MI 111 • III MI Ili OW MP Oa 0 II le Will MN •• a ill • MINN
lie
Often
divide. Call owner 1-270- FLATBED-Home
•LAKE HERRINGTON, KY
734-6053
'Top Pay 8. benefits 'New
New Lakefront Log Home
Assigned Tractors Hinng
2 Acs with 180' of lakee
front Authentic 1/300sq ft
Recent school grads for
RESORTS RENTALS
log home w/180 ft of dockRegional & OTR. No Exp
able lakefront. Paved •A BEAUTIFUL, COM- or CDL? Company Training
pads, u/g utilities Only PLETE SMOKY MOUN- & Trainee Pay Available 1$139,900 Won't Last Call TAIN WEDDING Original 800-635-7091
'kw! (800) 770-9311 ext Log Wedding Chapel
Everything provided pho- 'NEEDED' 100 Driver
9‘14
tos, video, flowers, formal Trainees for Immediate
wear, cabins Srnokies best Job Openings. Get your
.
TIMIS
.
Mon -Fri. 7:00
a.m. -Noon %
a.m. - 4:00 p.m. • Sat. 8:00.
value
1-800-262-5681 COL'S in 15 days. No
Cis:8111,1s
www smokymtnwed- money down Call 1-877- se
%
204 North 4th Street • 753-5833
..
270-753-1916
••
dingchapels corn
•
••
274-7883.
....me
...is in a a 0 IN •111011111101111110 1111m a •0 IN ill•

KIDS KREW

270-759-3333
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Special Pricing On Lumber & Plywoods
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HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852

& Gifts

FALL CLEARANCE

50%-75%0„

Constructive
Learning Center, Inc.

tenors,

you'll know and tee that you've made
the correct decision Tonight: Speak your
mind.
VIRGO(Aug 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your smile wins the day when
you deal with those you're close to
Don't question yourself quite so much. A
boss could be difficult Don't play "Gone
With the Wind" over this issue Let go of
problems. Start planning your weekend
Tonight- Split as fast as possible
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
*** Finish any backed-up work Calls
from a distance could be disconcerting
Don't brood, let go of what you cannot
change. A more laissez-faire attitude
works, ultimately Think positively about
the next few days. Tonight. Let out pentup steam.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Fnends support you even when
a partner proves unduly difficult
Someone you consider a friend could let
you down at the last minute. Realize
more of what is important, and follow
through on your needs. Tonight. Go for a
weekend escape.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Sit back and rethink a decision.
If something feels out of sync or a person
is acting strangely, don't be surpnsed.
Something is off. Trust your judgment. A
meeting adds to your sense of direction.
Brainstorm. Be open. Tonight: Find your
fnends.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 191
*** You cou1d be a bit off on a decision you make. Consider options more
carefully that might help you energizefrom vitamins to exercise. First schedule
a checkup with your doctor. Gossip
might be depleting you as well. Tonight:
A must show.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181
***** Your sense of humor plays an
important role with a partner who might
be glum. Help this person pick him- or
herself up. Take a long lunch with him or
her or make plans for immediately following work. Eye the long term right
now. Tonight: Try something different.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
***** Others let you know what
they want. On the other hand, associates
could push you. You might want to
rethink a personal matter that is close to
your heart. Schedule time in the near
future with a special friend or loved one.
Tonight: Togetherness works.

ELECT

(*On Most cars & trucks - house 011 only)
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Fall Gifts & Decorations
Selected Shrubs
TULIPS & DAFFODILS
READY FOR PLANTING
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

LOOKING BACK

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: I never imagined I away as possible. It's better to run
10 years ago
would find myself trapped in an than to have someone lose their life.
Published
is a picture of Donna
abusive
PETER
DEAR DR GOTT: I've heard of the
relationship, let alone end Some may fear if they run, they'll
placebo effect, but can there be an
up in jail for shooting my abuser — lose everything. Wrong! They'll lose Jackson accepting an award on beGOTT, M.D.
but that's where I am.
opposite' My mother-in-law refuses to
half of her father, Marvin Lassiter,
everything if they stay.
My live-in abused me for years.
purchase any generic medication,
If my letter saves just one victim recognizing the family's farm as
Once our son was born, his brutality of abuse, it will have been worth it. part of Bicentennial Historical Farm
swearing it won't work. She buys the
increased, and my baby was used as My life and future are over. I traded Program from Mark Paschall,
trade-name products — and then
presia pawn to prevent me from calling the prison of domestic abuse for a
complains about the cost.
Calloway
the
dent
County
of
Extenthe police. The one and only time I real-life prison. Sign me ...
DEAR READER: A decade or two
Council, at a recognition dinago, there was an enormous differ- uon and assured me that it will even- did call for help, all they did was tell
LOST IT ALL sion
ence between brand and generic. In tually disappear. It hasn't. I'm miser- my partner to leave the house and
IN PHILADELPHIA ner. The Lassiter farm is celebrating
sleep somewhere else. Never was I
its 150th year. The H.L. Riley farm
many instances, the generic drug was able. What can I do9
advised to get a protection order or
deficient. 1 don't know why this
DEAR
who is celebrating its 100th year
LOST
IT
ALL:
My
DEAR READER: Itchy, irritated, offered any other assistance.
occurred, but most physicians and
prayers are with you,and I hope was also honored. The photo was by
inflamed fungus infection of the skin
Once my baby's father saw what you are dealt with more com- Staff Photographer
patients accepted it.
Cyrus Afzali.
of the inner thighs and scrotum - othToday, the situation has changed — erwise known as "jock itch" — is one he could get away with, the beat- passionately by the legal system
Births
reported
include a boy to
I suppose because the FDA has taken of the most common dermatological ings increased in frequency and than you were by the person Tamra and Glen Cole,
Oct. 23, and
severity.
attempt
If
I'd
to
call
9-1-1,
who
drove
you to desperation. I
a more aggressive role in analyzing annoyances in active men. The condiboy
to
and
a
Nona
TownPhillip
he
would
grab
our
son and his dia- also
and approving generic medications.
tion develops because the skin of the per bag and threaten to disappear from hope that others will learn send, Oct. 24.
your
bitter
experience.
Therefore, I think it is safe to say crotch is warm, moist and dark — an
with our child if I made the call.
Tomorrow I will print once
20 years ago
that your mother-in-law could substi- ideal environment for yeasts to grow.
When I actually tried to leave again the 15 warning signs of
Published are a feature story and
tute generic drugs for her brand
Your doctors are correct. The irrita- with the baby, my abuser promised an abuser.
names. This would save money with- tion will resolve with time — but that
picture about Dr. Richard Blalock
he'd kill me before I reached the
out compromising efficiency. Speak to interval may stretch into years. I'm
and his services as physician for
*5*
her physician about this, because any certain that you don't want to suffer door. He said if I managed to get
away, he'd track me down at my
A NOTE TO PARENTS OF Murray State University Sports
changes should come from him.
from this condition for another parents' home out of state and "take YOUNG CHILDREN: Tonight
is Teams. The story and photo were
To give you related information, I decade.
care of me"there.
by Staff Writer and Photographer
the
night
when
wee
witches
am sending you a copy of my Health
Therefore, I suggest that you purI was too ashamed to tell my co- and goblins collect their loot. Charles Honey.
Report "Consumer Tips on Medicine." chase over-the-counter Lamasil workers, friends
and acquaintances Please supervise them so they'll
One trailer was destroyed and
Other readers who would like a copy cream and apply it daily. If, after two that I was
being abused. I covered be safe.
two others were damaged by fire
should send a self-addressed, or three weeks, the inflammation per- my bruises with makeup
and was
stamped envelope and $2 to sists, change to Myostatin cream. If careful to keep my
the morning of Oct. 30 at Shady
***
distance
for fear
Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe, this fails to cure your problem, see a someone would see
Oaks
Trailer Court.
Dear Abby is
the marks.
by Abigail
OH 44092-0167. Be sure to mention the dermatologist. Most cases of uncom- was afraid if anyone discovered I Van Buren, also written
Births reported include a girl to
known as Jeanne
the
title.
plicated jock itch respond to this ther- beatings, this man would abuse me Phillips, and was founded by her mother, Steve and Tina Sexton, Oct. 12; a
Phillips, Write Dear Abby at
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 27-year-old apy within a week or two.
more — or kill me — so no one Pauline
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, girl to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Cates,
athlete with a major problem: an itchy
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've had bleeding knew how terrified I was.
Oct. 17
Los Angeles,CA 90069.
and extensive rash in my groin area. hemorrhoids for several years. Lately,
After hearing our toddler scream
30 years ago
*5*
Two doctors diagnosed a fungus infec- they bleed almost constantly when I in terror as he watched his father
Murray Chief of Police James
evacuate, and now they protrude from give me the worst beating of my life,
To order "How to Write Letters for
the anus. I worry about being embar- I finally decided to protect myself. I All Occasions," send a business-sized, Brown has asked that all trick or
treaters be at home by 8 p.m. toself-addressed envelope, plus check or
rassed in public. When I raise this bought a gun (complete with child money order for $5 (U.S. funds)
to: Dear
night (Halloween) and to observe
safety
lock),
thinking
that
when
he
issue with my family doctor, he sideAbby — Letter
P.O. Box 447,
came after me again, he'd see I had Mount Morris, ILBooklet,
all safety rules when are out in the
tracks it.
61054-0447.(Postage is
area.
included in the price.)
DEAR READER: That's probably a gun and leave me alone.
I had never owned or fired a gun
Births reported include a boy to
because he has never suffered the
consequences that you have experi- in my life and didn't intend to use
Mr. and Mrs. Scottie Nolin, 22; a
enced. Bleeding hemorrhoids — even that one. It was meant to be a scare
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Curd
without discomfort — are a pain in the tactic, but he was accidentally shot
tail. While such bleeding is rarely life fatally.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
In a state of panic, I hid his body
threatening, it is clearly a major nuifor
two
months
before
being
arrestsance. And, if your hemorrhoids are
enlarging, this adds further urgency ed. I was charged with murder and
now face the death penalty.
to treatment.
My little boy is in foster care. My
In my opinion, you should see a surabuser's
relatives, who ignored him South dealer.
geon. Bleeding hemorrhoids are
be salvaged. True, you could try to
bread-and-butter to these guys; they for the first 20 months of his life, North-South vulnerable.
avert one of them by taking a heart
know precisely how to handle the situ- are now fighting my parents for cusfinesse, but you know from the bidNORTH
ation. You may require no therapy at tody. I have not seen my child since
ding that the finesse will lose.
3
A
J
9
7
all, or a ligation (using rubber bands) the day I was arrested. My parents'
IP 3
As you study the matter more
world
has
turned
been
upside
down.
or removal may be appropriate. Were
however, you note that the
closely,
•
K
6
5
Abby,
please
urge
every abused
I in your shoes, I'd certainly opt for a
setup has all the makings of a loser48 7 4 2
woman to speak out and tell people
procedure to resolve the problem.
EAST
on-loser play. The distinguishing feaWEST
what is happening at home — and
ture of this relatively rare play is that
45
10
then
run.
Run as fast and as far
Copyright 2002, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
you exchange a trick you don't have
V7 6 5
V K J 10 9 8 4
to lose for one that you do have to
•A 9 8 4 2
•Q J 10 7 3
ICIPAIL 1 IL21r
lose, and by a strange but satisfying
4A J 109
4Q
alchemy wind up gaining a trick in
SOUTH
EtL.CINCOIE
the process.
K Q 8642
So, after ruffing the diamond, you
VAQ2
EVERY ONCE IN A WI4LE
lead a trump to the ace, ruff a dia•—
"NAT ALL. I 114EY LIKE TO 00 ROLE
mond, cash the ace of hearts, ruff a
4K 6 5 3
REVERSAL
ABOUT'
heart and then ruff dummy's last diaThe bidding:
mond. Having attended to these
North
East
West
South
2sp
details, you now lead the queen of
Dble
44
14
hearts. West has no choice but to
Opening lead — queen of clubs.
Assume you're in four spades cover with the king, and you let him
doubled and West leads the queen of win the trick, discarding one of
dummy's losing clubs.
clubs. East wins with the ace and
This deliberate concession of a
returns the nine, at which point it
looks as though you'll make the con- trick you don't have to lose is
remarkably effective. West is forced
tract easily.
But when you play the king of to return a heart or a diamond, and in
clubs, West ruffs and shifts to the either case you discard dummy's
C
FI-1V
remaining club as you ruff in your
queen of diamonds. You cover with
hand. Your only losers prove to be a
the king and ruff East's ace, and it
now appears that you Must go down club, a club ruff and the king of
ALL ThE GOOD HALLOwEEM
„ NOW ALL THE
. NOW ALL THE.
hearts, and you wind up making four
CANOES ARE GONE
"AVNBE ThESE. AREN'T 50
one. Two club losers are staring you
"I DIDN'T EVEN LAE THESE
i BAD" ONES ARE GONE.
in the face, and they seemingly can't spades doubled.
WHEN I WAS A KID"
r
BE THEE \
ONE5 ARE GONE.
AREN'T 50 BAD
I NOWT EVEN
LIKE lliESE 'AHEM

Find Everything
You Need Here
*News *Sports
*Community
*Sales
*Employment
It's All In The
Ledger & Times

It's Magic

I WAS A KO!

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

VCIFt .ESIETTIEFt c3r VV CP FIS•ECID
DEAtslt4A,‘,/OU'RE. 1.00KlEgal&LEII

WITH 1
TALKIN16,
THAT SAEN ALL NIGHT
l9N.TGooD you StioULD 10 MINUTE-S!
LETHER cRy A LITTLE.

GETTING VP

1CAN'1'Do 1H A-I'!
wHAT IF Some
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TODAY IN HISTORY]
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Oct. 31. the
304th day of 2002. There are' .l
days left in the year. This is HAloween.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 31, 1517, Martin Luther
posted the 95 Theses on the door of
the Wittenberg Palace church,
marking the start of the Protestant
Reformation in Germany.
In 1926, magician Harry Houdini
died in Detroit of gangrene and
peritonitis resulting from a ruptured
appendix.
In 1941, the U.S. Navy destroyer
Reuben James was torpedoed by a
German U-boat off Iceland with the
loss of 115 lives, even though the
United
yv States had not yet entered
In 1956, Rear Admiral G.J.
Dufek became the first person .to
land an airplane at the South Pole,
In 1984, Indian Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi was assassinated by
twoFiSviekhyseeacrusriatgyog:uarr
B disti.
sh au pair
Louise Woodward received a mandatory life sentence, a day after a
jury in Cambridge. Mass., convicted
her of second-degree murder in the
death of 8-month-old Matthew Eappen.(The verdict was later reduced
to manslaughter, and Woodward
was set free.) Chinese President Jiang Z,emin rang the bell at the New
York Stock Exchange to open The
day's trading.
One year ago: New York hospital worker Kathy T. Nguyen died ofi
inhalation anthrax, the fourth person:
to perish in a spreading wave of
bioterrorism.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN
1 Frizzy hairdos
2 Gun-cleaning
tool
3 Word in a

and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Bnttam, Oct. 23.
Published is a photo of Kip Mason of Murray High School at the
annual Quad-state String Orchestra
Festival at Murray State University.:
40 years ago
Charles Perry, 18, died from injuries sustained in a tractor accident
near the Old Macedonia community
on State Line Road about 5:30 p.m;
Oct. 30. A 1962 graduate of Calloway County High School, he was
the only son of Hazel Postmaster
Preston Perry.
United Church Women of Murray and Calloway County will observe World Community Day Nov:
2 at 1 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church, Alvehy Marques, formerly
of Sao Paulo, Brazil, South America, will be the speaker.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Roberts
were married 47 years Oct. 21.
50 years ago
Sgt. Ronald Burkeen, son of Mi.
and Mrs. Dave Burkeen, has been
discharged from the Army after
serving the past five months with
the 223rd Infantry Regiment of, the
40th Division of the Army in Ka-ea.
He was drafted for the service Nov.
3, 1950.
Births reported include twin gins
to Mr. and Mrs. James Schmidtka, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Mathis, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Warren Melton and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. William Barker, Oct. 20.
Mrs. Herbert Halpert presented a
review of the book, "Strange Lands
and Friendly People" by Douglas at
a meeting of the Magazine Club at
the home of Mrs. B.F. Scherffius.7
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Constellation ready to deploy to Persian Gulf
ABOARD THE USS CONSTELLATION (AP) —
As he prepared again for a voyage that would put his aircraft unit within striking distance of Iraq, Capt. Mark
Fox wrote a letter to the wife of a shipmate from the
Gulf War.
On the first night of Desert Storm nearly 12 years
ago, Fox's mend and fellow Navy pilot, Michael Scott
Speicher, became the first American lost in the war.
Today, Speicher is the only American still finaccounted for. This month, the Navy declared he was captured by Iraq after his plane went down. Intelligence
reports suggest Speicher may still be alive.
Nearly 9,000 sailors and aviators on the USS

Constellation and its battle group are set to depart
Saturday on a six-month deployment to the Persian Gulf
that commanders say is likely to put them in harm's
way.
The 46-year-old Fox, commander of the canier's 72
aircraft and the ship's top pilot, said the mission is a personal one. "I've never had closure from his loss," said
Fox, his eyes brimming with tears. "I keep him in my
prayers."
President Bush has not ordered an attack on Iraq, but
the USS Constellation is preparing for the possibility
that he will. The ship returned Tuesday from war games
off the coast of Southern California.

ILI DON SEE.,SHERIFF

*

of Calloway County

Choose your Sheriff as you would
your Doctor; the most qualified!

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times photo
GETTING READY FOR TUESDAY ... Vernon Anderson, the Republican Party's representative
of the Calloway County Election Board, uses a flashlight to illuminate a certification number
on one of the county's 33 voting machines, while his Democratic counterpart, Zee Enix,
reads a number to determine a match. Anderson and Enix were among several Election
Board personnel who gathered at the Calloway County Road Department garage
Wednesday morning to validate the machines, thus preparing them for Tuesday's General
Election.

NRA proceeds with Tucson
rally two days after shooting
TUCSON, Ariz, (AP) — The
National Rifle Association and its
high-profile leader Charlton Heston
went ahead with a rally here
Wednesday, two days after a flunking student who collected guns shot
three professors to death before
killing himself.
An estimated 700 people attended the rally at the Tucson
Convention Center, about four miles
from the University of Arizona's
nursing school, where Monday's
shootings took place.
NRA Chief Executive Officer
Wayne LaPierre defended the getout-the-vote event for Arizona
Republican candidates, saying it had
long been planned and that there
was no connection between the gunman's actions and what the NRA

stands for.
professors," Thomas said.
"I honestly think that if a madHeston, the actor who recently
man had driven a car into a crowd announced he has symptoms consisand if there was a car convention tent with Alzheimer's disease,
scheduled, they wouldn't cancel the addressed the crowd briefly, made
convention," LaPierre said.
no reference to the shootings and
Republican gubernatorial candi- did not refer to the candidates by
date Matt Salmon was scheduled to name.
appear at the event but did not
A few dozen people protested
attend. NRA officials said Salmon, outside. "We're here to tell Charlton
who is in a close race with Heston to go the hell home," said
Democrat Janet Napolitano, can- Sean Hammond,31, of Tucson."We
celed all Tucson appearances out of just had the worst shooting in the
respect for the shooting victims.
history of Tucson just two days
Republican attorney general can- ago."
didate Andrew Thomas said he
Tucson resident Mike Middono,
believed the event could deliver a 41, who attended the rally, dispositive message.
agreed.
"This rally is about self-defense
"That tragedy would not have
against violent predators such as the happened if more people had guns,"
murderer who killed three innocent he said.

DON SENF

My Opponent

Education/Training/Experience

Education/Training/Experience

*BA Degree-KY Wesleyan College
'Graduate Southern Police Institute,
Administrative Officer's Course
University of Louisville
'Graduate State Police Academy
'Graduate Special Agents Course FDLE
'Graduate FBI Bomb School
'Graduate ATF Advanced Explosive Investigations
'Graduate National Fire Academy Course
'Graduate of Numerous KY State Police Academy
Schools over 20 years
'Certified Executive I by the International
Association Chief of Police Assessment Center
Related Work Experience
'1978-1999 Conducted at least 107 Major Case
Investigations in Calloway County Covering
Arson/Fire Investigations, Terroristic Threatening.
Homicide, Hate Crime, Wanton Endangerment,
Burglary, Theft, Criminal Mischief, to include
recovery and destruction of old explosives and
explosive devices.
'Retired KY State Police with 20 Years 7 Months as
an Investigator and Bomb Technician

'Briefly Attended Murray State University

'Graduate of the Richmond, KY Police Academy
'Several in-service courses

Related Work Experience
'Currently a Sergeant in the Sheriffs Office
'Deputy Sheriff since 1994
'Performed Duties prior to 1994 as a Part Time
Deputy

'Former State Trooper
'Former Special Agent
'Former Police Chief
'30 years of Public Safety Experience and 4,502
hours of Law Enforcement Technical Training
'22 Years as a Calloway County Resident

Let My Experience Work For YOU!
Paid for by Don Senf Campaign Committee

FOOD
GIANT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING

'Graduate Calloway County High School

MIME

CENTER • MURRAY • 7 5 3 - 8 3 2 2

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
November 1 & 2 • 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

NOVEMBER I ST & 2ND
FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
(FOOD GIANT

Fresh Whole
BBQ Chicken
ONLY

NEW!!!
Boneless Pork
Chop Sandwich
ea.

Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts

Rib Eye
Sandwich

$200

ea.

They're Great/

$5

lb.

118

for$

8 et - 12 oz.
Fri.& Sat.Only /

A

MOKED SAUSAGE
SANDWICH
1 for $3.00
Smoked Turkey
Breast
6 lb. Avg.

BACON

2

10 a.m. til 2 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.

"Finger
Lickin' Good"
Whole
Slab Ribs

$10

2

2for $100

ByThe Poun

$12ea

Sandwiches

ifriVI
Hamburgers

Hot
-Pr Tende
Pork BBQ
00

Fresh Pork BBQ

1

(SLAB SLICED

HAMBURGER &
HOT DOG BUNS

Grte,,
2

$15°°ea.

Call ahead to assure

4EST YET

SALTINE
CRACKERS

1 Lb. Box
Fri. & &it. Only

(SEASON CLOSEOUT
BEST YET

CHARCOAL

$198
10 Lb. Bag
& Sat. OnI3,

I Lb. Pkg.
Fri. & Sat. Only

4114:
ti

1
COKE
& COKE
PRODUCTS

78'
2for $5

2 Liter Plastic

Fri. & Sat. 19 P/
1
4.-12 Oz.eats/
Only

Place Your Orders Now for Thanksgiving!
Whole Smoked or Fried Turkeys
12 lb. avg
18 lb. avg
Turkey Breast
Boston Butt

$18
$25
$15
$12

*Special orders by request - call 753-8322
Order by Nov. 25th - pick up on Nov. 27th by 5 p.m.
AVAILABILITY LIMITED...SO CALL EARLY!

Many, Many More GREAT SPECIALS.
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Suspect killed after
Geared Up
courthouse shooting
For Tonight
with deputy's gun
Ledger & Times photu

DAYTON, Ohio (AP) — A
man grabbed a deputy's gun in the
lobby of a county courthouse
Wednesday and shot and wounded
an officer. authorities said.
Another deputy shot the gunman,
who died at a hospital.
The officer, Matthew Wright,
30. was hit in the calf. police
Detective Carol Johnson said. He
was treated at a hospital and
released.
Sheriff Dave Vote said the man
grabbed and fired the gun after setting off a metal detector. The man
then left the courthouse and was

confronted outside by a 0 deputy

who shot him. Vore said.
He died later at a local hospital,
hospital spokeswoman Nancy
Thicket said.
It wasn't immediately clear
whether Wright was the officer
whose gun was grabbed.
Vore said he didn't know why
the man had gone to the building.
Dayton police were interviewing
witnesses to try to figure out why
he went there, spokeswoman Carol
Johnson said.
Authorities would not immediately identify the gunman.

PLAYING BOO-INGO! ... Sister
and brother Mallory and Parker
Wooldridge tried to strike it rich
with candy while playing Bingo
during last night's Spook Special
at First United Methodist Church
here. Parker donned his Buzz
Lightyear costume, while Mallory
was dressed to the crown as a
princess. Scores of children
dressed
as anything from
Batman to pirates to firefighters
to Zorro roamed the church's
gymnasium area in search for
treats and avoiding tricks. The
event featured plenty of both,
though, with games, facepainting, a "fortune teller" and a
haunted house.
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Hope Harbor
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STEAK HOUSE SPECIALS

ROCKER-STYLE RECLINER
AVAILABLE FOR $649.00

Martins; Ocr. 31st
Thurs. NiRia 4-9 p.m.
Fresh oysters on half shell
$3.00 1/2 doz.
$5.00 I doz.
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BUY ONE DODGER FOR

Louisiana Style Gumbo
$1.50

BUY ONE VIKING FOR
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DINNERS $6.95
BBQ Ribs, Seafood Pasta,
Southern Fried Catfish. Cajun
Style Boneless Pork Chops

1

R-STYLE RECLINER
AVAILABLE FOR $549."

$899

$699
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Karaoke 4-9 p.m.
Prize for Rest Entertainer
in Costume
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Friday Night 4-9 p.m.

FREE

Prime Rib Dinner for two

$22.95
Include, PMalo. House Salad & Roll

i
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ROCKER/RECLINER
AVAILABLE FOR $749."

Saturday Night 4-9 p.m.

Marinated Sirloin - $10.95
Includes Palate, House Salad & Re!

ROCKER-STYLE RECLINER
AVAILABLE FOR $949.00

CHEROKEE RANCH BUFFET
Steak & Seafood
•Pram.
111
et Salardat. 4-8 p.m.
Adult - $9.95
Children 43-101 $1.99
i
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Sunday Dinner Buffet 12-4 p.m.
Adult - $7.49
Children 13-101 • $1.99
Rest. 3-8
Priers include fited. dessert & eirml
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Available

Open
Highway 60 * A Half Mile East of 1-24
Sunday Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-8224
1-5
Open Daily 10-7 • Sunday 1-5 • Friday 104
305 North Main Street Benton, KY
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224 0"'neitls

We Can Help You Sell
Your Old Furniture!
449 South 16th Street
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Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
Visit us at ibvwvo.fiemingfurniture.com
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